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The CCF Government
and the Formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians

James M. Pitsula

ABSTRACT. The formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians in 1946 resulted from the
conjuncture of two developments - the increased political activism of Indian people caused
by their participation in World War II and the support given the Indian cause by the
Saskatchewan CCF government. Despite cultural differences and misunderstandings, the
involvement of non-Indians assisted the process of establishing a provincewide Indian politi
cal organization. In some respects, however, the Union was undermined and weakened by
activities of non-Indians who often assumed that they knew the Indians' interests better than
did the Indians themselves. The voices of well-meaning, but paternalistic, non-Indian politi
cians and cleries sometimes drowned out the voices of Indian people. On balance, however, the
results of the CCF government's intervention were positive in that the Union of Saskatchewan
Indians allowed Indians to articulate their views and express their demands for change more
effectively than had previously been the case. The Union also laid the groundwork for the
evolution of a powerful provincewide instrument of Indian self-government, the Federation of
Saskatchewan Indian Nations.

SOMMAIRE. C'est la conjoncture de deux courants qui mena a la creation de l'Union of
Saskatchewan Indiansen 1946:Ie militantisme politiqueaccru des Amerindiens resultant de leur
participation ala Seconde Guerre mondiale et l'appui de l'administration provinciaIe CCF a la
cause autochtone. Malgre l'ecart entre les cultures et en depit de divers malentendus, l'action
des Blanes facilita I'etablissement d'un organisme politique amerindien al'echelle provinciale.
Pourtant, selon certains points de vue, le mouvement fut affaibli et sape par l'action de Blancs
croyant souvent discerner les interets des Autochtones avec plus dacuite que les principaux
interesses. Le discours d'hommes politiques et de religieux bien intentionnes quoique pater
nalistes occulta souvent la parole de l'Amerindien. Au bout du compte, l'intervention de
l'administration cecefiste fut positive, en ce sens que l'Union of Saskatchewan Indians permit
l'articulation d'une vision autochtone et l'exposition d'une volonte urgente de changement
d'une maniere plus efficace qu'auparavant. C'est aussi l'USI qui prepara la voie a un instru
ment plus puissant dautodetermination amerindienne, la Federation des Premieres Nations
de la Saskatchewan (Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations).

The formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians in 1946 resulted
from the conjuncture of two developments - the increased political activ
ism of Indian people caused by their participation in World War II and the
support given the Indian cause by the Saskatchewan CCF government. An
estimated 6,000 Indians enlisted in the Canadian armed forces from 1939to
1945, a proportionately higher number than for any other ethnic group.'
Their military experience gave them a greater degree of worldliness and
sophistication than they would otherwise have had, and their battlefield
accomplishments provided self-esteem and confidence.' Having served on
equal terms with non-Indian comrades in various branches of the armed
forces, they returned to the reserves where the stifling, paternalistic Indian
Affairs regime still prevailed. Rapidly demoted from the status of war hero
to that of second-class citizen, Indian veterans felt deeply the need for
fundamental changes in the way Indians were treated. They had a sharp
ened sense of identity, new self-confidence, and a determination to take up
the challenge of political organization and leadership.'

At the same time, non-aboriginal Canadians were becoming more con
cerned about the way aboriginal people were treated. The heightened
concern was in large part a response to the major Indian contribution to the
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war effort, but it may also have arisen, as J.R. Miller has argued, because "in
the midst of a war against institutionalized racism and barbarity, it was
impossible not to notice that the bases of Canadian Indian policy lay in
assumptions about the moral and economic inferiority of particular racial
groupings."4 J.A. Glen, the federal minister responsible for Indian Affairs,
observed in 1945 that at no time in recent memory had the public mind been
more focussed on the plight of Indians.' The Toronto Globe and Mail in
February 1946 called for major changes in Indian administration: "We have
reached a period now, however, where mere paternalism is not enough.
Treaty money and protected reserves can no longer be accepted as the
proper treatment of a sadly declining and passively loyal section of our
population. ... The reservation has in effect become little more than a
concentration carnp.?" Responding to public opinion and the lobbying
efforts of veterans' organizations, churches and citizens' groups, the federal
government in 1946 appointed a Joint Committee of the Senate and House of
Commons to make proposals for the revision of the Indian Act.7 The Com
mittee's report led in 1951 to the removal of some of the obnoxious features
of the Act, such as compulsory enfranchisement and bans on the potlatch
and Sun Dance, but did not alter the general policy of assimilation,"

The Saskatchewan CCFgovernment elected in 1944 had a strong interest
in Indian issues. The interest emanated mainly from Premier T.C. Douglas
himself, rather than from the party grassroots. There was no mention of
Indian issues in the resolutions discussed at the 1944 CCF provincial con
vention, and only one resolution concerning Indians was presented and
passed at the 1945 convention. It called for the extension of the franchise to
Saskatchewan Indians." Douglas, however, had a long-standing and deeply
felt concern about Indian issues. Prior to becoming premier, he had served
as a federal Member of Parliament and had taken an active part in the
debates on the estimates of the Indian Affairs Branch. He was on record in
1943 as being in favour of "full rights of citizenship" for Indians." When he
assumed the office of premier, Douglas continued to make Indian issues a
priority, even though constitutional responsibility lay with the federal
government. His frequent interventions in Indian matters provoked the
federal minister for Indian affairs to ask Douglas why he was encroaching
on Ottawa's jurisdiction. He replied that the welfare of Indians was of
concern to his government "firstly, because any epidemics or unhealthy
conditions amongst them affect the people who come in contact with them,
and, secondly, because we are trying to tackle a problem of the Metis people
who usually live and work in close relationship with Indians."ll The
Premier addressed the Legislature in March 1946 on a resolution urging the
federal government to set up a royal commission to look into conditions
among Indian people, with particular reference to health, education, social
welfare and civil rights. He said that the treatment of Indians was "one of
the blackest pages" in Canadian history and.that a new deal for Indians was
long overdue. He felt that the principles espoused by the CCF, whose motto
was "Humanity First," obliged his government to take action: "It has been
said that the measure of any society is what it does for the least fortunate
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group. It is not enough to establish a cooperative commonwealth and to
raise the standard of living if there continues to remain like a canker a small,
underprivileged, diseased, illiterate minority in society.r'"

Since Indians could not vote, the CCFdid not stand to make immediate
political gains from a pro-Indian policy, but this would change if the
franchise were extended to Indians. Whether this was part of the CCF
government's long-term political calculations remains a matter for specula
tion. The Liberals had a strong grip on the Metis vote, and the CCFmay have
spotted an opportunity to counter that influence. The Metis population was
largely Roman Catholic as were more than half of the province's Indians.13

This fact made it more difficult for the CCFto win Indian political support,
given the Church's antipathy to the party's policies." Thus, if the CCF's
motives for intervening in Indian affairs were based to some degree on
political expediency, the prospects for gain were not particularly good.

The formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians is an interesting
case study in Indian-white relations. Despite cultural differences and mis
understandings, the involvement of non-Indians assisted the process of
establishing a provincewide Indian political organization. In some re
spects, however, the Union was undermined and weakened by activities of
non-Indians who often assumed that they knew the Indians' interests better
than did the Indians themselves. The voices of well-meaning non- Indian
politicians and clerics sometimes drowned out the voices of Indian people.
On balance, however, the results of the CCF government's intervention
were positive in that the Union of Saskatchewan Indians eventually
evolved into an effective instrumentof Indian self-government, the Federa
tion of Saskatchewan Indian Nations.

The Union of Saskatchewan Indians was the merger of three predecessor
organizations: the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan, the Protective
Association for Indians and their Treaties, and the Saskatchewan section of
the North American Indian Brotherhood. The latter's provincial leader was
John Tootoosis, a grand-nephew of the famed Chief Poundmaker, who died
in 1886 after being unjustly incarcerated for his role in the 1885 resistance.
Before the North American Indian Brotherhood (NAIB) came into' being,
Tootoosis worked for the League of Indians of Canada, which was founded at
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario in 1919.The League held its first meeting in western
Canada in 1920and, in the course of the decade, westerners took an increas
ingly prominent role in the organization, with the Treaty 6 area having the
most active membership." The western Indians in 1929 formed their own
organization, called the League of Indians of Western Canada, and held
annual conventions at Poundmaker Reserve and other locations. The 1931
gathering at Saddle Lake, Alberta, for example, drew 1,344delegates includ
ing twenty-two chiefs and councillors from thirteen Saskatchewan reserves. 16

Tootoosis, who was elected secretary and organizer for the prairie region in
1932and president in 1934,spent much of his time travelling, attending band
meetings, holding workshops, and generally trying to build the organiza
tion." In 1944, Andrew Paull, a Squamish Indian from British Columbia,
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invited Indian leaders from across the country to a meeting in Ottawa to form
a national Indian organization. SixSaskatchewan members of the League of
Indians of Western Canada, including John Tootoosis, attended the confer
ence. After consulting with his membership, Tootoosis threw his support
behind Paull and joined the NAIB. 18

Another Indian organization in Saskatchewan was the Protective Asso
ciation for the Indians and their Treaties. It traced its beginnings to the
post-World War I period, when three bands in the Qu'Appelle Valley
Pasqua, Piapot, and Muscowpetung - allied to fight the seizure of Indian
land under the Soldier Settlement Act.19 The leaders were Ben Pasqua and
Andrew Gordon (Pasqua), Pat Cappo and Charles Pratt (Muscowpetung)
and Harry Ball and Abel Watetch (Piapot)." The Protective Association
stood for the protection of Indian treaty rights, lands and resources, and the
improvement of Indian education and economic welfare." In the fall of
1945, these ideas were incorporated into a brief prepared with the assis
tance of Morris Shumiatcher, legal counsel to the Saskatchewan govern
ment, and presented to the federal minister responsible for Indian affairs."
Unlike the NAIB, which was based primarily in the Treaty 6 area, the
Protective Association represented Treaty 4 Indians.

The Association of Indians of Saskatchewan was the third and newest of
the Indian organizations. Although without a large membership, it in
cluded prominent Indians who favoured a closer integration of Indian
people with the general population, and, therefore, had the ear of the
provincial government. One of the first pieces of evidence of its existence is
a letter of 17 June 1944 from Dan Kennedy, whose Indian name was
Ochankugahe, to Zachary Hamilton in which Kennedy asked for an army
tent "for us to hold another conference among ourselves during the Regina
fair - for the purpose of forming an Indian organization.,,23 Dan Kennedy,
an Assiniboine from Carry-the-Kettle Reserve, had attended both the
Qu'Appelle Indian Residential School and St. BonifaceCollege in Winnipeg
and was described as "an exceedingly successful, progressive farmer and
probably the best educated Indian in Saskatchewan.v" Hamilton was a
newspaperman, amateur historian and failed real estate speculator.f The
two men came together through their common membership in the Sas
katchewan Historical Society, a voluntary organization dedicated to
searching out and preserving the records of the pioneer era. The Society's
"Indians of Saskatchewan" subcommittee had one Indian member, Dan
Kennedy, who regarded his participation "as an opportunity and means of
correcting errors and misinterpretations of the intimate life history of my
people." He and Hamilton carried out historical research together. For
example, believing that history books had not dealt fairly with Sitting Bull,
they journeyed to South Dakota and interviewed people who had known
the Sioux Chief."

Zachary Hamilton believed that Indians had not received a fair deal and,
in particular, the Canadian government had not lived up to the spirit of the
treaties." Not surprisingly, therefore, he and Kennedy began to collaborate
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on political, as well as historical, projects. The selection of the Regina fair as
the occasion for a political meeting made sense because every year the Regina
Exhibition Board invited Indians to set up their teepees in the centre of the
fairgrounds. The Indians were, at one and the same time, guests of the fair,
with free access to the exhibits, and one of the exhibits themselves. A Regina
newspaper described the scene in August 1945: "Guests of the Regina fair
board, about 90of them - men, women, and papooses - have pitched their
teepees in the camp ground westof the Grain Show buildingand for the entire
week will take in the sights. The encampment is attracting hundreds of fair
patrons, and on Monday children swarmed around the 13 teepees all day
long, viewing with wonderment their red brothers.?" The Indians attending
the fair were a ready-made audience for a political meeting.

About thirty people attended the 1944 conference to form the Associa
tion of Indians of Saskatchewan." They elected as president Joseph
Dreaver, chief of the Mistawasis band near Prince Albert. He had been
awarded a military medal for bravery at the Battle of Ypres in World War I
and during World War II served as a member of the Veterans' Guard,
guarding German prisoners at the camp near Medicine Hat.31 Even though
Dreaver was from the Treaty 6 area, the great majority of the Association's
members came from the south. Vice-president and secretary-treasurer
respectively were Hector Brass and his wife Eleanor from the File Hills
Reserve. Her father was Fred Dieter who had been the first boy admitted to
the File Hills farming colony, which had been set up by the Department of
Indian Affairs for hand-picked graduates of Indian residential schools."
Also attending the meeting was Joseph Ironquill, a well-established farmer
from File Hills. He had clashed with the Department of Indian Affairs in the
past over such issues as the banning of dances and the admission of more
farmers into the colony." He now pointed out that the war had brought
great changes to Canada and the period of reconstruction would bring
greater changes still. There had to be changes for the Indians, too. However,
he added cautiously, "I would like to be fully understood that this is in no
sense an agitation. We desire in every way possible to cooperate with
government officials and education authorities and we want to thank them
for what they have already done."34

The Association of Indians of Saskatchewan decided that its member
ship "should consist of those who are generally considered Indians and
associate members.r " The wording is interesting because it implies that
non-treaty Indians were eligible for full membership. Non-Indians could
not be full members, but they were allowed to take part in the discussions
and were appointed to honorary executive positions. They included
Lieutenant-Governor A.P. McNab, honorary president, and A.E.Whitmore
and Mrs. W.R. Motherwell, honorary vice-presidents. Whitmore was a
wealthy Regina businessman, former president of the Regina Exhibition
Board, and honorary Cree chief "Smiling Face." His close association with
Indians began during his childhood in the 1880s in Moose Jaw when Sioux
women supplied practically all the domestic help in the settlement. A fluent
Sioux speaker, he gave advice and financial aid to the Association." Mrs.
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Motherwell, widow of William R. Motherwell who had served as federal
minister of agriculture, was the former Kate Gillespie, at one time a teacher
at the File Hills Presbyterian Indian Residential School."

Members of the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan, representing
five of the nine Indian agencies in the province, met in Regina in January
1945.38 Among the topics discussed were equal treatment for demobilized
Indian servicemen and white ex-servicemen after the war, better schools for
Indian children, a voice for Indians in the administration of their own
affairs, and better health facilities." An executive meeting followed in
April. The fact that it was held in the Regina office of the Saskatchewan
Historical Society indicated the continuing assistance of Zachary
Hamilton.40 Although many of the same topics were canvassed, a new
issue, the franchise, sparked some controversy. The only Indians allowed to
vote at the time were veterans of the two world wars and their spouses.
While some Indians welcomed the vote as a sign of equality with other
Canadians, others feared it would lead to assimilation and the loss of Indian
status. The controversy arose in part from confusion over the words
"enfranchisement" and the "franchise." "Enfranchisement" was a term
used in the Indian Act to describe the legal process whereby an Indian
renounced his Indian status, gained the vote, moved permanently off the
reserve, and became liable to pay taxes like any other citizen. Since enfran
chisement meant the loss of identity as well as material losses, very few
Indians voluntarily agreed to it. Many Indians did not want the franchise
because it raised the spectre of enfranchisement and assimilation.

Dan Kennedy alluded to a split between pro-vote and anti-vote Indians
in a letter to Hamilton:

Perhaps it is apparent to you by now that we have two schools of thought sharply
at variance with the issues confronting us. Of these, one proposed to recede
within the shells of Treaty provisions and trust to providence - but the
enlightened element would like to see a progressive movement toward the
ultimate emancipation of the Indian. Whether we like it or not we are building
only one Nation - heterogeneous in character, perhaps, but composite 
Canadians. In the grea t task of nation building there is no room for a segregated
group, who are prone to isolate themselves with racial differences or inferiority
complex as in the case of my people.41

This is a revealing letter because it shows that Kennedy associated the vote
with the integration of Indian people into one Canadian nation. In other
words, those who perceived a link between the franchise and "enfranchise
ment" were not so far off the mark. Even if voting did not mean
enfranchisement in the strict legal sense defined by the Indian Act, it was
still a step toward desegregating Indian people and merging them into the
rest of Canadian society. The franchise issue simmered and occasionally
flared up during the formative years of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians.
In addition to its intrinsic importance for Indians' citizenship rights, it
symbolized a much larger issue - namely, would Saskatchewan Indians
continue as a separate and distinct entity or would they increasingly
integrate with the general population?
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In the minds of some Indians, the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan
was suspect because it contained pro-franchise elements. A group of chiefs
and councillors meeting at Punnichy in July 1945 declared their opposition
"to the plan of [Association President] Joseph Dreaver for the enfranchise
ment of the Indians." They feared that the vote "would cause the Indians to
lose their Treaty rights, and that the Indians, leaving the reserves, would be at
a loss to compete with white men sufficiently to guarantee them a living./42

The presence of non-Indians as associate members of the Association did
nothing to allay the suspicions of Indians who wanted to resist integration
and assimilation. When the provincial government became involved in
Indian politics these suspicions were exacerbated.

Premier T.C. Douglas began to take a more direct role in Indian affairs
after July 1945, when the Indians of Carry-the-Kettle Reserve (Dan Ken
nedy's reserve) conferred on him the honorary title of Chief We-a-ga-sha
(Red Eagle). In accepting the chieftainship, Douglas said he did not regard
it as an "empty honour," and he encouraged his fellow chiefs and the tribe
to share their problems with him." True to his word, Douglas gave the
welcoming address on 1 August 1945 at a meeting of the Association of
Indians of Saskatchewan held this time, not in an army tent, but in the City
Hall council chamber. With the Premier's moral support, the convention
drafted a petition asking the federal government to appoint a royal com
mission on the administration of Indian affairs." They also affirmed that all
Indians in Saskatchewan should unite in one organization so that their
views and proposals for reform could be more clearly heard in Ottawa."

In December 1945 the call went out from Premier Douglas's office,
inviting Indians from across the province to an assembly in Regina at the
beginning of the new year." The invitation was issued at the prompting of
ChiefJoe Dreaver, President of the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan,
who later explained: "I personally wrote to him [Douglas] asking him for
his assis tance because of the fact tha t if I had asked the execu tive of the other
organizations to attend a meeting where I was going to unite them they
would have thought I was trying to submerge them in my organization....
We had to get outside assistance, a man who had been an honorary chief of
the tribe and ask him personally to assist US.,,47 Douglas's involvement was
bound to raise some eyebrows in the Indian Affairs Branch. In the first
place, the Branch at this time had no enthusiasm for independent Indian
political organizations. The paternalistic authority of the Indian agent and
the wisdom of the Indian department's policies were not to be questioned."
Secondly, the federal government interpreted Douglas's actions as provin
cial meddling in an area of exclusively federal jurisdiction. Douglas de
fended his intervention in a letter to federal Indian minister J.A. Glen. The
Premier identified two benefits from his facilitating a union of Saskatche
wan Indians. Divided, Indians had not accomplished much, but brought
together into a single organization they would have the opportunity of
making "reasonable and practical su&gestions to the Department of Indian
Affairs regarding their conditions.:" Here, Douglas was being polite; his
real opinion was that the administration of the Department of Indian

--------------- - ------
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Affairs was appallingly backward .and desperately in need of improve
ment." The other reason Douglas gave for encouraging Indians to organize
was that their engagement in the process would help them lose the "atti
tude of mind, which depends entirely on the Dominion Government for
assistance and rehabilitation.t'"

The conference to build a unified organization for Saskatchewan Indians
opened on 4January 1946at the Legislative Building in Regina. The delegates
were overwhelmingly from the Treaty 4 area of the province; only four of the
approximately fifty Indians in attendance came from Treaty 6.52 ChiefJoseph
Dreaver and Chief John Gambler, presidents respectively of the Association
of Indians of Saskatchewan and the Protective Association for Indians and
their Treaties, were present, butJohn Tootoosis of the North American Indian
Brotherhood conspicuously was not. War veterans were very much in evi
dence, underscoring the linkage between Indians' political action and their
wartime experiences. The Regina Leader-Post estimated that half a dozen
delegates wore khaki, and others wore service ribbons indicating they had
borne arms in World War I. Several of the delegates who were not veterans
had sons and daughters who had served in the armed forces. For example,
John McArthur of Moose Mountain lost two of his three sons overseas. Some
chiefs wore the Queen's uniform, the uniform given each Indian chief when
treaty was signed. Chief Ed Poor Man wore his treaty medal embossed with
a portrait of Queen Victoria."

In addition to the Indian representatives, there were several non-native
delegates: Premier Douglas; the Hon. J.L.Phelps, Saskatchewan Minister of
Natural Resources; Member of Parliament C.H. Castleden (CCF- Yorkton):
Dr. "Morris C. Shumiatcher; Zachary Hamilton; A.E. Whitmore; Frank
Booth, Indian Agent, Qu'Appelle Agency; John Laurie, and a few others.
Apart from Douglas, the key figure in this group was Shumiatcher, the
Premier's 28-year-old executive assistant. Since Douglas had not assigned
Indian issues to a cabinet minister, responsibility rested with the Premier's
office, which meant, in effect, that Shumiatcher did the work. As a child
growing up in Calgary, he had become acquainted with Indians through
visits to the Sarcee reserve and to the Indian teepees set up at the annual fair.
One of his high school teachers had been John Laurie, the dedicated
secretary of the Indian Association of Alberta.54 Shumiatcher kept in touch
with Laurie and invited him to the Regina meeting to lend support to the
organizational efforts in Saskatchewan.

In his opening remarks to the conference Premier Douglas was careful to
say that he did not want to impose solutions on the Indian people ("for you
know better than we what your problems are"), but rather to "cement you
together so that you may speak with one voice in the councils of our
nation."ss After speeches from Phelps and Castleden, the floor was given to
Chief John Gambler from Muscowpetung, who pointed out that many of
the Indians present could not understand English. Arrangements were
made for Cree translation, and, at a later stage in the meeting, Saulteaux.
The meeting proceeded slowly, not only because of the time needed for
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translations, but also due to Indian unfamiliarity with the Euro-Canadian
way of running a meeting. Chief Gambler cautioned, "We must go slowly.
The ways of the white men are strange in meetings." The format was set by
non-Indians, whites occupied the chairs at the head table, and Shumiatcher
chaired the proceedings. The Indian consensus style of discussion and
decision making was not followed. Instead, resolutions were moved, sec
onded, debated, and voted, with victory going to the majority and defeat to
the minority"

Chief Joe Dreaver moved that "this assembly go on record as favouring
the establishment of a single Indian organization in the Province of Sas
katchewan for the purpose of expressing and advancing the views of all
Indians of this Province, members of the new organization to enjoy the righ t
to maintain their membership in present organizations." Ahab Spence, a
Cree Anglican minister and teacher at Little Pine Reserve, began the
discussion. He regretted that while presidents of two Indian organizations
were present, the third one was not. It clearly bothered him that the
northern Indians were being left out and that a consensus had not been
achieved. He asked, "what differences, if any, are there in the organiza
tions?" Dreaver replied that there was a misunderstanding that the organi
zation he led wished to have all Indians enfranchised: "You will not find
any in our group who wish to have the Indians enfranchised." Dreaver's
defensiveness was evidence of the unease delegates were feeling about the
issue. Spence observed, "Before, I thought that Joe Dreaver wanted to get
his Indians out of the reserves to compete with the white man. He says this
is not so, and that all have the same interests, all of the same blood, and all
should stand together." However, the tension between the desire for
equality and the fear of assimilation had not disappeared. Chief John
Gambler of the Protective Association, responding to Ahab Spence's ques
tion about differences between the two associations, bluntly said, "the
difference that exists is the difference between daylight and darkness."
Nonetheless, for the sake of unity and in order to "fight together as a team,"
differences were put aside, and Dreaver's motion carried unanimously.
The convention also decided to broaden the base of the organization by
reaching out to "our brothers in the North."s7

In the evening the provincial government hosted a banquet for the
delegates. Once again, as in the business meetings held during the day, two
different cultural styles were in evidence. According to Mervin Dieter, who
years later wrote an account of the event for the Saskatchewan Indian, the
custom of the "give-away" dictated that if Indians attended a feast offered
by their chief, they carried home whatever was not eaten:

The delegates had made their assessments of the white man's values. So it was
that they came to this conference with preconceived ideas regarding the ways of
the white man and that is if they were going to be fed, it was going to be only
enough to whet their appetites. It, therefore, was with great delight and surprise
that they found something akin to their customs when they sat down to dine at
this great table laden with food - more food than they could possibly eat and
there they sat with no means to carry away the left overs.... The food was set
upon a tablecloth of the finest material with matching serviettes. At this feast the
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serviettes served a totally different purpose than what they were intended for .
... these beautiful napkins were used to carry away the surplus food. On leaving
the banquet area the Premier stood at the exit shaking hands and bidding the
delegates farewell, if he noticed his beautiful napkins carried away laden with
food and I am most certain that he did, he never batted an eye.58

After the Regina convention, a meeting of northern Indians was held at St.
Michael's Indian Residential School at Duck Lake on 10 January 1946. The
meeting was called by Chief Donald Gamble of Beardy Reserve and Chief
Almighty Voice of One Arrow Reserve to discuss matters relating to the
welfare of Indians and the unification of different groups into a single Indian
organization." The union was apparently to occur under the auspices of the
NAIB.60 Thus, there were two competing nuclei for Indian unity, one in the
Treaty 6area and one in the Treaty4area, with the latter supported by the CCF
government. John Tootoosis chaired the Duck Lake meeting and spoke
strongly in favour of the North American Indian Brotherhood. In particular,
he emphasized the Brotherhood's opposition to the franchise for Indians,
hinting that other organizations might not be equally sound on this issue.
Two CCF Members of Parliament, Max Campbell (Battleford) and G.H.
Castleden (Yorkton), exhorted the delegates to support the organization
formed in Regina on 4 January at the meeting called by Chief Red Eagle
(Premier Douglas). In the course of their remarks, they criticized the work
being done by the Indian Affairs administration and the church-run residen
tial schools. The lengthy speeches by CCFpoliticians provoked Chief Donald
Gamble to demand that the deliberations of the conference be strictly limited
to Indians only." The delegates then voted down affiliation with the Indian
federation organized in Regina and, by a huge margin, endorsed the NAIB.62

The fact that the Duck Lake meeting was held in a Catholic residential
school undoubtedly put the CCFpoliticians at a disadvantage. The princi
pal of the school, Father G.M. Latour, advised the Indians to stay away from
anything connected with the socialist govcmment.f According to Father
Contran Laviolette, teacher at the Qu'Appelle Indian Industrial School and
editor of The Indian Missionary Record, the Indians at Duck Lake were
worried about being "enslaved" to a political party: "Some thought that the
Premier wanted the Indian administration to be transferred to the Province
of Saskatchewan, that he wanted to give to the Indians the right to vote in
the next provincial election.v'" Laviolette wrote that the Indians were
"shocked" at the idea of replacing Catholic residential schools with "a new
system of Ragan education, independent from missionary control and
influence." Although Laviolette differed sharply on policy with CCFMP's
Castleden and Campbell, they had one thing in common - they thought
they knew what w~s good for the Indian people.

The Duck Lake meeting was a setback for the unity movement started at
the Regina convention. To save the plan, Douglas issued an invitation to a
third meetingof Indians to be held in Saskatoon at the Barry Hotel on 23 and
24 February 1946. The provincial government agreed to pay for delegates'
accommodation in Saskatoon hotels and at the YMCA and for a banquet at
the Elite cafe.66 The Saskatoon meeting had broad representation from both

------------_._-~---~
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the Treaty 6 and Treaty 4 areas of the province." As at Regina, Morris
Shumiatcher occupied the chair. He read a message from Premier Douglas
who said that the only object of the conference was the uniting of all Indian
bands into one federation. He insisted that the conference had not been
called by a political party and had no political agenda.

Andrew Paull, the national president of the North American Indian
Brotherhood, wasted no time in outlining his opposition to provincial
federation and appealing instead for the establishment of a provincial
council of the NAIB. CCF Member of Parliament G.H. Castleden plunged
into the debate to remind delegates that provincial federation did not imply
the disbanding of the NAIB, the Association of Indians of Saskatchewan, or
the Protective Association. Supporters of the Union did not have to give up
their memberships in these individual organizations. John Tootoosis inter
jected that he understood the meeting "was to be a purely Indian confer
ence with an Indian chairman to speak our own language, for half of the
Indians here do not speak English." He switched to Cree, but what he said
was not recorded in the min utes. Chief Almighty Voice asked, "We want to
know who this convention belongs to. Does it belong to the Indians or does
it belong to the white men?" Castleden rejoined that "if we left this
convention to be called by the Indians, it would never have been called." He
promised that as soon as a resolution was adopted to have an Indian
organization, the constitution would state that every active member would
have to be a full-blooded Indian. A white man could be only an honorary
mcmber/" Castleden had not only prejudged the outcome of the conven
tion; he also had advance knowledge of what was in the constitution.

His presumptuous intervention probably harmed his own cause. How
ever, the mood of the convention, articulated by Allan Ahenakew, John
Gambler and others, favoured provincial unity. There was only one minor
amendment to the motion creating the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians.
Because the word "federation" was too suggestive of the CCF, the delegates
substituted the word "union" and voted 76 to 9 to establish the Union of
Saskatchewan Indians. Shumiatcher declared "the Indians of Saskatchewan
will have a federation and will speak with one strong voice henceforth from
today. Friends and brothers, I think this is the greatest decision the Indians in
the West have made since the signing of Treaties in 1874.,,69

A committee was struck to write the constitution, with Shumiatcheracting
as legal advisor. Based on a draft submitted to the Regina conference the
previous January and approved by the convention, it stated that the Union
would be "democratic and non-sectarian, and shall not directly or indirectly
be affiliated to, or connected with any political party." Its principal aims were
protecting treaties and treaty rights, fostering progress in all fields of the
economy, education, and social life of Indians, and promoting respect and
tolerance for all. As Castleden predicted, voting members had to be treaty or
non-treaty Indians, but persons of any race were eligible for non-voting
honorary membership. Active members were required to pay a fee of one
dollar. The Executive Council, elected at a general meeting of the members for
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a two-year term, consisted of a president, two vice-presidents, a secretary, a
treasurer, two provincial organizers, and two councillors from each of the
nine Indian agencies in Saskatchewan and one non-treaty councillor.

The election of officers took place on the final afternoon of the confer
ence. The vice-presidents were John Gambler and Ernest Goforth; the
secretary-treasurer, Gladys Dreaver, a student at a Saskatoon business
college and daughter of Joseph Dreaver." The choice of John Tootoosis as
president sealed the success of the convention, bringing together the north
(Treaty 6) and the south (Treaty 4) into one united organization. Andrew
Paull of British Columbia, the president of the NAIB, had opposed the
federation. Since Tootoosis was the dominant NAIB figure in Saskatchewan,
his election to the presidency signalled that a degree of unity had been
secured. It may have been the trade-off by which the north was reconciled
to the south. After the Union was established, Andrew Paull continued his
opposition, and Tootoosis resigned from the NAIB executive."

By accepting the presidency, Tootoosis showed that he thought the CCF
government deserved a measure of trust. Initially, he had been wary and
had given Shumiatcher a "hard time.,,72 As Tootoosis's biographers point
out, his organizing work over the years had consistently met with active
hostility from Indian agents and government authorities. Just the year
before, he had asked the Indian Affairs Branch for a list of the addresses of
the chiefs and councillors in Manitoba and had been refused. It was a novel
experience for Tootoosis to find a white politician who wanted to foster
Indian political activity." At the same time, Tootoosis kept his distance
from Douglas and the CCF and told well-meaning provincial government
officials not to intrude on Indian autonomy."

One of Tootoosis's goals was to win recognition and respect for the
Union of Saskatchewan Indians. It happened that the day after the Saska
toon convention, federal Indian agen ts were scheduled to meet in that same
city. Tootoosis decided to pay a visit: 'We walked in on their meeting and
told them that we were sent here by Chiefs and yesterday I was elected
president of the association and no doubt they had heard it on the radio. I
told them we came to meet with them since they were talking about the
issues that concern us and that you will be talking about us anyway. We
want to know what ispoing on and we may be able to assist you and work
with you somehow.:" As the Indians were being whisked out, they heard
the chairman say, "We do not want those fellows here." Tootoosis immedi
ately issued a press statement, deploring the fact that the democracy for
which Indians had fought in the recent war had not yet penetrated the
Department of Indian Affairs."

The Union of Saskatchewan Indians held its first executive meeting on 5
May 1946at Lebretand set up a committee to draw up a brief for submission
to the federal parliamentary committee that had been appointed in lieu of a
royal commission to consider revisions to the Indian Act?7On 31 May and
1 June 1946 the executive and committee members discussed the contents
of the brief in some detail and directed Morris Shumiatcher, the Union's
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legal advisor, to incorporate their ideas in a formal document," Shu
miatcher also exchanged ideas with John Laurie who was assisting in the
preparation of the Indian Association of Alberta's brief." The Union's
general membership studied Shumiatcher's draft and offered suggestions
at meetings in October and December 1946.80 Yet another meeting for the
same purpose was held in Saskatoon on 28 April 1947. One of the most
contentious clauses dealt with the franchise. The final wording was the
result of a compromise between the pro-vote and the anti-vote factions:
"This Organization does not favour the enfranchisement of Indians in
Canada but does recognize the necessity of eventually assuming the
responsibilities and duties of citizenship, as well as the rights thereof, but
the franchise itself is a thing of which the Organization cannot approve as
sUCh."81 It was obvious that real unity on this issue had not been achieved.

In May 1947 John Tootoosis, John Gambler, Joseph Dreaver and Ahab
Spence went to Ottawa to present the briefbefore theJoint Committee of the
Senate and House of Commons on Indian Affairs. The document's basic
premise was that the treaties had been abrogated by the Indian Act and the
way the Act was administered. At the time the treaties were negotiated, the
Crown treated the representatives of the Indians as capable of dealing with
their affairs to the extent of surrendering large tracts of land. However, after
the treaties "were signed, Indian chiefs and councillors were no longer
deemed capable of handling their own affairs and, instead, were treated as
children. The brief called for a number of amendments to the Indian Act to
restore the spirit of the treaties, limit the powers of the Indian agent, and
increase the rights of Indian self-government. For example, the Indian band
itself, and not the Superintendent-General (Minister), should determine
who was a member of the band and who was not. The band should be
allowed to choose their chief and councillors as they saw fit rather than
having their form of self-government dictated by the Indian Act, and the
band should have the right to make expenditures from its trust fund
without the consent of the Superintendent-General.

In addition to these and several other specific amendments to the Indian
Act, the brief proposed initiatives to improve the socioeconomic welfare of
Indians. Asserting that about one thousand Indian children in Saskatche
wan were without schooling, it asked that a commission be set up to study
the needs of the Indian educational system. Furthermore, the Union of
Saskatchewan Indians recommended the closing of church-run schools:
"Though parochial schools have contributed much to, the education of
Indians, the time has now come when it is necessary to separate education
from religion, in order that the fullest time and energy may be devoted to
the former, and in order that the principle of freedom of religion and of
conscience, may become meaningful for the Indian. Abolition of parochial
schools is therefore recommended, and public schools interdenominational
in character should replace the existing institutions.t''" The brief also ad
dressed needs in the areas of health, social assistance, housing, veterans' aid
and economic development."
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Some of the members of the parliamentary joint committee attacked the
credibility of Tootoosis and the Union delegation. It was alleged that the
Indians were not the true authors of the brief; it had been written by the
Premier's executive assistant. Shumiatcher denied the allegation, saying
that the Indian leaders "are not men who are likely to take kindly to
insinuations that the representations they made are not their own and do
not reflect the wishes of their people ... every sentence of the brief was
carefully read in English, translated into Cree, discussed at length, and
where necessary, revised.,,84Senator J.F. Johnston (Liberal-Saskatchewan),
quoting a newspaper article about the Union's organizational meeting in
Saskatoon, charged that the Union itself was a product of CCF machina
tions: "Mr. Shumiatcher is a very bright lawyer in the employ of the
Saskatchewan government. In my opinion, Mr. Castleden and Mr. Shu
miatcher are the men largely responsible for this new organization. You
know what can be done with Indians. This organization is the result of that
effort. That is my candid opinion."BS Tootoosis defended the Union's claim
to represent Saskatchewan Indians by saying that during the winter of
1946-47 he had travelled all over the province explaining to the Indians of
every band the purpose of the organization and the contents of the brief.86

He said that the Union had 456 signed-up members, and many more would
join if they could afford the one dollar membership fee.87Tootoosis received
support from J.P.B. Ostrander, Inspector of Indian Agencies for Saskatche
wan, who assured the Committee that the Union delegates represented the
majority of the Indians in the province."

Tootoosis told the Committee that the Union would be better organized
were it not for "the interference from certain people in the province of
Saskatchewan.T" He referred to a dissenting brief submitted by the chiefs
and councillors of Beardy's, John Smith, James Smith, and One Arrow
bands of the Duck Lake Agency, It differed from the Union brief in
requesting that "residential schools be continued and operated in the future
by our various denominational missionaries.r''" Tootoosis said that Rev. Fr.
G.M. Latour, principal of the Duck Lake Residential School, had advised
the people in the agency not to have anything to do with the Union because
it was connected with the CCF, and persuaded the bands to write their own
brief." N.J. McLeod, an Indian agent, took part in the Duck Lake meeting
where the dissenting brief was discussed. When some of the Indians
expressed support for the Union, McLeod, according to a notarized state
ment by two Indians who were present, threatened "that those who are in
favour of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians or are connected with that
CCF outfit had better pack up and gO.,,92

Another anti-Union brief came from Tootoosis's home Poundmaker
Reserve. It was sponsored by an organization called the Queen Victoria
Protective Association, which had been formed "because we did not like
the briefs made by the Union of Saskatchewan Indians and because we
don't like the Union as it was formed by the CCF." 93 Tootoosis susgected
that the local priest, Father Bouchard, was behind the organization. Later
that same year, tensions rose when Shumiatcher condemned the residential
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schools for "callous treatment bordering on cruelty." The Indian Missionary
Record shot back that Shumiatcher was guilty of "fostering a spirit of
dissatisfaction" among the Indians," and in another editorial claimed that
"the Indians are in danger of becoming mere toys in the hands of the CCF
govemment./96 Tootoosis cited as an example of the church's anti-Union
activities an offer that was made to Henry John Agecoutay, one of the
committee members who had helped prepare the Union's brief: "Henry
John, being in the hospital, the priest went to see him. The priest told him
apparently to start up another organization, we'll give you all the money
you need and all the missionaries will work for you to organize the Indians
and you will be the leader. He told me this himself. He said no and told the
priest, I can't do that, I was the one that chose the present leader and I'm
supporting that organization.v'"

The Saskatchewan CCFgovernment's intervention in Indian politics had
both benefits and disadvantages for the Indian people. On the negative
side, the enemies of the government sometimes became the enemies of the
Union. The antipathy of Roman Catholic authorities, who detected a social
ist conspiracy behind the proposal to close the church-run residential
schools, damaged the Union. The grilling and questioning of his bona fides
that Tootoosis received from Liberal Senator johnston and other members
of the Joint Senate-House of Commons Committee were fuelled by partisan
animosity to the CCF. It is also possible that Indian Affairs personnel were
hostile to the Union because they resented the provincial government's
interference in what they considered to be their exclusive preserve. The
Indian agent at Duck Lake made anti-Union and anti-CCF statements and
encouraged local Indians to sign a petition dissociating themselves from
the stand being taken by the Union. However, the evidence is not all
clear-cut. J.P.B. Ostrander, the senior Indian Affairs official in Saskatche
wan, backed Tootoosis and said the Union could speak authoritatively for
the majority of Indians in the province.

There were other problems arising from CCF involvement in Indian
politics. At some of the organizational meetings Indians complained that
too much English was being used and that non-Indian delegates were
talking too much. Indians felt at times that their meetings had been taken
over and an agenda imposed on them." When this happened, Indian
leaders asserted themselves and took control. An example of this type of
incident occurred at the Saskatoon meeting when John Tootoosis inter
rupted a long oration by a CCFMP to inform him that half the Indians in the
audience did not speak English. Tootoosis then spoke in Cree, effectively
blocking out the non-Indian participants. At another level, however, the
non-Indian influences were not negated. The structure of the meetings, the
rules of procedure and debate, the business of writing constitutions and
drafting briefs - all of these were imposed by the non-Indian culture on the
Indian culture. The clash of cultures was even in evidence at the social
functions, for example, when the banquet at the Regina conference was
subtly transformed into an Indian feast.

------------ - - ~----
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Douglas claimed that all he wanted to do was to help Indians organize
themselves and that, once the Union was established, it would be free to
determine its own policies and chart its own course without guidance or
interference from the provincial government. However, Douglas did have
his own view of what the future of Indians in Canada should be, namely,
integration with the rest of the population. In 1956he wondered aloud why
Indians were on reserves: "We don't settle all the Chinese people out in
some corner of Canada or some comer of the province.?" Members of his
cabinet were equally forthright. J.L.Phelps, the Natural Resources minister,
during a Legislative debate in 1946,expressed the view that Indians clung
to the treaties because they were insecure. They should lose ward status and
be granted citizenship. He also suggested that responsibility for Indian
affairs administration be transferred to the province and that the sale of
liquor to Indians be le/aalized.lOo These opinions were shared by a number
of CCF backbenchers. 1 However, in the 1940s and early 1950s, Douglas
was not prepared to push the Indians to accept integration if they did not
want it. His policy was to help Indians organize, but leave them alone to
make their own decisions. Thus, while introducing legislation in 1947 to
create a provincial Billof Rights, Douglas made the comment tha t "it would
be inconsistent for the government to introduce a bill of rights and at the
same time have people under its jurisdiction who are denied the fran
chise,"l02 but when Indian leaders stated they were not interested in the
franchise, he did not press the issue. Despite this "hands off" policy, the
involvement of the CCF government in the affairs of the Union of Saskatch
ewan Indians could not help but influence the organization, if only in
indirect ways. For example, the franchise issue was extremely sensitive and
divisive for the Union, and the disunity was likely aggravated by the fact
the CCF government took a pro-franchise position. Later on, during the late
1950s the CCF government, frustrated by the lack of progress on Indian
issues, adopted a more aggressive and integrationist strategy. It pushed for
the extension of the vote, equal liquor rights, and the delivery of services to
Indians by the provincial rather than the federal government.103 However,
at the time of the formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians and for
more than a decade after that, Douglas's Indian policy was to encourage
Indians to organize and speak with a united voice.

The drawbacks to the CCF government's involvement in Indian politics,
though significant, were outweighed by the benefits. Premier Douglas's
moral support and material assistance helped to establish, for the first time,
a united and independent provincewide Indian organization. His govern
ment called and financed the Regina and Saskatoon conventions, CCF
politicians participated in the debates, and a provincial government official
chaired the meetings, helped draft the constitution and the Union's brief to
the Joint Committee on Indian Affairs. Joe Dreaver acknowledged the
government's contributions when, at the close of the Saskatoon convention,
he moved a vote of thanks by the Indians "to their white friends who had
assisted them in accomplishing a work which would have taken them a
long, long while to complete, if they had not received help."l04 Another
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tribute came from Francis Pegahmagabow, a member of the Parry Island
band in Ontario and the most highly decorated Indian of World War 1.105

Pegahmagabow, upon hearing of the attempt to organize the Union of
Saskatchewan Indians, praised Douglas as the first Canadian politician
"since the influx of white people into our country" to recognize native
people as human beings. The Indian veteran said he was praying for the
well-being of the CCF government "hereafter forever and ever."I06

The formation of the Union of Saskatchewan Indians, the predecessor of
the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations, was a major accomplish
ment. Although the Union later fell on hard times, was challenged by rival
organizations, and endured prolonged periods of inactivity, an important
precedent had been set. The Indians of Saskatchewan had come together in
a single organization to discuss matters of common interest, assert their
rights, and call for fundamental reforms in the way they were treated. The
foundation was established for the development of an effective provincial
mechanism for Indian self-determination and self-government.
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Les roles et les souffrances des femmes metisses
lors de la Resistance de 1870 et de la Rebellion de 1885

Nathalie Kermoal

ABSTRACT. Abandoned for so long by a lack of interest from historians, Metis women are
starting to gain their rightful place in the new nation's history. This article attempts to
illuminate Metis women's experiences and sufferings during the Red River Resistance of 1870
and the Rebellion of 1885 in Saskatchewan.

SOMMAIRE. L'histoire des femmes metisses en est encore ases balbutiements. En effet, leur
role dans la societe metisse a ete neglige par les historiens. Dans cet article, nous nous
proposons d'analyser les evenements de 1870ala Riviere Rouge et de 1885aBatoche atravers
les experiences et les souffrances des femmes.

Si les Metis ont suscite de nombreux travaux dans l'histoire canadienne,
certains aspects de leur vie restent encore mal connus. Ace jour, la produc
tion historiographique a surtout porte sur l'origine et la signification
politique de la Resistance de la Riviere Rouge en 1870et de la Rebellion de
1885.1 Les specialistes etaient tellement absorbes par ces questions fonda
mentales qu'ils ont omis de parler du role que les femmes avaient joue lors
de ces memes evencmcnts. Ce n' est que recemment que les historiennes on t
commence ase pencher sur le passe des femmes autochtones et metisscs.'

Bcrire l'histoire des femmes metisses releve du defi, c'est indeniablc. En
general, I'accessibilite aux sources est reduite du fait que les documents ant
ete souvent mal preserves ou sont difficilement accessibles. Cependant,
malgre les difficultes, les sources sont tres varices, mais eparpillees. Tel un
paleontologue.Je premier travail de l'historienne consiste a regrouper la
documentation. Ensuite, il est necessaire de recoller les morceaux du puzzle
pour former un semblant de squelette car un groupe qui se donne une
histoire commence aexister; en meme temps que son passe, il a des chances
de construire son avenir.'

En consultant de plus pres les ecrits d'historiens, on s'apercoit tres vite
qu'ils ont accorde peu d'importance ala vie des femmes metisses comme si
elles etaient passees a travers l'histoire sans laisser de traces. Lorsqu'ils
daignent en parler, ils accentuent trop souvent leur role de procreatrices,
Ensuite, elles disparaissent pour ne reapparaitre qu'occasionnellementafin
de conforter les heros et de pleurer Ies morts.

Les etudes historiques sur les mouvements d'insurrection ou de rebel
lion ont certes souvent demontre que I'organisation politique patriarcale
excluait les femmes de I'action politique directe. Ceci ne veut pas dire pour
autant qu'elles n'etaient pas actives. Meme si on les retrouve surtout ala
peripherie de l'action, ces femmes ont laisse des traces de par leurs gestes et
leur determination ane pas se laisser faire devant l'avancee inexorable de
la "soi-disante" civilisation. Elles n'ont peut-etre pas mis le pied sur les
chaines des arpenteurs en 1869 ou tire de coups de feu en 1885, mais elles
ont vecu des moments tragiques de peuT, de privations et de peine. En ce
sens, elles meritcnt de retrouver leur veritable place dans l'histoire de la
Nation metisse. Partant de ce constat, nous pouvons nous poser un certain
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nombre de questions: peut-on affirmer que les femmes metisses ont par
ticipe activement aux evenements de 1870 et de 1885?Quels sont les maux
dont-elles souffraient lors de l'occupation canadienne? Etaien t-ils du meme
ordre que ceux de leurs maris, peres, freres et fils?

Dans cet article, nous nous proposons de livrer un aper<;u. de la vie
quotidienne des femmes metisses au moment des evencmcnts tragiques de
1869-1870et de 1885.Nous ne pretendons nullement relater les experiences
de toutes les femmes metisses. En effet, la question de l'identite metisse
reste difficile a cerner et demeure particulierement complexe." lei, nous
relatons les roles et les souffrances des femmes metisses de souche franco
phone vivant ala Riviere Rouge lors des evenements de 1870. En ce qui a
trait ala Rebellion de 1885,nous traitons principalement celles qui etaienta
Batoche lors de l'attaque militaire menee par Ie general Middleton. Enfin,
certains pourront trouver dans cette etude des traits communs avec le
travail de Diane Payment, "La vie en rose," qui presente les perspectives et
experiences des femmes lors des troubles de 1885.5 Dans la mesure ou elle
est pionniere, on ne peut qu'utiliser son travail comme point de depart.
Mais, pour mener abien son entreprise, elle se base principalement sur le
journal de I'abbe Cloutier et d'un certain nombre de temoignages oraux,
omettant d'utiliser les reminiscences de Gabriel Dumont '(par exemple) et
les recits de militaires impliques lors des evenements. Ces demiers sont
particulierement revelateurs de I'attitude des soldats lors des differents
raids sur certaines maisons metisses et du dernier assaut sur le village de
Batoche. Surtout, ces documents rappellent que les femmes ont eu asubir
un harcelement physique et psychologique des occupants et qu'elles ont ete
les premieres apercevoir Ie sort que leur reservait le gouvemement federal,
ce qui donne en fait une autre dimension aI'etude de la Rebellion de 1885.

Avant 1870, les Metis vivaient une vie relativement paisible ala Riviere
Rouge. Deux fois l'an, ils partaient chasser Ie bison, emmenant avec eux 
femmes et enfants - dans les vastes plaines de l'Ouest. Ces familles
menaient une vie rude, souvent marquee par la pauvrete. Cependant, elles
se caracterisaient par une certaine joie de vivre et un sens developpe de
l'hospitalite, Ces qualites etaient apparentes a tout etranger qui visitait la
region. Selon monseigneur Alexandre Tache:

Les metis ne sont point mechants; ils sont au contraire, en general, doues d'une
grande sensibilite. Genereux jusqu'ala prodigalite, il ne leur en coute poin t de se
priver souvent du necessaire pour soulager non-seulement ceux qu'ils aiment,
mais bien encore des etrangers qui ne leur sont rien et qu'ils ne reverront plus....
Une heureuse disposition encore de nos chers metis, c'est leur patience dans les
epreuves. La OU d'autres s'emportent, jurent et blasphement, eux rient,
s'amusent et prennent les contre-temps de la meilleure grace du monde/'

Cependant, un certain nombre d'evcnements allaient bouleverser toute la
structure de leur societe.

Les annees 1860 seront marquees par un interet de plus en plus marque
envers les territoires de l'Ouest de la part des politiciens de l'Ontario. Ce
phenomene d'expansion consistait apromouvoir les valeurs culturelles et
les aspirations economiques des Ontariens, mais aussi a repondre a un
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besoin urgent de terres arables, de plus en plus rares dans le reste du
Canada. Cette idee devait etre couronnee par Ia construction d'un chemin
de fer de l' Atlantique au Pacifique. En 1869, un accord fut signe entre la
Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson et Ie Dominion. La Compagnie acceptait
de ceder son immense territoire pour la somme derisoire de 300 000 £ soit
1 500 000 $. L'administration canadienne decida done de prendre posses
sion du nouveau territoire concede, sans plus tarder.

Ainsi Ie reve se realisa, mais il devint vite une lourde realite pour les
habitants de la Riviere Rouge et surtout pour les Metis. Ces negociations
furent menees sans consulter une seule fois les principaux interesses.
Inexorablement, le monde exterieur se rapprochait, meme si du haut des
tours de Ia cathedrale de Saint-Boniface, il semblait encore bien loin?
Certes, Ies habitants ne recurent pas Ia nouvelle avec grand enthousiasme.
Cependant, des signes avant-coureurs avaient pourtant indique aux Metis
de se mefier des intentions des Ontariens. Des Ie 18 septembre 1868, avant
meme la signature de l'acte de cession:

le ministre des travaux publics ... William McDougall ... donnait des instruc
tions a John A. Snow de se rendre ala Riviere Rouge et, sans plus tarder, d'y
commencer la construction d'un chemin destine arelier cet etablissement avec le
Haut Canada.8

Charles Mair, poete mediocre, qui avait accompagne Snow a la Riviere
Rouge, eut la desobligeance d'ecrire des infamies sur Ies femmes metisses.
Selon Alexander Begg:

Mr Charles Mair after having received the hospitalities of many families in the
settlement saw fit to ridicule in public prin t those who had entertained him to
speak and write disparagingly of the settlers as a body and the ladies in
particular.9

Cette lettre de Charles Mair a son frere Holmes Mair aurait pu .passer
inapercue si elle n'avait etepubliee par Ie Globe de Toronto, Ie 4 janvier 1869.
Dans cet article, il insinuait que: "Many wealthy people are married to
half-breed women, who, having no coat of arms but a 'totem' to look back
to, make up for the deficiency by biting at the back of their white sisters.r'"
Cette phrase desobligeante et raciste annoncait des Iendemains moroses
pour les Metis. La boue que M. Mair jetait a Ia face des gens les plus
respectabIes, lui val ut l'honneur d'avoir Ie nez tordu publiquement par une
dame de la ville." Mme Banantyne, une femme metisse dont Ie marl tenait
un magasin de provisions qui servait aussi de bureau de poste decida de
punir l'insolent:

Elle avait lu I'ecrit de Mair et elle s' etait promise de le lui faire payer.... un
samedi, sur les quatre heures de I'apres-midi, pendant que le magasin etait
rempli de monde ... le commis, ayant vu venir Mair, courut en avertir Mme
Banantyne. Celle-ci, promptement, jette un chale sur sa tete, et arrive comme une
bombe au bureau de poste; elle tenait un grand fouet dans sa main. Sans hesiter,
elle s'avance sur Mair, lui saisit le nez entre ses doigts et lui administre cinq ou
six coups de fouet autour du corps: "Tenez, lui dit-elle, c'est ainsi que les femmes
de la Riviere-Rouge traitent ceux qui les insultent.,,12

Mais Ie plus inquietant restait avenir. Ce sont Ies arpenteurs qui represen
taient Ie plus grand danger.
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Afin de preparer le terrain avant la date de transfert etablie au I"
decembre 1869, Ie gouvernement federal decida d'envoyer une equipe
d'arpenteurs. Ces demiers avaient pour tache de diviser les terrains en
cantons et sections. Cependant, pour ce faire, ils ne demanderent pas le
consentement des proprietaires Iegitimes et ne tenterent meme pas d'ex
pliquer les motifs veritables de cette demarche." Pour les Metis, ceci
resscmblait a une veritable colonisation avec invasion du territoire et
spoliation de droits, car le systeme foncier qui avait ete mis en place etait
identique acelui du Quebec. Chaque terrain avait acces a la riviere avec
privilege de la "terre a foin" qui le prolongeait derriere, sur deux milles
dans la prairie." Mais les incidents depassaient la simple necessite de
changer la configuration des lots de terre, les hommes s'attaquaient parfois
ades femmes sans defense, ce qui accentua encore plus la determination de
represailles de la part des Metis. Un article du journal Metis decrit de telles
actions:

Le Dr. Lynch affirme que ... durant l'ete de 69, Scott et une dizaine de compag
nons ... passerent plusieurs jours dans une ivresse incroyable a la Pointe des
Chenes. Quand l'heure de la nuit etait venu, ils se rendaient dans des maisons
d'ou les homrnes etaient absents,effrayant par leur desordre de leur conduite,
les femmes et les enfants, s'emparant des maisons, y dansant autant d'heures
qu'illeur plaisait, gardant les partes et les fenetres pour empecher les femmes et
les enfan ts de fOO, et d' avertir les voisins. Voila ce que toute la paroisse de la
Pointe des Chenes connait.15

Ce temoignage est renforce par un ecrit de Louis Riel:
Savez-vous bien, braves et dignes compatriotes, quel etait, a une certaine epo
que, Ie passe-temps favori des ingenieurs civils [arpenteurs] du gouvernement
du Nord-Ouest? [e vais VOliS l'apprendre. Ils profitaient de l'absence du pere de
famille pour s'introduire avec effraction dans la demeure des pauvres Metis,
puis ils forcaient la mere et les jeunes filles aquitter leurs tits pour danser en leur
presence et en costume de nuits. 16

Selon Jules Desjarlais, les /IAnglais" allaient parfois plus loin dans leurs
actes et abusaient sexuellement des femmes, apres les avoir fait danser nues
sur des tables." Les femmes et les enfants etaient des proies faciles. Cepen
dant, nous ne pouvons pas affirmer que ce harcelement etait constant et
quotidien car les ternoignagcs font defaut. Toutefois, il est fort possible qu'il
se soit repete aplusieurs reprises, sans pour autant avoir ete rapporte par
les Metis.

Malgre les demarches prises par Louis Rielet ses compagnonspour lutter
contre l'invasion des arpenteurs, cesderniers continuerentafaire leur travail.
Le manque de respect envers la population etait main tenant chose courante a
la Riviere Rouge. Pousses about par les abus repetes d'hommes comme
Thomas Scott, les Metis deciderent de s'organiser politiquement pour pou
voir mener une lutte opiniatre contre Ie gouvernement canadien et l'esprit
d'annexion. Le Comite national des Metis s'organisa et le 2 novembre 1869,
Riel et ses hommes prirent possession du Fort Garry sans tirer un seul coup
de feu et deciderent de creer un gouvernement provisoire. Malgre cela, les
habitants vivaient dans un climat de peur et dans l'incertitude des lende
mains. Madame Etienne Desmarais, nee Isabelle Branconnier, se souvient des
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troubles au Fort Garry: '1 was only a little girl of eleven years of age but I was
so frightened I can still remember it now.?" Pour les femmes, la realite
quotidienne de la Resistance etait quelque peu differente des hommes. La
plupart restaient seules ala maison sans bois de chauffage et sans provisions
pour laisser partir leurs maris et leurs fils, afin d' aller defendre la ''bonne
cause.':" Lors du siege du fort Garry, les femmes confectionnaient des
souliers mous ou mocassins pour les soldats et en depit de la rarete des vivres,
le camp fut abondammentapprovisionne: "elles venaient ... encourager leurs
enfants et leurs epoux ane point faillir aleur devoir.,,20

Le gouvemement canadien finit par accepter de negocier avec les Metis,
mais I'execution de Thomas Scott par les Metis mit le feu aux poudres et
engendra chez les ennemis de Riel, et surtout parmi les Orangistes de
I'Ontario, une vague de haine contreles francophones. On ne pardonnera
jamais aLouis Riel d'avoir commis ce "meutre," meme si celui-ci n'avait
point ete le responsable de la condamnation de Scott.

La mort de Scott devint vite une crise nationale divisant Ontariens et
Quebecois. Pour les uns, Scott etait un martyr. Pour les autres, Louis Riel
etait devenu le protecteur de la cause francophone dans l'Ouest. Afin d'en
arriver a un. compromis, le gouvernement de John A. Macdonald passa
l'Acte du Manitoba au mois de mai 1870. Cependant, pour satisfaire les
Ontariens, le Premier Ministre envo~a une expedition militaire organisee
sous les ordres du colonel Wolseley." Cette "mission de paix" n'apporta
que des annees de persecutions pour les Metis. Selon Marcel Giraud, "les
agressions, les violences de toute sorte [' ..l furent dirigees contre les
metis.,,22 Dans TheNarrative of theRedRiverExpedition, le colonel Wolseley
decrit le moral de ses troupes, lors de leur arrivee au Fort Garry, le 24 aout
1870:

The skirmishers ... soon returned, bringing word that it was evacuated, and the
gates left open. This was at first a sad disappointmen t to the soldiers, having
gone through so much toil in order to put down the rebellion, longedtobeavenged
upon its authors.23

Ce sentiment de vengeance entraina des abus constants. Selon Wolseley:
"armed partis patrolled about the Fort through the village each night until
everything was quiet, and a few special constables were sworn in as
policemen to assist in preserving order in town.,,24 Toutefois, dans son
temoignage, le colonel ne parle pas du probleme de discipline de ses
troupes ni de leur gout pour I'alcool. C'est sous cette influence qu'ils
outragerent nombre de femmes et de jeunes filles?5La mere de Louis Riel
eut asouffrir de visites malveillantes, par des hommes decides avenger le
meurtre de Thomas Scott. Elle et ses jeunes enfants se plaignirent aux
autorites que ces hommes violaient leur domicile, qu'ils les insultaientet les
menacaient Ie revolver au poing." C'est par la terreur qu'ils essayaient de
faire parler les femmes sur les actions quotidiennes de leurs maris. Certains
"couverts de masques, [venaient] violer le sanctuaire du domicile prive,
menacer et insulter Iachemcnt des femmes sans defense.,,27 La maison de
Madame Goulet fut attaquee un soir par une douzaine de soldats:
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[revenant] de la brasserie de Smith et Galbraith, la plupart ivres, et se [rendant]
a la traverse. [Us]voulurent entrer. On leur dit qu'il n' avait rien a faire dans cette
maison. Alors ils voulurent y penetrer de force et comme on tachait de les en
empecher, l'un deux siffla ses confreres deja rendus a la traverse. Ceux-ci
accoururent comme des forcenes, se saisirent de batons, de morceaux de
planches, et se mirent a frapper brutalement sur les quelques hommes qui se
trouvaient la ... [Ils] etaient engages a frapper et alancer des projectiles, meme
sur les femmes qui se trouvaient dans la maison.... La porte de la maison fut
enfoncee et brisee, et des habits furent dechires.28

Parfois la violence allait jusqu'au meurtre: c'est ainsi qu'Elzear Goulet fut
lapide, lors de la traversee de la riviere Rouge a la nage pour tenter
d'echapper a ses poursuivants. Quelques heures plus tard, on rapportait
son cadavre a sa femme et a ses enfants."

Ce ne sont que quelques exemples des souffrances endurees par les
femmes en 1870. Toutefois, nous ne savons pas si certaines ont ete violees
par les soldats. L'histoire ayant tendance a se repeter, cette triste destinee
etait souvent reservee aux femmes de peuples vaincus. Si tel etait le cas, les
documents ne font aucune mention de ces pratiques, certainement parce
que ces actes n'etaient pas rapportes aux autorites." Toutefois, il faut se
rappeler qu'en temps de paix, il etait deja fort difficile a une Canadienne de
prouver son innocence lors d'un vio1.31 A fortiori, lors de periodes troublees,
et pour des Metisses, cela devenait une cause perdue d'avance dans la
mesure ou elles devaient temoignerdevant des Euro-Canadiens. Ces
derniers, pleins de prejuges a I'egard des femmes amerindiennes et
metisses, les consideraient a l'epoque comme des femmes faciles, pour ne
pas dire de veritables prostituees,

Apres 1870, il ne restait aux familles metisses que la nostalgie du temps
de "kawyawsh."32 Selon Gerald Friesen: "The metis were made to feel
strangers in their own land."33 La plupart avaient peur de venir s'aventurer
dans la ville de Winnipeg dans la hantise de se faire harceler. Ce sentiment
d'exclusion s'accentua avec Ie temps. Tres vite,les Metis furent submerges
par une vague d'immigrants venus de l'Ontario et d'ailleurs. L'ostracisme,
Ie racisme ainsi qu'une certaine demoralisation poussa de nombreuses
familles a s'exiler vers les Territoires du Nord-Ouest (la ou Ie bison etait
encore en abondance) et de fonder de nouvelles communautes le long des
rivieres de la Saskatchewan-Sud et Nord. II leur semblait que la-bas, a
l'horizon, ou I'emeraude de la plaine se confondait avec les rougeurs du
crepuscule, ils allaient enfin trouver Ie remede a leurs maux et Ia realisation
de leurs espoirs." C'est a Batoche que la plupart d'entre eux s'installerent.
Certains retrouverent merne de la famille et des amis.

Les annees 1880 temoignent de l'habiletc des Metis a s'adapter aux
nouvelles exigences economiques." Cependant, la prosperite de Batoche
sera de courte duree puisqu'un nouveau conflit avec le gouvernement
canadien viendra perturber Ia vie des habitants du Nord-Ouest:

La resistance a main armee en 1885 est la suite d'innombrables tensions et
conflits.... La demande de "fretage et le prix du grain sont a la baisse.... Le
gouvernment federal decide en faveur d'une route ferroviaire transcontinentale
plus au sud, ce qui en traine une chute des valeurs immobilieres et met un terme
a plusieurs projets commerciaux dans le district territorial de la Saska tchewan.36
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En plus, Ie rearpentage des lots de riviere, longs et etroits, en lots carres et
reguliers, inquietaient serieusement les Metis. La plupart realisaient que ce
qui s'etait passe ala Riviere Rouge allait se repeter sur la Saskatchewan."
Malgre les nombreuses doleances envoyees aOttawa, Ie gouvemement
federal s'evertuait a ignorer les droits territoriaux des habitants.
Desesperes, ils reunirent leur conseil et deciderent de faire appel aLouis
Riel: "le seul homrne capable de mettre la population parfaitement au
courant de la politique d' oil dependait [leur] sort.,,38 II fallait donc aller le
chercher au Montana.

Ce qui commenca par un simple mecontentement degencra tres vite en
un conflit sanglant. Cette fois, grace au chemin de fer, le gouvernement
canadien ne tarda pas a detacher un regiment pour mettre fin a cette
"insurrection" qui genait les plans federaux. L'annee 1885, represente un
evenemcnt tragique pour toute la communaute. Pour les femmes et les
enfants, la peur les poussaient aprier pour que la guerre n'ait pas lieu et a
supplier leurs maris de ne point s'impliquer dans des affaires dont ils ne
comprenaient pas toute la portee. Mme Iosephte Lepine (nee Lavallee)
prevint son mari et les autres conseillers ~ue "vous entreprenez des affaires
trop gros, que vous ne comprenez pas.?" Les femmes ne doutaient pas de
Louis Riel, mais elles craignaient pour la vie de leurs enfants et de leurs
epoux. La tristesse se lisait maintenant sur les visages et souvent:

de retour chez eux pour les repas, les guerriers trouvaient les femmes qui
sanglotaient doucement. Us s'en irritaient, mais les femmes disaient que les
enfants n'auraient bientot rien a manger, parce qu'on negligeait les potagers et
que personne n'allait ala chasse. C'etait comme d'habitude, disaient les femmes:
les hommes se promenent acheval, tirent du fusil et fanfaronnent, sans savoir ni
se demander si leurs enfants ont faim. 40

Si certaines avaienteu des doutes sur I'utilite de partir en guerre,lorsque les
combats commencerent, elles n'hesiterent pas une minute ase rallier ala
"bonne cause." D'autres etaient meme determinees ane pas se laisser faire
dans l'eventualite d'une attaque par les soldats. Mme Marie-Anne (Caron)
Parenteau prevint le pere Fourmond de la paroisse de Saint-Laurent-de
Grandin que "si la police vient, jeles epare, moi, [e vais les traiter comme on
fait des buffalos de la prairie.T" Des femmes comme Madeleine (Wilkie)
Dumont et Mme Marie (Hallet) Letendre preparaient les repas des con-
'seillers du gouvernement provisoire. Louis Riel, quand a lui, preferait
souper du cote ouest de la riviere, parce que Mme Veuve Bruno Landry
preparait Ie sang de boeuf bouilli mieux que toute autre personne.V Nous
pouvons supposer que les femmes preparaient les repas des prisonniers,
meme si aucun document ne mentionne ce fait.

Outre ces taches menageres, les femmes faisaient fondre du plomb a
canard et des doublures de boites de the pour faire des balles." La femme
de Philippe Gariepy (Rosalie Parenteau) en preparait pour son mari. Par
fois les moules etaient trop grands et les balles trop grosses. II fallait alors
les diminuer au couteau." De plus, afin d'eviter le gaspillage, Gabriel
Dumont leur faisait ramasser les vieilles balles.45 Elles s'occupaient aussi
des blesses et des malades. Durant la bataille de Batoche, Madeleine
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(Wilkie) Dumont aida les blesses a evacuer le champ de bataille.46Elle et
Mme Mary (Hallet) Letendre aidaient a soigner les hommes tombes sous le
feu ennemi. Un jour, alors qu'elles s' appretaient a donner les soins a Michel
Desjarlais, elles trouverent sous la paillasse un morceau de crane du
malheureux blesse, qui etait alors sans parole." II mourut peu de temps
apres. La fille de Madame Vandal traina sa mere paralysee sur son dos afin
de l'eloigner du danger et se refugia dans un bois car cette pauvre enfant
etait epuisee." Certaines n'hesitaicnt pas a elever la voix en cas de desac
cord et a donner des conseils a Louis Riel.

La bataille de Batoche qui dura quatre jours fut certainement l'evene
ment Ie plus marquant de toute la rebellion. Le 12 mai 1885, les fantassins
ne chercherent pas a prendre du terrain, mais l'artillerie, dirigee par Mid
dleton lui-meme, ouvrit le feu sur les maisons de Batoche.49Chaque fois que
les soldats tiraient, la panique etait generale et les familIes metisses se
dispersaient dans tous les sens:

les meres se trouverent separees de leurs enfants, meme des plus jeunes.
Quelques petits anges se trainerent, on ne sait comment, a une distance de
plusieurs milles ou on les trouva deux ou trois jours plus tard dans un etat

pitoyable.i''

Une des filles de Xavier Letendre dit Batoche "was lost for three days,
when she was found about twenty-seven miles away."~l Afin deviter de
telles situations et des morts inutiles, Louis Riel envoya une missive a
Middleton lui demandant d'epargner les familles: "Si vous [lcs] massacrez,
nous massacrerons I'agent des affaires indiennes et nos autres prison
niers.,,52 Acela, Middleton donna sa parole d'honneur de ne diriger aucun
tir vers les femmes et les enfants et demanda au chef metis de lui indiquer
I'endroit ou il installerait les familIes.

Ces dernieres trouverent refuge le long des berges hautes de la Saskatche
wan. La, les femmes avaient creuse de leurs mains des trous afin de se
prote~er des balles qu'elles entendaient tomber dans l'eau comme de la
grele. 3 D'apres Charles Pelham Mulvaney:

Caves had been dug - ten, fifteen, twenty feet long - five or six wide, and four
or five deep - and these were carefully covered with trees and brush and earth.
In these, during the four day's struggle, the families lived and ate, and slept if
they could. 54

Un peu de paille les isolaient de l'humidite, mais pas du bruit. Une femme
paralysee fut retrouvee par les soldats apres la bataille: "laying sick, terror
stricken, and alone in her gloomy cave while the bullets almost deafened
her.,,55 D'autres trouverent refuge dans les bois et les marais ou elles
construisirent des abris de fortune avec des couvertures, des peaux de bison
ou des branches d'arbre. Mais, le danger etait constant. La femme de Daniel
Dumas se souvientqu'une balle passa a trois doigts au-dessus de sa tete.
Quant a Mme Etienne Desmarais, nee Isabelle Branconnier: "she could see
and hear the shells going over [her] head.,,56Des balles perdues "cut off a
piece of one woman's hair, and two innocent little babies were so closely
grazed by bullets that a scratch was left on their skin.,,57 La seule a succom
ber au feu de l'ennemi fut une petite Siouse.

-------------------

--------------- - -_.-
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Les privations accentuaient les sentiments de peur et de tristesse. Les
femmes et les enfants souffraient du froid et de la faim car ils etaient partis de
chez eux sans veternents suffisants et chaque nuit les laissait a moitie geles."
Certaines avaient meme leurs vetements en lambeaux. Les vivres se faisaient
de plus en plus rares a cause des razzias militaires dans les maisons metisses,
La mere et les filles de Xavier Letendre furent obligees de manger du chien.
Le peu de nourriture trouvee devait etre partage et servait a apaiser la faim
des enfants et des vieillards avant celledes femmes. Apres la bataille, Gabriel
Dumont se mit a la recherche des familIes dispersees:

l'ai trouve une brigade de femmes et d' enfan ts. ... Man frere Elie avait me une
vache pour leur donner a manger, et il avait couper du foin pour les abriter.
C' etait penible de voir ces pauvres etres couches dans le foin comme des
animaux. En voyant les pieds nus des enfants, je leur ai fabrique des especes de
souliers avec de la peau crue. Les femmes se montraient bien courageuses et
riaien t meme de leur position.59

IIn'hesitait pas a prendre des risques en traversant les lignes ennemies pour
les soulager en leur rapportant de la nourriture et des couvertures. Mais lc
danger etait grand car les soldats patrouillaient partout les pistes et les bois
chaque jour, de sorte qu'il devint presque imgossible pour les petits grou
pements metis de communiquer entre eux. Les femmes vivaient done
dans l'angoisse ne sachant pas si leurs maris, peres ou fils etaient encore
vivants. La peur, le froid, l'humidite, une alimentation insuffisante
causerent de nombreuscs maladies comme la grippe et aggraverent les cas
de tuberculose. D'apres Diane Payment, "nine women died of causes
related to or at least aggravated by the sufferings and degrivations of war.
They died of tuberculosis, influenza and miscarriage." Marguerite Riel
etait enceinte d'un troisieme enfant et souffrait de tuberculose lors de son
sejour a Batoche. Peu apres son incarceration a Regina, Louis Riel recut une
lettre de sa soeur Henriette, le 30 juin 1885. La, elle relate l'arrivee de
Marguerite et de ses deux enfants a Saint-Vital et insiste sur Ie fait que
"Marguerite est maigre et changee. II parait qu'elle a crache le sang durant
trois jours a Batoche. ,,62

Apres la defaite, la guerre avait transforme le paysage familier en un
veritable spectacle de desolation. Entre Batoche et Saint-Laurent-de
Grandin, les cendres remplacaient les demeures d' autrefois. Les soldats de
Middleton "demolished Madame Tourond's house at Fish Bay, broke her
furniture and broke up the clock and bedsteads and strewed the floor with
the rest of the furniture, and set fire to the house.v'" D'apres le temoignage
de Lewis Redman Ord, dans The Reminiscences of a Bungle by One of the
Bunglers, "we [were] ordered (from -ahem!- stra tegical reasons) to burn [the
housesl.v" La maison des Dumont fut inccndiee et les ecuries dernolies. La
machine a laver de Madeleine futemportee et on raconte que meme sa
garde-robe rudimentaire fut pillee.65 Malgre Ies ordres du general Middle
ton,les soldats s'adonnerent a ce genre de pillage avec un certain zele: "In
the morning looting began, and as the General's orders previously issued
against it could not be enforced, no interference was made.,,66 Middleton
ferma les yeux devant ces actions et semble meme avoir participe aces
prises de butins":
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Though we did not see much of the enemy in our reconnaissances, we often saw
their cattle horses, ponies and sometimes fowl, and always brought some of
them back with us; and we must, on these occasions, have looked like "moss
troopers" of old, returning from a raid. The cattle were converted into rations for
the men, the horses and ponies handed over to the mounted corps, and the fowls
sent to the hospitals for the wounded.68

Les militaires emportaient tout ce qui leur tombait sous la main: des
pommes de terre, du pain, du tabac, des poulets, des vaches, des chevaux,
mais aussi de la vaisselle, de I'argent et autres tresors:

An infantry man might be seen with a small pig under one arm and a squaw's
dress on the other ... scouts coming in with pots and pans tied to their saddles,
poultry and other paraphernalia hanging about. One fellow in particular cut a
very amusing figure. He had a tin pot on his head, various other cooking utensils
hung about his saddle, some ten or fifteen fowls strung round his cartridge belt,
several pairs of trousers hung to the back of his saddle, while under his arm he
carried a small organ .... Everything that could be carried a,,,,ay was taken and
the rebels' houses stripped and devastated.69

Les soldats prenaient aussi les manteaux et autres vetements que les
femmes avaient mis tant d'heures a broder: "All sorts of things were
captured ... Indian curiosities, bead work, Indian coats, and innumerable
Indian odds and ends."?" Outre la valeur monetaire, ces habits avaient une
valeur sentimentale enorme puisqu'ils representaient les talents artistiques
de chacune de ces femmes ainsi que l'expression d'une culture unique en
son genre.

Lorsqu'ils ne pillaient pas, les militaires prenaient un certain plaisir a
humilier les meres en les depouillant du peu de bien qui leur restait:

Poor mothers of families who had only one bed and one blanket were brutally
deprived of the articles. The soldiers being unable to carry off the bed, took jold
of the blanket, and splitting with their knives the tickin~ which contained the
feathers, enjoyed the sport of throwing them to the wind. 1

Les soldats se sont amuses des lamentations de Mme Blanche Henry (nee
Ross) apres l'avoir depourvu de sa cassette contenant son linge et son
anneau de manage. Et quand, en larmes, elle demanda son jonc, on se
moqua d' elle et de ses larmes. Les deux valises de la femme de Roger Goulet
ont ete videes sous ses yeux et Mme Pelagie Parenteau a ete depouillee de
taus ses vetements sauf d'une chcmtsc."

Pour les famillesmetisses, toutes ces pertes representaient des annees de
travail et de privation avenir pour retrouver le confort d' antan. Mais c'etait
surtout: "the loss of food, transportation and shelter that caused the imme
diate distress and suffering among the families." 73 Apres le combat, les
femmes s'inquieterent de retrouver leurs maris et certaines se mirent merne
achercher les cadavres. Elles retrouverent Damase Carriere avec une ficelle
au cou; elles voyaient la trace ou il avait ete traine dubuisson, au bord de la
prairie." Nombre d'entre elles conseillerent aux hommes de franchir la
frontiere. Madeleine Dumont consentira a laisser partir son mari de peur
qu'il soit arrete. Les hommes qui deciderent de se rendre "were brought up
in a waggon. Imagining that they were to be hanged or sent away for ever,
wives rushed up and fondly embraced their husbands, and then held up the
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prattling babes for the father to take a farewell kiss.,,75 La plupart seront
juges et emprisonnes.

1870 et 1885 representent des annees de peines et de privations pour les
femmes metisses. Toutefois, il est important de noter que les roles qu'elles
ont joue s'inscrivent pour la plupart dans la sphere feminine: prier,
preparer amanger, soigner les blesses et les malades, partager la nourri
ture. Le gouvemement provisoire ne fait appel aaucune femme et aucun
temoignage ne relate Ie combat d'une metisse dans les tranchees, Cepen
dant, meme si le role de la femme nourriciere, de la femme infirmiere, de la
femme reconfortante priment, elles ont fait preuve de beaucoup d'initiative
et de courage. Cet "instinct" de survie dont elles se servaient lors des
grandes chasses aux bisons fut de nouveau teste lors des evenements de
1870 et de la bataille de Batoche. Grace a elles, malgre les privations, Ie
harcelement, les canons et la mitrailleuse Gatling, les enfants et les vieil
lards trouvaient un peu de soutien face au danger. Mais la plaie profonde
laissee par I'occupation canadienne aura du mal ase cicatriser. Meme si les
femmes ne tarderent pas a se remettre au travail pour reconstruire la
communaute, chaque jour leur rappelait le destin tragique de leur peuple.
En plus de la pauvrete, elle devait faire face ala discrimination sexuelle et
raciale. Les veuves etaientala tete de larges familles et devaient trouver un
moyen de les nourrir. Certaines etaient parfois meme obligees d'accepter
l'aide alimentaire du gouvernement.76Les plus jeunes avaient toujours la
possibilite de retourner dans leur famille ou de se remarier. Les compensa
tions qu'elles croyaient legitime de recevoir ne leur parvinrent jamais dans
la mesure OU elles n'avaient pas le droit a la propriete." La separation
d'avec leurs maris etaient souvent insupportable. Certaines entreprirent
done des voyages jusqu'a Regina afin de rendre visites aux prisonniers,
mais arrivees devant les portes de la prison, les officiers leur disaient: "you
cannot see your husband go home.?" Madeleine Dumont rejoignit son marl
au Montana en 1886 et mourut quelque temps apres. La femme de Louis
Riel mit au monde un petit gar<;on le 21 octobre 1885, mais il mourut deux
heures apres sa naissance. Louis Riel fut pendu aRegina le 16 novembre
1885 et Marguerite, atteinte de tuberculose, se laissera mourir de chagrin.
On l'inhuma le 26 mai 1886 aSaint-Boniface. Elle n'avait que 27 ans.

Au cours de cette etude nous avons rente, malgre la rarete des sources,
malgre les points d'ombre, malgre les voix passees sous silence, de relater
les roles et les souffrances des femmes metisses en 1870 et 1885. Nous avons
essaye, tant bien que mal, de recoller les morceaux, pour donner aux
femmes la possibilite de construire une partie de leur passe. Ainsi les mots
de "Cheechum" resonneront encore longtemps: "Parce qu'ils ant tue Riel,
ils pensent nous avoir tue aussi, mais un jour, rna fille, ce sera different.r "
Ce jour-la est peut-etre arrive.

NOTES
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Payment pour ses suggestions ainsi que Anne-Marie Delargilliere et Yves Tremblay pour leurs
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JJOur Parents Did Not Raise Us to be Independent":
The Work and Schooling of

Young Franco-Albertan Women, 1890-1940

Anne Gagnon

ABSTRACT. Among the hundreds of thousands of settlers who came to the Canadian Prairies
at the turn of the century were French-speaking people from Europe, the United States, Quebec
and other Canadian provinces. Beyond the evolution of certain groups of Francophones,
Canadian prairie historiography contains little information about the experiences of these
settlers. On the lives of French-speaking women, even fewer studies exist. This article broaches
this line of inquiry by studying one group of Alberta Francophones, young women in the
transitional stagebetween school and marriage, the 14-to-24-year-olds. Through the use of oral
documentation, the study outlines the work these young women performed and assesses how
their contribution to household and family economy influenced schooling and career oppor
tunities.

SOMMAIRE. Au nombre des centaines de milliers d'immigrants vers les terres agricoles de
l'Ouest au tournant du siecle figurent des Francophones d'Europe, des Etats-Unis, du Quebec
et d'autres provinces. L'historiographie des Prairies parle peu de leur existence, si ce n'est que
pour suivre l' evolution de quelques groupes de langue francaise, et elle demeure muette, ou
peu s' en faut, sur Ie vecu des femmes d' expression francaise. L'article aborde ce champ d' etude
par l'investigation d'un groupe de jeunes Franco-Albertaines de 14 a 24 ans, a l'age de
transition entre I'ecole et Ie mariage. Apartir de temoignages oraux, I'etude brosse un tableau
de leurs charges de travail et veut determiner comment leur contribution au bien-etre materiel
de la maisonnee affectait leurs possibilites deducation et leurs choix de carriere.

In the early decades of the twentieth century, the lives of young Franco
Albertan women were circumscribed by work and family responsibilities.
Like Germaine Bussiere, the only daughter of the large family of a Quebec
couple homesteading near St. Paul in 1910,girls were mothers' helpmates
at an early age. As a seven-year-old, Germaine was already doing house
work and milking cows. By the age of thirteen, she worked at home
full-time baking bread, churning butter, knitting, sewing and doing, by
hand, the weekly family laundry. Before her marriage in 1928, she spent
several winters working at hospitals in both Edmonton and Saskatoon. She
very much enjoyed this work away from home to the dismay of her parents
who required her to return to the farm each spring to help with the
housework, gardening, and dairying.'

For young rural and urban Franco-Albertan women, the need to con
tribute to the family economy not only limited the amount of time spent in
the paid labour force, it interfered with schooling and as such limited future
opportunities. Although the restrictions weighed heavily upon some
young women, most, recognizing that their contributions were crucial to
the survival of the family enterprise, were proud of the degree of their
participation in the household economy and pleased with the skills they
acquired. In other words, work provided a sense of accomplishment, and
inadvertently developed independence and self-reliance. This article ex
amines the work and schooling experience of young Francophone women
in Alberta between 1890and 1940.The study focusses on the 14-to 24-year
olds, young women in the stage of life between school and marriage. It
describes the work these women performed, assesses their contribution to
household and family economy and evaluates the degree to which eco
nomic responsibilities influenced their educational opportunities.
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The article also tries to show how ethnicity shaped the experiences of
these young women? Studies on the importance of ethnicity as a factor in
the process of immigration and adaptation are long overdue in Canadian
prairie historiography.' Since as late as 1931,as much as one-third of prairie
residents were foreign-born, "cultural diversity was the striking feature of
prairie society.?" Yet, beyond work on the evolution of ethnic groups and
the reaction of prairie society to the presence of immigrants, little is known
about the importance of the ethnic factor in the settlement process.' Even
less is known about ethnic women's adaptation to frontier conditions and
the roles of women and children in the household economy and in family
owned and -operated enterprises like the family farm, lithe basic social and
economic institution of the rural Prairies.?" This study of Francophone
women is thus an attempt to qualify traditional images of rrairie settlement
which focus primarily on English-speaking male settlers.

The period chosen covers the most important years of Francophone
immigration to the province. French-speaking fur traders and voyageurs
had worked and lived in the westernmost region of the North-West since
the mid-eighteenth century. By 1885, 44 percent of residents in the Alberta
sub-district of the Territories were of French origin." The extension of the
Canadian Pacific Railway line north from Calgary to Edmonton, in 1891,
brought the first groups of French-speaking colonists, most homesteading
in the Edmonton area. In the following decades Francophone settlement
expanded northeast to the St. Paul region and north to the fertile Peace
River parkland." But with the arrival of tens of thousands of English
speaking and non-English immigrants after 1896, Franco-Albertans soon
became a minority. By 1936 they numbered 42,979 and comprised only 6.5
percent of the total provincial population." Though not large in number,
they made up substantial proportions of the population of certain regions,
notably the Edmonton, St. Paul and Peace River areas.

The primary sources used in this study are three collections of oral
interviews sponsored by the Provincial Museum and Archives of Alberta
(early 1970s), the cultural association, Heritage Franco-Albertain (early
1980s), and the Association Canadienne Francaise de l'Alberta (1989) to
preserve the experiences of Alberta pioneers. The 239 life stories drawn
from these interviews were supplemented by information extracted from
family and individual biographies in local histories. To these life histories
were added another fourteen compiled from a variety of private and public
documents: unpublished biographies and family histories, a collection of
letters and diary entries, and the edited correspondence of a homesteading
couple."

Although the use of oral documentation is often necessary when study
ing the lives of women, especially the private and subjective aspects which
are not revealed in demographic records, prescriptive literature and secon
dary sources, it presents particular problems for the historian. Because oral
interviews are reminiscences communicated many years after experiences
and events have taken place, memory is expected to playa crucial role in the
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nature and reliability of the information retrieved. This is certainly true, but
studies have shown that the greatest memory loss occurs within forty-eight
hours of witnessing or experiencing an event." Memory loss is thus a factor
that should concern researchers using traditional written sources as much
as historians of oral history." Oral sources must be submitted to the same
kind of scrutiny as written documents. In this study, the life histories were
examined for internal consistencies and checked against each other." Fur
thermore, corroboration of facts and events was sought in external sources
such as published histories. And finally, the information obtained in the life
histories was supplemented by other kinds of documents: census data,
government reports, photographs and newspapers."

The women respondents from whose experience the 253life histories are
drawn are representative of the period and of the Franco-Albertan commu
nity at the turn of the century. Eighty-three of the 253women in the study (33
percent) were born in Alberta. Of the 151 (60 percent) born elsewhere, 102
were under eighteen years of age at the time of their arrival and have personal
memories of growing up in the province." Furthermore, their recollections
cover every decade of the half century in question. Twenty-six percent of the
subjects were born before 1900,62 percent between 1900 and 1920, and 12
percent between 1920and 1940.Like French-speaking Albertans, they were
not a homogeneous group. Of the 233 respondents whose own or family
origins are known, 39 percent came from Quebec, 16 percent from other
Canadian provinces, 34 percent from the United States, and 11 percent from
Europe.17 Their families were of predominantly agricultural and working
class backgrounds. Before their emigration, 33 percent of household heads
were farmers, 38 percent labourers. Only 29 percent were engaged in profes
sional, business or white collar occupations. The availability of inexpensive
arable land in Alberta meant that an increased proportion took up farming
upon their arrival in the West. A full 87percentwere farmers or labourers and
only 13percent became involved in white collar or professional occupations
and business ventures such as owning and operating stores, mills or hotels.

One of the most constant recollections of the women interviewed was of
hard work. Before homes were equipped with electricity, modern plumb
ing and major household appliances, the daily upkeep of the home was a
burden rendered more difficult by the fact that large families were often
housed in small, poorly built dwellings which required extra cleaning and
organization. Most of the women interviewed did not benefit from modem
conveniences un til the 1940sor later. Statistics indicate that, throughout the
period, small homes and overcrowding remained a problem. As late as
1936,62 percent of Franco-Albertan households lived in homes with four or
fewer rooms." Yet Francophone families, with an average 4.5 members,
were among the largest in the province."

Not surprisingly, as soon as daughters were old enough, they were
enlisted to give their mothers a helping hand. Preschool-aged daughters
minded younger children while mothers attended to outdoor chores and
housework. By the age of seven or eight, girls also washed dishes, dusted,
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swept floors, fed and herded barnyard animals before or after school hours,
on weekends and during holidays. More demanding tasks, such as milking
cows, hauling water, ice, coal and wood for household use, churningbutter,
cooking, sewing, gardening, doing the laundry, and scrubbing rough
wooden floors were usually performed by older, 12- or 13-year-old girls
though the eldest or only girls of large families, like Germaine Bussiere,
often found themselves pressed into service at a much younger age.

Few girls, apart from the frail or youngest members of families who were
sometimes required to do less than healthier or older siblings, were excused
from helping with work in and around the house. Chores also seemed to
transcend class. Marguerite Trochu, the daughter of French aristocrats ranch
ing in south-central Alberta around 1910, did her share of work. But in her
diary she expressed little concern at the lack of servants; she wrote instead of
her excitement at the variety of roles she had to assume: "Today; kneading
bread; I'm the baker and doing it very well. Alternatively: cook, maid,
washerwoman, baker, young lady (at the ball), delivery girl when I go
shopping at the store. What might I be next?,,20 Only one woman, the
daughter of a townbusinessman, did not perform chores. Her "mother had a
girl to help with the housework and an Indian woman to do the washing.?"

Most families could not afford such luxuries so that by the time girls were
12 or 13.years of age, they not only took on more work in and around the
house, they also assumed more farm work. In the main, work was divided
along gender lines.Fieldwork and the care of animals were men's responsi
bilities while housework, gardening, the care of poultry and often times
dairying, were women's work. Nevertheless, the demands of homesteading
and pioneer life rendered the sharp division of labour between men and
women impractical if not impossible." In the absence or shortage of male
labour, young women were expected to do fieldwork. Many of the Franco
phone women interviewed, especially those whose families homesteaded
before 1914,recalled doing heavy farm labour. Eva Gagnon helped clear land
using the grub hoe to dislodge tree roots while her sister, with the horse team,
pulled out the stumps." Once the fields were cleared of trees, young women
picked roots and rocks, drove teams of plough animals and helped with the
seeding. At harvest time, they mowed, raked, stooked and hauled grain.

Farm tasks were often well beyond the young women's physical capa
bilities and could, at times, endanger their own and others' lives. Accidents
involving children and horses were not uncommon. Nine-year-old
Angeline Michaud and her younger brother overturned a wagonload of
grain when they proved unable to control the team of horses while hauling
grain from the field to the barn. They were unhurt and able to walk home
but did so reluctantly, fearing their father's wrath. He was well aware of the
demanding nature of the work he asked his children to perform and did not
criticize them. On the whole, parents showed understanding of their chil
dren's limitations and tried to compensate them, even in small ways 
with, for examEle, a Sunday picnic when the stooking was done - for their
contributions. '!

-------------- -----
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Hard work though it may have been, some girls preferred fieldwork and
welcomed the chance to be outside. Charlotte LaPalme, who, at fifteen, had
farmed with her aged father in the northern part of the province during the
early 1920s, recalled: "I loved the land and was not bothered by having to
spend the week in overalls and cap.... Come Sunday, I was truly uncom
fortable in a dress.,,25 Charlotte's words illustrate more than her preference
for outdoor work; they also reveal the duality in expectations for young
women. Although they were counted upon to replace men when their
labour was needed, they were still expected to be "feminine" when their
work was done." Neither did fieldwork release girls from household
duties. But if the family comprised more than one daughter of working age,
the girls' preferences were sometimes taken into account and a kind of
specialization of labour took form with some doing the housework and
others the farm tasks."

Daughters' valuable contributions, whether in the field or in the house,
were not always recognized by those who most benefited from their labour.
Agathe Magnan, who, following the death of her mother, kept house and
raised her younger siblings, had to counter the criticisms of her father who
felt that she would have contributed more had she become a nun and
ensured the salvation of the family.28 Eva Gagnon, for her part, painfully
remembered her father's later assessment of her work. Though she and her
sister had done much of the farm work until the younger sons were old
enough to help, her father claimed, in later life, that the sons had contrib
uted more because they had brought in all income. Eva reminded him that
it was because of their labour that the sons had been able to absent
themselves from the farm to work for wages. Moreover, mechanization had
not alleviated their work as it had eased that of their younger brothers."

For Eva and daughters like her, house- and fieldwork conflicted with
schooling. While Eva received three winters of schooling, Lucille Bergerin, as
the eldest of a family of twelve, attended school for only a few days per month
before being pulled out altogether at the age of thirteen to help her ailing
mother." With the absence of schools in isolated areas, transportation prob
lems, short school terms as a result of teacher shortages and inclement
weather, the late starting age of most children, and the competing demands
of the family economy, the period of schooling, for many, was brief."

This was especially the case for the first two decades of settlement when
schools were few and every hand was needed to break the land and begin
agricultural production. Bythe 1930s,Francophone girls' school attendance
had increased considerably. Census data indicate that by 1936,44 percent
of Franco-Albertan girls had received five to eight years of schooling while
another 29 percent had completed more than eight years." The pattern of
their increased schooling is reflected in illiteracy rates which declined
markedly over the period, from 11.2percent for women sixty-five and over
to less than 1 percent for Ifi-to-Ztl-year-olds.f Census data also point to a
number of interesting patterns: on average, Francophone girls, in both rural
and urban areas, spent more years in school than their male counterparts.
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Only in postsecondary education did the number of men equal or better the
number of women. On the other hand, Francophone women received less
schooling than women of English origin and Alberta women as a whole.34

A number of factors may have contributed to keeping Francophone
girls, and boys, out of school. Franco-Albertans tended to come from larger
families whose principal wage earners brought home, on average, 15.5
percent less income than the household heads of Alberta families as a
whole.35 This probably meant a greater need for Francophone youngsters'
economic contributions. Secondly, since 69 percent of French-speaking
Albertans lived in rural areas as compared to 63 percent of Albertans,
schools may have been somewhat less accessible to the former. Finally, and
most importantly, school attendance was related to the availability of
French and Catholic schools." Carl Dawson, in his 1936 study of group
settlement in the prairie provinces, found that: "school attendance [was]
exceptionally good for the solidly-settled French-Canadian school districts
in town and country."37 It would seem that when French-Catholic schooling
was not available, parents, who could always use their children's help,
preferred to keep them home rather than sending them to nondenomina
tional English-speaking public schools."

As children, the women respondents had suffered more from the ab
sence of French-language schooling than from the lack of school-based
religious instruction. For many, especially for those who had had little
previous exposure to English before starting school, schooling had been a
frustrating, often unpleasant experience." English was, after all, the lan
guage of instruction, even for schools comprising mostly Francophone
students." French-speaking teachers could make schooling more tolerable
for unilingual Francophone students, but school boards were not always
willing to hire or successful in attracting them." Thus, for many Franco
phone children, schooling remained a daily ordeal. Some women remem
bered being punished at school for speaking French and punished at home
for speaking English. Others, like Ida Guindon, could hardly wait to quit.
She recalled her relief at the realization that she would no longer have to
deal daily with a language she never understood."

Parents tried to overcome the linguistic, and religious, difficulties by
sending their children to convent schools. Operated by religious communi
ties and scattered across the province, these schools not only provided a
French and Catholic education, many, unlike rural schools, also offered a
secondary education program." Fifty-six percent of the women in the study
who had received some or all of their education in Alberta had attended
convent schools, 45 percent as boarders, 11percent as externals. Four of the
boarders had been sent back to Quebec convent schools for part of their
schooling. This pattern of Francophone girls boarding away from home
more closely resembles the schooling experience of Quebec women than
that of Alberta women described by Eliane Silverman who found that "few
girls were sent away, since most families did not insist on more education
for their daughters than the district could provide.T" Because local schools

-~-~~~~~~~-~~--------
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did not always provide the kind of education - French and Catholic
Francophone parents wanted for their daughters, they were compelled to
find alternatives.

A variety of arrangements were worked out to send daughters to
convent schools. The question of boarding away from home was simplified
if parents could scrape t~ether the monthly boarding fees which could be
as high as $240 per year. If not, older siblings already working for wages
or wealthier relativeshelped defray the costs. Sometimes arrangements
were made for daughters to board with relatives." but in many cases, it was
the exchange of goods and services that kept daughters in school. For
example, Marie Hebert and her sisters were placed in families with small
children where childcare was exchanged for boarding while Angelina Van
Brabant earned her keep by working in the convent kitchen." Many con
vent schools accepted ice, firewood, soap, milk, meat, potatoes, rice, flour
and oatmeal as partial or full payment of fees.48

If boarding arrangements were not possible, keeping children in school
sometimes involved relocating the family or combining a number of strate
gies to make ends meet. In 1920, Lucienne Langevin's family moved from
the homestead to a house in town to make it easier for the children to go to
school. Though the land was rented, her father travelled the four kilometres
to the homestead morning and night to feed the animals and milk the
COWS.

49 Alice Boisjoly's mother, who married at sixteen and had had little
opportunity for schooling, resorted to a number of strategies to further her
twelve daughters' education. She enlisted the assistance of the parish priest
who contributed to the convent boarding and tuition fees, she economized
the earnings of her husband, produced most of what the family needed on
the farm, and pushed herself and the small army of children at home to do
the work of those away. Between 1913 and 1932, five Boisjoly daughters
received their teaching certification and two became nurses."

This mother's determination to provide schooling for her daughters was
unusual in its intensity and in the degree of its success. Many settlers simply
could not manage without their daughter's contributions so that, while the
majority of young women completed their elementary grades, circum
stances such as the illness or death of the mother or the birth of one more
child in an already large family precipitated the early entry of some girls
into full-time work. Census figures indicate that as late as 1946, 14 percent
of Francophone youth between the ages of fourteen and twenty-four were
neither at school nor at work." One can only assume that these young men
and women were doing unpaid labour in the home or on the farm.

For some, the end of schooling could be a trying experience. Germaine
Bussiere, who had to quit school at thirteen to give her ailing mother a hand
with housework and the care of six youngsters, recalled her anguish at
learning that she would not be able to enter the secondary-school program. "I
still see myself," she related, "hiding behind the house, crying for hours
because I wanted to return to school ... but no, I couldn't go. I wanted to be a
school teacher.,,52 Germaine's sentiments mirror the feelings of a number of
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women interviewed. Many, like her, loved school and were distressed at
having to leave. A few were somewhat resentful of brothers and sisters who
had received more schooling, while others, claiming that they could read and
write sufficiently to get by, felt no loss." Overall, women accepted the end of
their schooling experience with resignation. They were needed to contribute
to the family economy and few questioned their obligation to do so.

For young women, the end of schooling meant the continuing appren
ticeship of the skills they would later require as wives, mothers and
housekeepers. But for the many who were forced to assume early the full
burden of domestic duties as a result of a mother's illness or premature
death, the apprenticeship period was brief. Dolores Jodoin was eight years
old when her mother became ill. From her bed, her mother gave instruc
tions and advice on the work that had to be done. Dolores recalled that she
needed constant directions to keep the household going. When her father
was home, he took over the work-demanding skills Dolores had yet to
acquire. He baked bread and cooked meals while Dolores looked after the
three younger children and her bedridden mother."

Many young women like Dolores were left more or less on their own to
acquire domestic skills. They learned through trial and error, by reading
recipe books, or relying on other family members to teach them. Dolores
eventually did learn how to bake bread. Although she does not reveal how,
it is likely that her father taught her. Another woman who took over the
housework at sixteen because of her mother's illness recalled that she
taught herself how to preserve food and cook using recipe books. And
Agathe Magnan, whose mother was ill for a number of years before dying
when Agathe was twelve, attended a convent school on a part-time basis to
learn domestic skills. She studied French one hour per day and spent the
rest of the time helping the nuns do the laundry and the ironing, the sewing
and the cooking."

Daughters who worked at home learned and performed much more
than domestic tasks. They also participated in home-centred industry and
thus contributed directly to the family economy. Some helped manage the
post offices that a number of settlers and townspeople ran from their
homes." Others kept account books for their fathers' garage and sawmill
businesses while still others, like Reine Lefebvre, cooked for hired men at
their fathers' bush camps. Cooking was but one of Reine's contributions to
the family enterprises. After homesteading near Cold Lake in 1910,Reine's
father was involved, over the years, in a 'series of business ventures,
including owning and operating two sawmills and a shingle mill, a stop
ping place, a commercial fishing enterprise, a wild berry cannery as well as
fish and wild berry mail order businesses. These enterprises would never
have succeeded without family labour power. Reine and her sister, as two
of the oldest children, were invaluable. According to Reine, they did most
of the farmwork while their father was involved in business and their
brothers hunted and fished. 57

Daughters' labour was especiall~ crucial in family-owned stores, restau
rants, hotels, and boardinghouses. 8 From 1932 to 1937, Joseph and Alida

---------------- - ---

-------------- - ---
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Lozeau ran a store, butcher shop and restaurant from their home in a
hamlet in northeastern Alberta. While Joseph served customers and
freighted supplies to the store, Alida kept the account books, served meals,
looked after a boarder, and cared for her ten children. The couple hired
domestic help which they paid $8 per month; but the cost of hiring de
creased substantially when the three oldest daughters began shouldering
part of the work load. With the profits earned the family gurchased a new
kitchen range, and in 1937, a better, more spacious home. 9 Another family
homesteading near the same hamlet in 1912 regularly took in three or four
boarders. The mother and three eldest daughters looked after the house
hold of fourteen and, according to one daughter, brought in enough money
to provide a living for the whole family/"

There is much evidence to show that daughters were proud of their
contributions to the household. In 1916, eleven-year-old Angelina Bilodeau
began accompanying her father to the Edmonton farmers' market to sell
meat and dairy products. By the time she was seventeen she worked the
market alone six days a week, while boarding in the city with her grand
parents. Angelina recalls that after a good week in which everything had
sold, she was eager for her father's return to hand him the $5 or $6 she had
earned. For her part, Liane David remembered with pride that her father
had been able to purchase seed oats for one spring's planting with the
money she had made trapping coyotes."

For the many young women whose work at home was not sufficient to
help keep the family enterprise solvent or whose labour was not needed,
there was wage work. Census data indicate that domestic service was by far
the most common occupation.f There was, for women, a natural progres
sion from housework to domestic service. The cooking, housekeeping and
child care that they had so ably done at home could be performed for others
for wages. But the work was often temporary and offered young women
little financial security. Many, like Irene Lemire, hired themselves out
during harvests to help farmers' wives feed the threshing crews of up to
twenty men. Others provided assistance with housework and child care for
mothers going through the final term of a pregnancy and the first few
weeks with the new baby/"

While some domestics were hired on a more permanent basis, none
were well paid." The women interviewed earned from $5 to $1~ per month,
room and board included." Some received even less. Albertine Belland
recalled that she was never paid for some of the work she did for many poor
farmin§ families but at times she was given articles of clothing in lieu of
wages. 6Along with the low pay, domestic workers had to contend with
long, drawn out working days and backbreaking labour. As one woman
explained, there were no set hours of work. One just toiled until all the
chores were done for the day.67 Apart from these difficult conditions, there
were additional factors which discouraged young women from taking on
domestic work. Mathilda Drolet, who at sixteen was hired to care for
children, found herself doing the laundry and the housework, including
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scrubbing the wooden floors of a large house, on her hands and knees, twice
a week. According to Mathilda, the hard physical labour demanded of her
was not part of the agreement the employer had made with her father at the
point of hiring. Mathilda exercised control over the situation in the only
way she could. She quit. Unfortunately, she went home one day before
finishing her month's work and in retaliation the employer held back part
of her salary. 68

Mathilda's experience reveals some of the conditions of domestic service
and the lack of protection from the arbitrariness of employers. Because of
these, some parents simply refused to allow their daughters to work in
private homes." Others tried to screen employers before letting them work,
but this process, as Mathilda's case illustrates, did not always detect unde
sirable placements. Furthermore, because of language difficulties, lack of
training, and the scarcity of better jobs in rural areas, most young women
could ill afford to turn down work. Domestic service in private homes did
have, however, one redeeming feature: the temporary terms of employ
ment accommodated the demands of the household economy. Young
women were able to combine hiring themselves out for a few months at a
time to bring in much needed income with work on the family farm when
their labour was required."

Such flexibility was not granted to the young women who worked as
domestics in institutional settings: hotels, hospitals and religious commu
nities." In these, the conditions of employment and the salaries varied.
Parish priests as employers were much in demand by both parents and
daughters. They generally paid better than private homes and other insti
tutions, the work was somewhat easier, and the young workers were
usually well treated." Most institutions, however, were not as generous.
Marcelle Lord, whose family moved to Alberta at the beginning of the
Depression, worked at a small town hospital as a combination kitchen help,
seamstress and receptionist. During the early part of her workday which
began at 6:45 A.M., she sewed as many as one hundred diapers and two
dozen pyjamas and nightgowns. Because her work station was situated
close to the front entrance, she often acted as receptionist and guide for the
many visitors passing through. At 5:00 P.M., she helped prepare and serve
meals and washed dishes. For her work she received $4 monthly, room and
board included, with one day off per month if she could be spared?3

Some young women with secondary schooling, business training, or
exceptional talent found, if not better paying, at least less strenuous em
ployment. Some worked as store and office clerks, telephone operators or
secretaries, others as hairdressers or nursing aides. And at least one earned
her living as a professional singer and artist.74 But in the female "occupa
tional hierarchy," especially in the personal service industries and in the
expanding middle-class occupations of sales and clerical work, Franco-Al
bertan women were closer to German immigrant women than to their
English-speaking foreign and Canadian-born counterparts. Only 12 per
cent of Francophone women were in sales and clerical work as compared to
9 percent of German women and 27 percent of women of English origin."
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It is not clear why so few Francophone women were employed in
"pink-collar" occupations. Inability to speak English was likely a factor.
Cecile Dery told of her eighteen-year-old sister who had worked as a
stenographer in Quebec but upon herarrival in the West in 1911had to earn
her living as a domestic in a French-Canadian home because she could not
speak English.76 A lack of fluency in the working language of the province
obviously limited some young women's career choices. But the ability to
speak French also served, at times, to expand job opportunities. Young
workers,like Alma Foisy, who, at twenty, left a job she disliked and moved
to a distant village to work for an acquaintance, were able to take advantage
of Francophone networks between communities to find employment.f

Knowledge of the French language was also advantageous for teachers.
In French-speaking settlements, school boards were constantly on the
lookout for bilingual teachers and some were willing to offer better salaries
to attract them." As a result, teaching drew Franco~honewomen in almost
equal proportion as their English-speaking sisters. 9 Though an occupation
of "modest social status," teaching was better paying than other "female"
work, and it was one of the few professions that offered women career
opportunities." Furthermore, as a result of the rapid population increase
during the first decades of the century, jobs were usually plentiful." Seven
teen of the 126 Francophone women who spoke of their lives as young
adults (13.5percent) had taught school.82 All spoke proudly of their careers
and remembered with fondness their experiences, even if working and
living conditions were at times wanting.

When Alice Boisjoly arrived to take up a teaching position in a rural
school and was introduced to the farm couple with whom she would be
boarding, she discovered that she was going to share the only bed in the
house with the wife, daughter and baby while the husband slept nearby on
the floor.83 Although such boarding arrangements left much to be desired,
in the main, settlers did their best to ensure the teacher's comfort. Beatrice
Collin recalled that while boarding with a large family struggling to make
ends meet, she was served desserts which the rest of the family did
without." The close friendships that often developed between teachers and
boarding families helped the young and lonely teachers bear the difficult
separation from loved ones."

Youth not only made it more difficult to cope with isolation and loneli
ness, it could also be a source of problems in the classroom. Many of the
students, older than the teacher but with little previous schooling, did not
take kindly to having a young woman instructor. Alice Boisjoly recalled
having to enlist help from the parish priest to keep the older and tougher
boys in line." Being able to control the less than eager students was only one
of the skills rural teachers had to draw upon. Though most teachers
interviewed had worked in predominantly French-speaking schools, a
number had taught in areas settled by European immigrants whose chil
dren spoke little if any English and no French. Teacher training had failed
to prepare them for these polyglot, multicultural classrooms."
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Despite the hardships which also included planning and implementing
courses of instruction for numerous levels with few resources, travelling to
and from schools in inclement weather, freezing in poorly built, uninsu
lated schoolhouses, not to mention dealing with crises such as medical
emergencies, most of the women interviewed looked back favourably on
their teaching years." They took pride in having performed difficult tasks
well. They still flavoured the feelings of accomplishment they had felt when
inspectors had complimented them on their work and relived the satisfac
tion of students' successes. Teaching had also granted them a measure of
independence unattainable to most young Francophone women. Unlike
the many single English-speaking women who ventured West alone in
search of work and husbands, teachers were the only single French-speak
ing women to come to Alberta without their families." Few women showed
the confidence of Therese Labrosse from Masson, Quebec, who arrived in
1923, with "a suitcase, a trunk and a teaching diploma" after reading a
newspaper advertisement offering good wages to bilingual teachers." Yet
many of the ex-teachers interviewed had moved about the province in
search of higher wages and better working conditions. These choices,
though limited, were rarely available to other young Francophone women.

Yet, even when young women, like these teachers, moved away from
home to work, ties and responsibilities to the family remained. As one woman
effectively put it: "Our parents did 110t raise us to be independent.?" Conse
quently, young working women's lives were still circumscribed by family
needs and wants. For example, Alice Boisjoly went home every vacation to
take over the housework, gardening and canning from her mother.92At times,
parents made important decisions that affected the career choices of their
adult daughters. Anna Guay gave up teaching to sew for the Hudson's Bay
Company in Edmonton at her father's request. He did not want her going to
distant schools and suggested that she learn a trade that could be practiced at
home while she cared for her bedridden mother.r' In certain cases, responsi
bilities to the family interfered with affairs of the heart. Eva Larocque agreed
to follow her parents to Alberta in 1910 to help her mother with ten younger
children though she would have much preferred staying in Ontario. She had
a career as a teacher and a prospective husband,"

Responsibilities to the family also included financial contributions. The
young wage earners usually gave over all or part of their earnings to help
parents make ends meet. As Table 1 indicates, the potential financial
contribution of working children to the family economy was substantial.
The table clearly shows what a number of historians have previously noted:
that the greatest period of prosperity in the life cycle of working-class
families was the stage in which unmarried children worked and contrib
uted to the household economy." The data also indicate that for rural
non-farm and urban families, the financial contribution of young people
was greatest in households where the father was 65 years of age and over.
By bringing in almost two-fifths of family income, children, nearing peak
earning capacity, were thus able to make up for the d.eclining income of an
aging parent.96

-------------------
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Table 1
Average Annual Earnings ($) of Franco-Albertan Heads of Households, Average Family
Earnings ($), and Percentage of Family Income Contributed by Working Children, 1946

A~eofHead Province Rural Farm Rural Non-Fann Urban, 1,000+
Head Family % Head Family % Head Family % Head Family %

Total 1,427 1,641 13 862 938 8 1,373 1,501 9 1,528 1,793 11

Under 35 years 1,272 1,303 2 834 834 0 1,241 1,268 2 1,353 1,391 3

35-44 years 1,518 1,605 5 954 977 2 1,450 1,500 3 1,635 1,747 6

45-54 years 1,565 1,976 21 876 1,047 16 1,583 1,832 14 1,658 2,157 23

55-64 years 1,474 1,993 26 769 1,113 31 1,286 1,591 18 1,591 2,197 28

65 and over 1,209 1,871 35 575 750 23 1,110 1,810 39 1,325 2,071 36

The calculations are based on the assumption that children, not mothers, were the households' secondary
wage-earners. The data for the table was compiled from Censusof the Prairie Prooinces, 1946,Vol. III,Table
27. Comparable data is not available for the period 1890-1940.

Although the data contained in Table 1 do not differentiate between the
contributions of male and female children, by making a number of assump
tions, it is possible to broadly estimate the yearly financial contribution of
young women. Assuming that as many young women as young men
worked and that women earned and contributed half as much as men, on
average, female children could contribute as little as $62.25 or as much as
$175 per year to the family income." This is likely a very conservative
estimate since young women often contributed more than half their pay.
Eva Larocque's father picked up her wages from her employer. He paid his
wife the room and board then distributed the rest of the money "through
out the household." According to Eva, her parents planned everything and
supplied all she needed."

Many parents considered the payment of room and board as fair and
adequate contribution, so long as it was remitted in acceptable currency.
Jacqueline Sylvestre, who worked for the provincial government in 1936,
recalled receiving her salary in Social Credit "prosperity certificates" which
her mother refused to accept as payment." Like Jacqueline, most young
working women living at home or boarding with relatives had some money
left over for personal expenses. But women working away, especially in
cities, where there were no family members to offer accommodation, often
made barely enough to cover rent and living expenses, let alone contribute
to the family economy.l'"

In conclusion, few young Franco-Albertan women at the turn of the
century benefited from the extended period of study and leisure equated
with today's adolescence. On farms and homesteads, as well as in towns'
and cities, they were initiated early to the work and responsibilities of
adulthood. They helped out with both household and farm chores and took
over child care and domestic work as well as fieldwork as the need arose.
Moreover, their labour power ensured the success of home-centred indus
try and brought in much needed income. At times, their labour ensured
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both the continuation of the household as a social unit and the economic
survival of the family enterprise. In other cases, their work served to
increase the physical and financial comfort level of the family.

There is little doubt that these young women's lives were composed of a
"web of obedience and obligation" to family and household and that these
responsibilities interfered with schooling and career opportunities.'?' The
absence of French-Catholic schools in some areas and the lack of English
language skills also served to limit the quality and quantity of girls'
schooling and their career choices. Some parents tried to circumvent these
limitations as much as possible by, for example, sending their daughters to
convent schools. Yet, almost invariably, daughters' obligations to house
hold and family came before school and career. Despite the restrictions
imposed on their lives, most of these young women did not seem to resent
their dependency. While a few mourned missed schooling opportunities
and others felt that their work had been undervalued, most claimed to have
derived satisfaction both from their labour and from the knowledge that
they had shared in the survival of the family enterprise. The protection 
the benign adjunct of dependency - accorded daughters by their parents
softened the bonds of duty.
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was made possible by the generous support of the University of Ottawa's Centre de recherche
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"Class, Gender and Agrarian Socialism":
The United Farm Women of Saskatchewan, 1926-1931"

CheryIe Jahn

ABSTRACT. "First-wave feminism" made the winning of suffrage its central focus. After
suffrage was won, many farm women remained politically active, shaping their campaigns on
class issues but generally with a gender focus that spoke to the specific needs of farm women.
The United Farm Women of Saska tchewan, for example, embodied a practical idealism which
built upon the experiences of farm women to determine a program of reforms seen to be in the
interests of all members of the farm community, with a specific emphasis on the interests of
farm women as members of farm families. They met resistance from farm men on issues such
as equality within the farm movement, legalization of birth control, and putting more farm
dollars into devices that reduced women's work in the home. By the 1930s the UFWS analysis
of the position of farmers generally and farm women particularly had led them to embrace a
socialist program that would maintain the farm family and farming communities.

SOMMAIRE. La «premiere vague feministe» visait I'obten tion d u droit de vote. Une fois
l'objectif atteint, plusieurs fermieres poursuivirent leur activite politique, articulant leurs
campagnes autour de questions de classes, mais le plus souvent selon un point de vue feminin
axe sur les besoins particuliers des fermieres. Le mouvement United Farm Women de la
Saskatchewan, par exemple, se fondait sur un idealisme pratique qui, apartir de l'experience
des fermieres, en vint adefinir un programme de reforme visant l'ensemble de la collectivite
agricole, mais avec un accent particulier sur les interets des fermieres en tant qu'elements des
familIes agricoles ; il fut pourtan t confronte al' opposition des fermiers sur des points tels que
l'egalite au sein du mouvement agricole, la legalisation du controls des naissances et la
necessite de consacrer une plus grande part du revenu agricole al'achat de materiel allegeant
Ie travail domestique. Des les annees 3D, I'analyse du UFWS quant aIa position des fermiers en
general et acelle des fermieres en particulier l'avait arnene aadopter un programme socialiste
propice ala preservation de la ferme familiale et des communautes rurales.

Farmers' movements on the Prairies arose as collective responses to
individual hardships faced by farmers. Within such movements women's
sections often arose as they responded to the hardships they faced as farm
women. The United Farm Women of Saskatchewan (UFWS), formed in
1926,was within this tradition of farm women's organizations, its members
bound together both by class' and gender. The UFWS was the women's
section of the United Farmers of Canada Saskatchewan Section (UFCSS) and
it developed two distinct if overlapping thrusts. On the one hand, the
women's section exhibited class and regional loyalties. That is to say,
political consciousness of agrarian protest influenced the women's group
to lean toward agrarian socialism. On the other hand, rural farm women
organized in response to their personal circumstances in their own homes
and to the particular situation of their own sex in the face of "a recurring
lack of consideration [for women] by the male farm movement.r? The
women's section of the UFCSS, then, depended on a unity imposed by both
male dominance and farmer hardship, walking a fine line between gender,
class and agrarian socialist ideals. It was in this context that the UFWS was
organized and should be examined.

By the late 1920s, rural women had for some time been organizing into
groups to address concerns of rural people generally and of rural women
specifically. During the post-suffrage period like-minded women were
drawn together in common cause in the UFCSS. In 1926 the UFCSS was
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formed from the amalgamation of the largest and most influential farm
organization of the period, the Saskatchewan Grain Growers Association
(SGGA), with the rapidly growing Farmers' Union of Canada (FUC). The
UFCSS constitution provided for the formation of a women's section with
provisions that the women had to be members of the larger organization
and their locals had to include at least five women. The women's section
adopted the basic organizational format of the UFCSS and worked from
within the larger organization. The close ties that the UFWS held with the
UFCSS encouraged women's increased awareness of agrarian problems and
provided an opportunity for them to influence the larger organization.

Because of their dual nature, the UFWS adopted some positions which
were clearly gender-based, while other positions emphasized the need to
forge class consciousness in alliance with farming men against the interests
of eastern manufacturers, railway companies, and monopolistic grain
handling companies. Rural women of Saskatchewan shared many of the
concerns of their farming husbands, for they found their own personal
situations inextricably linked with the concerns of their husbands. The
UFCSS had, from its beginning, a clear mandate based on the cooperative
movement and class identification. At the initial meeting of the UFCSS in
1926 in Moose Jaw, it was decided to secure unity in the ranks of farmers':

Saskatchewan farmers and their wivescan catch a vision of the possibility of the
progress to be made through organization and will support their own class
organization with such numbers and finance that it can grapple with the many
problems which must be solved.4

The mandate of the UFCSS thus recognized that the farmers' position was
fragile, and that numbers and combined efforts were the best way to
confront the political and economic situation facing them. Implicit was the
admission of the critical role of farm women in the prairie economy.

While the UFCSS proposed and worked toward unity in the community,
based on principles of cooperative and collective ownership, the UFWS
likewise directed its message to farming women in similar terms. Thus,
president Annie Hollis supported the idea that the goal of the women's
movement and the UFWS must be the partnership of men and women,
extending to all areas of public life.5 Therein lay the insistence that, "true
co-operation carries with it the idea of men and women working together
for the realization of their ideal of better living standards for rural work
ers.'" The call to rural women was to "join the economic organization which
is working for the economic and social improvement of your families and
class."? Indeed, the UFWS at times proclaimed the economy as its central
concern" because the economy was understood to be the area where equal
ity had to be fought for, where class interests had to be asserted. In stating
their position, the UFWS claimed, "we have not economic security.... We,
women of Saskatchewan must not be content until every person is guaran
teed economic security and equal opportunity. It is our responsibility.?"
Therefore, the UFWS deemed the public arena as vital. The organization at
times took the character of all advocacy group, pushing for legislation such
as the Natural Products Marketing Act, the Farm Creditors Act, and the
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Farm Loan Act, while at the same time strongly criticizing legislation that
was seen as threatening farmers' interests, that resulted in foreclosures, and
that left a "burden of debt hanging over the farmers of Saskatchewan.?"

The scope of these activities pursued by the UFWS in the public realm,
however, were not limited to advocacy; they extended to areas of commu
nity development and cooperation. Thus, the UFWS promoted and
supported efforts to establish community pastures, weed spraying and
dusting equipment on a cooperative basis. They also helped in mounting
farm machinery demonstrations, improving and expanding cattle tubercu
losis testing, and formulating land utilization schemes - areas which were
commonly understood to be of male concern."

Unlike the United Farmers of Alberta, who were initially reluctant to
accept female participation in their organization, or the predecessor organi
zation, the SGGA, who had often battled with negative responses to female
participation," the UFCSS tackled the issue of male/female equality. During
the process of amalgamation between the FUC and the SGGA, the amalgama
tion committee was made to understand that "women had equal rights with
men in their [UFCSS] organization.v" Moreover, key female figures from the
Women's Grain Growers' Association (WGGA) were present and active in the
amalgamation conferences, an indication of both a strong female initiative
and a degree of male acceptance of women's participation. In keeping with
the goal of gender equality, the UFCSS, onceformed, officially proclaimed
itself in support of equal status for women within the organization - Article
8, Section 1 of the UFCSS constitution declared that "women shall have the
same status in the association as men."?"

Indeed it would appear that the UFCSS attached some importance to
participationofwomen in the organization. Women were given three assured
seats as directors, and the president was given a seat on the executive.
Furthermore, the UFCSS included women on its committees, often alongside
men, rather than separate from them," Women participated in conventions,
although they met separately on the first day for "organizational purposes.?"
The entire UFCSSendorsed the annual Farm Women's Week at the University
of Saskatchewan, sponsored by the Women's Section, where farm women
could meet to discuss common problems. The UFWS stressed that the Farm
Women's Week function was not confined to women and"extended a hearty
invitation to all men.?" Finally, the UFCSS had agreed to eventually break
down all sectionalism within the organization, ideally with the Women's
Section gradually being abolished in favour of more equitable representation
throughout the organization."

Thus, constitutionally, and, to a degree practically, the Women's Section
had assumed a strong place within the organization and the organizationhad
granted a place for the group. However, contradictions regarding the place of
women in the UFCSS were evident. As UFWS President Hollis explained:

Theoretically the term [same status] involves equality ... and rights to all the
duties and privileqes of full membership. In practise, however, ... women are
not merely persons. 9
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In the face of rural hardship, when solutions to economic problems were
addressed in terms of community projects and socialist ideals, the UFWS
sought to claim their position in the communities as that of partner. In other
words, the UFWS proposed to "share in the common or corporate life of the
community ... to endeavour to be co-workers with the men of our agricul
tural group."20 Admittedly, the larger organization held that:

the true co-operation involved comradeship of men and women members as
co-workers, and that the permanent improvement of rural conditions and
general social welfare required the thought and energy of all of our members in
solving common problems./"

Even in that spirit of cooperation, however, women's participation and
influence as equal partners within the UFCSS proved at times elusive. In
part, this was the result of strong lingering sexist sentiments shared by
some of the male members, such as those expressed by one farmer who
found the UFCSS "over-idolizing the woman [who is] intellectually inferior
and emotional.T" This type of sentiment can also be noted within the UFCSS
in the expectation that women be left to attend to the "social aspects" of
conventions and functions.f Patronizing attitudes toward women were
also common. For example, one female member complained that perhaps a
resolution was passed "because you gentlemen are alwals so gallant that,
when the ladies submit something you say, 'let it pass' .,,2

In short, even though the provisions allowing for women's participation
granted women equality in the union, in practical terms women often
found themselves marginalized within the organization. For while much
was officially proclaimed in support of the equal status of women within
the UFCSS, much was yet to be overcome. In her work on farm movements,
Veronica Strong-Boag notes that while rural women shared grievances
with their farming husbands, farm women could not ignore "very different
realities by the sexes and ... lack of consideration [for them] by the male
farm movement.v" This view is echoed by Alvin Finkel who finds patriar
chy to be so entrenched in farm organizations that women's concerns were
often subordinated." As Strong-Boag argues, women's participation in
farm organizations was not always taken seriously; their sections were
often underfunded and they were "taken for granted.,,27

The frustration that rural women felt in light of these conditions can be
summed up in this statementby UFWS member Mrs. Cross: "It's about time
gentlemen like yourself awakened to the fact that this union is as much ours
as it is yours: we are no longer auxiliary."28 Indeed, the women's section of
the UFCSS, from its initial formation, clearly had a mandate to function as
more than an auxiliary group confined to women's traditional issues. As
vice president McNeil claimed, "The women's section is a permanent
committee of the main organization.t"

This sense of frustration perhaps encouraged a guarded position on the
part of the women. For instance, from the beginning, the membership had
argued extensively about the notion of membership fees for female mem
bers. For several weeks TheWestern Producer ran letters from both male and
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female readers regarding the matter. Letters from male members of the
organization expressed a certain bitterness about the issue, charging that
women were squandering hard-earned money, taking food from their
families, involving themselves in yet another "sewing circle," and upset
ting the natural God-given order of things. UFWS members responded
generally with outrage, claiming their rights as partners and individuals.
Holding to principles of equality, women stood firm on their position to
pay egual fees as it gave them "a chance to have some representation at
least." 0 Similarly, a resolution to have women included as members with
payment of their husbands' fees resulted in an argument over discrimina
tion against a woman "simply because she doesn't want to be married.v"
UFWS President, Annie Hollis, further pointed out that "women don't wish
to come in [the organization] tagging behind their husbands,,,32 nor should
they "come in as a kind of appendage - a necessary evil.,,33 Speaking for
the women's section, Hollis remained clear in her resolve that:

There was never a time when we need the farm women in our movement more
than we do at the present time, because, if anybody has a knowledge of the
economic depression through which we are passing it is our farm women.... I
think women who realize the necessity of an economic organization are willing
to try and pay the same fee as their husbands.34

With an increasing pressure from the farm movement for women to defend
class interests, the UFWS saw it as necessary to come into the organization
on the same footing as men, with equal rights and equal obligations." Thus,
while rural women shared many of the problems faced by their farming
partners, they did not always share equality of partnership. The UFWS
found themselves confronting patriarchy within their farm organization,
which was there, at least in theory, to attend to the needs of the entire
agrarian community.

However, the struggle of rural women was not exclusively concerned
with asserting a place for women in male-dominated organizations. So
while the UFWS's association with the UFCSS was critical in the formation of
the group, the UFWS did assume a distinct direction in pursuing the broad
spectrum of issues that had inspired rural women to organize. Much of the
direction that the group would take was established by the first president
and vice president, Mrs. Annie Hollis and Mrs. Ida MacNiel respectively.
Both women brought their experiences of prior activities to the UFWS.
Indeed, both women had been key figures in the UFCSS from its beginning.
Hollis, an English-born woman who married in 1915 and homesteaded in
Shaunavon, Saskatchewan, was active in women's suffrage, taught school
and held university certificates in botany, chemistry, physiology, hygiene
and French. She was district director for the WGGA from 1917 to 1921, a
member of the executive for two years, and served as a member of the board
of directors of the UFCSS. Hollis' main interests were education, the proR
erty rights of married women, and the legal status of women and children."

Vicepresident MacNiel came from the United States toCanada in 1909 and
became active in the WCGA as director (1914-21), then vice president (1922
23), and later president (1924-25). Her main interests were immigration,
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marketing and health." These women added valuable experience and input
into the agenda of the UFWS as well as the UFCSS for years to come.

Special committees put in place at the first convention of the UFWS were
Health and Education, Social and Legal Status of Women, and Home Eco
nomics. These committees were brought before the entire organization for
sanctioning with the understanding that the "whole association will be
behind any decisions that are made [by the committees]," thus demonstrating
the leaders' democratic approach to organization." The UFWS then elected
officers, set up locals, and put in place an efficientbureaucratic apparatus."

The UFWS grouped health and education together on the grounds that
health was largelya matter of education. Health issues were of vital concern
to the UFWS which focussed on their gender significance:

no one realizes the necessity for good health care facilities better than the rural
women of this province ... many of the so-called free homesteads have been paid
for by [sic] the lives of women and children.4o

In the interests of public health reform, the union conducted studies of
existing public health facilities. They probed the work being done at the
provincial Department of Health, the two public sanatoria in Fort Qu'Ap
pelle and Saskatoon, the Red Cross Society, the outpost hospitals and the
various municipal health facilities.

Results from the examinations of health facilities prompted the UFWS to
push for "equal opportunity for health for all.,,41 This was crystallized in a
scheme for free consultative health clinics in Saskatchewan, a scheme
endorsed by the entire UFCSS.42 The union's call for the clinics was backed
by the Canadian Social Hygiene Council which claimed that:

no portion of the population suffers more acutely from the ravages of prevent
able disease than the farmer ... every man who works on a farm loses one day in
four through preventable disease.43

The concerns of the UFWS regarding health effectively combined gender
identification with class identification, for entire farm communities were to
benefit from proposed measures of improved health care. Endorsement of
the entire organization exemplified the cooperative and agrarian socialist
spirit of the UFCSS.

The UFWS worked out a comprehensive program including: baby clin
ics, inoculation for contagious diseases, regular visits by school nurses and
health inspectors, and hot lunches at schools." The UFWS also supported
programs for the deaf and were instrumental in having nurses employed in
some of the schools." Short courses were offered from time to time on
venereal diseases and tuberculosis, supplemented by lectures on nutrition
and public health. Resolutions from the 1929 Farm Women's Week called
for free treatment for all tuberculosis patients, compulsory tuberculosis
testing for all school children, and free transportation to and from cancer
clinics for cancer patients." In other health-related issues, the UFWS de
cided to press the government to provide butter to the needy, work for
relief recipients, and education and training for "subnormal" children."
Needless to say, the task of improving health conditions in the province

------------- - - - ---
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was daunting, and while the UFWS found support for their policies within
the main organization, they were also left largely alone in pursuing imple
mentation. As was often the case in reformist organizations, the men of the
UFCSS understood the issue of health to be a women's concern.

Closely related to the UFWS's concern for health was its concern for
education. From an agrarian socialist perspective, better opportunity for
education was crucial to improvements for the farming community. It had
long been believed that the agrarian community as a whole was at a
disadvantage in terms of education." The organized farm women worked
for more specialized training in teaching for rural school teachers, a larger
area of administration in rural schools districts (endorsed by the School
Trustees Convention and the Teachers' Alliance), equalization of educa
tional funds among educational districts so that schools closed for lack of
funds would become a thing of the past, and better rural high school
facilities. Farm women found that:

there is a distinct element of unfairness and a lack of justice in the fact that rural
children in the poor districts are handicapped because of the difficulty of
providing local education funds. His necessary to insist on the fact that education
is a national affair, and that the funds necessary for providing the educational
facilities should be more and more supplied from a central fund.49

Resolutions from the 1927Farm Women's Week moved tha t the federal and
provincial governments establish national and provincial scholarships for
students, and that the government set up three experimental large units for
schools administration.I" The UFWS expressed concerns about school cur
ricula and advocated the introduction of creative educational techniques as
well as arts and crafts. In an address given at the United Farm Women's
University Week in 1929 Irene Parlby, minister without portfolio in Al
berta's United Farmers of Alberta government, outlined progressive
teaching ideas she had studied in a trip to Great Britain and Denmark."

The UFWS also sought educational content more pertinent to the farm
community and to the ideals of the UFCSS. While basic education rights
were crucial to the objectives of the UFWS, promoting the "co-operative
ethos" was an equally important concern. Introduced into the rural curricu
lum was the "studl of the co-operative movement and its application to the
social structure/" True to the cooperative ideals of the UFWS, in a UFCSS
resolution president Hollis stated:

The co-operative movement is a mode of life, a spiritual and mental atmosphere
which must surround the lives of the younger generation ... and co-operative
ideals should be made to replace the competitive mode of thought and life.53

Within the organization, the UFWS implemented a fourfold plan of
physical, intellectual, social and vocational study so that the UFCSS could
"count on a continuous supply of able men and women rising out of the
ranks of our organization, to take their place as Ieaders.r'" Clearly, the
concerns of the UFWS regarding education were broad and the group
argued that the agrarian community should not only have a right to
educational equality, but also a right to define and shape formal education
to suit the needs of the agrarian community.
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The UFWS was concerned not only with the general needs of the agrarian
community but also the place of women within that community. One
special committee of the UFWS concerned itself with the social and legal
status of women. More often than not, existing legislative measures re
flected a lack of recognition of women's contributions. Without legal recog
nition and reward for contributions made to the family farming enterprise,
women could make few inroads toward full equality. Rather, the implicit
relationship within the "partnership" in farming, despite effort, could be
little more than that of the master and ward. The chief concerns of the
UFWS's committee included joint ownership of property, administration of
estates, ~uardianship of children and the naturalization of married
women." Farm women expressed concerns over specific legislation affect
ing women and children such as the Married Woman's Property Act, the
Dependents' Relief Act, the Deserted Wives Maintenance Act, and widow's
allowances/"

When referring specifically to the social and legal status of women,
president Hollis exclaimed:

At the present time it is scarcely possible to attend the convention of any
women's society and not hear dissatisfaction expressed ... nowhere has this
feeling been more vocal than in the organizations of western farm women. And
probably no class of women have more reason to be dissatisfied, when we
remember the hardships and loneliness endured by so many during the pioneer
years.57

The women's group felt that the existing legislation and legal status of
women devalued the woman's work on the farm and in the home. Rather
than women's legal partnership in marriage strengthening marital rela
tions and forcing a recognition of the value of motherhood and of
partnership in the rural community, women found themselves unrecog
nized and unrewarded for their efforts in the home. The UFWS supported
the Mother's Pension Act which allocated funds to deserted women'" and
further supported amendments to the Devolution of Estates Act to entitle a
wife to receive one-half instead of one-third of a husband's estate. For as the
UFWS claimed:

Canadian agriculture owes a tremendous debt to the women ... who took up free
homesteads in these western provinces. We are hoping that before long, part of
this debt may be cancelled by the granting of improved property rights to
married women; first, during the lifetime of the husband; and second, by making
such alterations in the Acts dealing with the administration of an estate.59

The Dower Act was of particular concern to women as they frequently had
only limited property rights:

Because the work of the married woman, in caring for her household was
supposed to be a labour of love, and of no economic value ... women were at first
content to sell their work at far below its real value ... not even the produce that
they raise by their own labour can be sold and claimed as their own. 60

Because of this grim reality, the UFWS took an interest in the manner in
which women's legal status as circumscribed in the Dower Act and the
Homesteads Act defined or did not define her position as equal partner in
the farming enterprise and class struggle."
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Not surprisingly, the UFWS was sometimes more inclined to pursue
policies that placed gender issues ahead of class issues in matters of the
home. In the initial stages of the formation of the women's section of the
UFCSS, there was optimism about combining class identification and gen
der identification. This initial optimism was borne out in the sentiment that:

economic problems are common to both men and women, and ... especially the
fact that lower freight rates, banking reforms, improved grading systems and
lower tariffs are all means we may use to help us build better homes with labour
saving helps. 62

Yet these two aims were often incongruent or, even mutually exclusive.
Farm women were painfully aware of their home situations, and could not
overlook a recurring departure between their interests and the interests of
their farming husbands, no matter how sincere the hopes for male-female
cooperation in the home. Women faced their own unique reality which was
circumscribed by prevailing attitudes about their sex. As with urban
women, farm women were given special responsiblity for the "private
sphere" by virtue of their gender.

The sexual division of labour and women's attendant and persistent
responsibility inside and outside the home were clearly recognized by the
UFWS as being especially indicative of women's oppression. The issue of
women's work on the farm was raised in hopes of achieving equality within
the farming enterprise and was treated, perhaps, with more concern than
any other single issue. Women would remain limited in the public sphere
until labour responsibilities in the private sphere were challenged. Not
surprisingly, one area that received extensive attention from the UFWS was
home economics. Indeed, the focus of the Home Economics Committee was
on improving women's working conditions within the home, rather than
attempting to perpetuate women's incarceration within the home. As such,
the Home Economics Committee assumed two directions. It was educa
tional in that it investigated and provided information about present
working conditions in the home. It was also motivational in that it provided
realistic plans of action to improve women's lives in the home.

Thus, the UFWS declared the importance of recognizing the need to help
women in the horne: one importantaspect of this was to examine the extent
to which women were overworked. A UFWS study was conducted to
document women's contributions within the home, to identify sources of
problems, and to raise the consciousness of prairie farm women. It was
agreed that to alleviate work within the home the committee must study
general economic conditions and "raise the economic status of housekeep
ing and homemaking.v'"

The UFWS study found that farm women were overworked and over
tired. The overworked farm woman is a frequent depiction in historical
writing and more often than not is described in dreary terms. Nellie
McClung related the grim working situation faced by rural women:

Their [women's] hours were endless, their duties impera tive. Many broke under
the strain and died, and their places were filled without undue delay ... Country
cemeteries bear grim witness to the high mortality rate in young women.64
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As one UFWSmember described her situation: "[there is] work to be done at
home caring for three small children, housecleaning and helping a neighbour
suffering from a completenervousbreakdown.r'" From another farm woman
came the story of "a young mother with three little ones develops T.B. at the
age of 28 ... the mother becomes rundown ... before she discovers she has the
disease she has given it to her baby.,,66

While the organization resolved that housework should be "considered
a profession't" and encouraged farm women to "regard the profession of
mother and homemaker as the greatest in the world,,,68 the committee
placed emphasis on freeing women from the drudgeries of homemaking,
drawing connections between women's home situations and health, educa
tion and economic conditions. The study made it clear to the UFWS that if
the working conditions of farming men were bad, the situation was tragic
in the home. Women were suffering physically as well as mentally; this was
made clear by a farm woman who queried, "Has the question of the
overworked mother anything to do with ... two sanatoriums and a waiting
list of patients? .. I venture to suggest it has.,,69

Certainly, farm women were well aware that their homes were "not
merely the small space within the four walls of our dwelling.,,70 Women
expressed concerns about having to be ingenious in finding ways of coping
with housework." and believed the solution lay in improving conditions
with labour-saving devices. Since the study pointed to the need to alleviate
women's work in the home, the UFWS made it a priority to work at
spreading information with respect to labour-saving devices. The Home
Economics Committee stated that they wished to "concentrate on labour
saving devices, as only by this means can our farm women obtain leisure
sufficient to attend to their own business of improving general condi
tions,,,72 noting that "every problem which will lessen drudgery in our farm
homes at the expense of living should be looked into by our organization.t'"

Many farm homes lacked electricity and running water, adding to the
already heavy burden of farm women. The luxury of running water was a
concern of some urgency to most farm women. As Violet McNaughton
exclaimed to rural women at the 1928 Farm Women's Week:

I suffered so much from carrying those pails of water which are a part of the
burden of a country woman ... [and] so many women afterwards were suffering
from the effects of the same hard work ... Why should we spend so much time
carrying water when the whole mechanical world is at our elbow.74

Responding to this situation, from June to September 1929, the UFWS ran
frequent articles on running water in the "Mainly for Women" section of
The Western Producer. These articles dealt with, among other things, how to
install running water, the costs involved and how to operate the systems.
The UFWSalso took direct action, going so far as to sponsor workshops and
introduce a financial scheme to have running water installed in farm
homes. 75

The UFWSstudy also pointed to the role that men played in this problem.
Time and time again farm women expressed the view that men spent the
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family's scarce resources for labour-saving devices for their own work
rather than for improvements within the horne:

In many cases the men of the family beat it to town for help, either human or
mechanical at the first sign of the work getting in arrears. Does the mother with
the new baby, two or three small children and men to cook for, do the same
thing? I think not. Why should not a woman hire help when she needs it or buy
a piece of labour saving machinery for the hOllse?76

Attaching blame to men was by no means peculiar to the UFWS. The United
Farm Women of Ontario likewise viewed the male attitude as a lack of
concern for women's burdens." In addressing this same issue, Manitoba
suffrage leader Nellie McClung wrote:

So far as the farmer has been concerned he could get along very well ... It has not
been so with the farmer's wife. Morethan any other woman she has needed help,
and less than any other woman has she got. She has been left alone, to live or to
die, sink or swim ... If men had to bear the pain and weariness of ... unending
labours of housework and caring for children, for one year, at the end of that time
there would be a perfect system of co-operation and labour saving devices in
operation.78

Similarly, an article in the Free Press Prairie Farmer noted that commonly
"male work was considered more important and more difficult and so the
kitchen is often the last place on the farm to turn modern."?" These types of
arguments strongly refute claims that rural women were not likely to
achieve a unity of gender identification with other women because they
"felt no more oppressed than their husbands" and indeed found "tariffs,
not men, [to be] the real villains and the reason why farm women were
overworked.and grew old before their time.,,80

The UFWS Home Economics Committee also acted on the need for
same-sex identification in measures intended to provide social, intellectual,
and even economic comfort among farm women. Ideas for extending farm
women's comfort and leisure included sewing circles and laundry facilities,
restrooms in the cities for the comfort of visiting farm women and children,
and the push for women's beer parlours where "women, too, may go and
have a drink if [they] wish.?" These measures were intended to lighten
farm women's work load as well as to provide social ou tlets for combatting
the isolation felt by many farm women. Women's responsibility for house
hold maintenance in everything from management to cleaning had, as
always, the potential for isolating the homemaker.f But apart from its
specific aims to alleviate the isolation of farm women, the group's mere
existence was often seen by farm women as a means of escaping their
day-to-day drudgery. As one farm woman expressed it, "a meeting with
the UFCSS [women's section] is a pleasant change of entertainment.v" In
this sense, the women's section of the UFCSS gave farm women a chance to
socialize as well as to organize for change.

Thus, the UFWSattempted various ways of addressing concerns peculiar
to farm women, feeling that "in no part of our modern social life is change
more evident than in the position and work of women.v'" and the UFWSwas
determined to make this change for the better. As Ontario MP Agnes
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McPhail pointed out, the overworking of farm women was the great
burden and source of women's problems:

Isubmit that more help in the farm home would preven t many such misfortunes;
more help would bring more leisure to the mother to devote to the worthwhile
things of life. Are they not too numerous to list? Fresh air, outings, contact with
others, club membership, going to church and conventions. Study of such public
questions as health, diet, and exercise. Who has more right to the time for the
study of these questions than the mother? Who has less time for it than the farm
mother under present conditions?85

The struggle to alleviate a heavy load of housework and child rearing had
forced rural women to realize within their own organizations, solutions
and strategies to address gender concerns.

The UFWS sensitivity to gender issues was evident in their embrace of
the cause of birth control. Because childbearing and child rearing were
considered to be the exclusive domain of women, their desire for control of
the number of pregnancies could be expected. Always a controversial
subject - since a 1892 law placing the promotion or provision of birth
control methods under penalties of the Criminal Code still plagued women
in the 1920s and 1930s- the issue of birth control was central to women's
lives. The consequences of unwanted pregnancies could be critical to
overworked women. By the 1930s,with the changing economic times, birth
control advocacy became less associated with a radical fringe and began to
gain wider public support." Even with the relative silence surrounding the
issue, the declining number of rural births after 1930 testifies to farm
women's concern for family planning." The UFWS represented one body
that was concerned with this issue and the plight of rural mothers. At the
1928 Farm Women's Week the UFWS drafted a resolution calling for legal
access to birth control. The resolution read:

we urge upon the medical profession the necessity for becoming both better
qualified and more willing to supply contraceptive instruction to needy women
who ask for it where the public good would be served.88

The call was made in 1929and 1930,and was sent to the UFCSS convention.
But their plea that farm men understand the needs of farm women fell on
deaf ears and the resolution was rejected." Among other reasons for the
rejection of the resolution, much of the debate centred on the necessity of
retaining the Catholic membership within the UFCSS; if membership de
clined, so too did the strength of the organization. Like their sister
associates in the United Farmers of Alberta, the UFWS were pressured by
the larger organization to put aside gender concerns in favour of class
interests."

Conclusion

In the post-suffrage period, women's situation had changed little;
women were still marginalized in the circles of power. For farm women,
such marginalization seemed in part a reflection of their class position. All
farmers felt oppressed by the railways, grain companies, and eastern
commercial and manufacturing in terests. This sense of oppression had led

--------------- - ---
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both farm men and women to form cooperatives and pressure groups in
order to survive in the existing economy. It was within these circumstances
that the UFWS organized. While earlier women's organizations may have
tended to embrace one issue, the post-suffrage organization of women
embraced a diversity of women's concerns. This would certainly seem the
case with the UFWS. These rural women organized to meet .the challenges
of the agrarian community and the challenges facing women. The work
undertaken by the UFWS had both a gender character and class character,
the extension of which became the agrarian socialism that characterized the
UFCSS in the 1930s.

Not surprisingly, the UFWS often denied that it was strictly a women's
group, solely preoccupied with women's concerns. At the Provincial Coun
cil of Women annual meeting in 1927the UFWS president explained that the
organization was "not a women's organization, but our membership was
composed of men and women, and was a purely farm organization."?' In
other words, at times the class character of the organization took prece
dence over strictly gender issues. The UFWS was also known for being wary
of a wholesale alliance with women simply because they were women. For
instance, in a debate over property, the UFWS did not side with the feminine
pointofview,but rather, insisted that "our ideas and opinions are largely the
result of our training and not at all a question of sex.,,92

Yet the UFWS did indeed demonstrate a strong degree of gender identi
fication. They knew that to strengthen their organization they had to make
women aware that they could tackle their own problems, "one of the chief
reasons we must do our utmost to increase our female membership ... [is
that] we need time (and knowledge) to fight our own battles!,,93

But while recognizing that they had their "own battles" to fight, the
Women's Section also recognized the benefits of cooperating with the men.
Rural women, particularly in the farm movement, had come to understand
that it was politically expedient to mobilize the entire strength of their farm
organizations. In this respect Ida McNeil noted that "all farmers and
farmers' wives will see the necessity of linking up with the organization
that teaches the slogan'each for all and all for each'.,,94

The question of the relationship between the main organization of the
UFCSS and the Women's Section must take into account many elements.
Both organizations must be looked at in abstract and concrete terms.
Women's equality within the main organization was proclaimed by both
groups, yet it cannot be assumed, for the women's section remained ever
alert to this supposed equality and the UFCSS posed many challenges to it.
Therefore, the notion of men and women as co-workers in the organization
was an ideal rather than a reflection of the reality of women's position.

Recognizing the contradiction between rhetoric and reality, the UFWS
viewed cooperation with their farming partners as necessary while still
insisting that the female voice within the organization not be silent against
male-centred views. As Annie Hollis stated:
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[the constitution] clearly states that women have the same standing in the UFC
as men ... both men and women pay [the] same fees ... are members of the same
economic organization, ... but ... the work of educating, or converting the men still
has to be done.95

JAHN

And they did engage in their own battles of converting men, allying at
times with other women. Contrary to claims that the urban/rural dichot
omy divided women," the UFWS saw itself engaged in struggles alongside
other women "in the cities, even with the labour women in the cities, with
whom, perhaps, we feel, some of us, more closely allied.//97

The UFWS pursued many issues of class and regional interest. Their
purpose could be described as one of community betterment, for the coopera
tive ethos of the UFCSS was the framework in which they worked. Their place
in the organization was won through persistent and determined female
initiative, which allowed for greater input into community and agrarian
development. Because of this, prairie farm women, together and alongside
their husbands, engaged in struggles for farmers and community. Yet, the
UFWS extended itself beyond class and regional objectives; this organization
of rural women challenged male privilege in the private sphere, in day to day
life,by raising the issue of women's home circumstances.

The ideals expressed by the UFWS were that as wives, mothers, sisters
and daughters, they could increase their contribution to family and com
munity through insistence on equality of partnership." Within the UFWS
and the UFCSS there were claims made for equality between the sexes, and
some results were achieved. Yet, though the UFWSoften found themselves
still confined to women's concerns and work, these organized farm women
continued to press their demands for change from inside the larger farmers'
movement rather than to break from that movement, because they re
mained committed to an ideal vision of the farm community, within which
the cooperation of men and women was essential, and the march towards
socialism seemed inextricably bound to the achievement of better condi
tions for women.
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A Lack of Brotherly Love:
The Printers' Conflict in Calgary, 1935

David Bright

ABSTRACT.In January 1935, twenty printers in Calgary struck work when management at the
Albertan proposed a 10 percent wage cut, disregarding the collective agreement then in force.
The strike which followed lasted for over a year and became Calgary's longest and most bitter
industrial dispute to date. However, as events unfolded they revealed the deepest line of
division to be not between capital and labour, but among Calgary printers themselves. Local
449 of the International Typographical Workers soon turned its attention and attacks away
from management's precipitous action, to the challenges posed by strikebreakers and seces
sionists.

As a result, the strike of 1935 not only ended three decades of harmonious 'labour relations
between printers and employers, but also left local typographical workers divided between
two unions - one in tern ational and one Canadian. In a decade of widespread unemployment
and labour quiescence, workers who had long formed the vanguard of Calgary craft unionism
found themselves fighting a rearguard action to defend traditional union principles. Yet it was
not the strength of capitalism that undermined their struggle, but their failure to retain the
support of local printers as a whole.

SOMMAIRE. En janvier 1935, vingt typographes de l' Albertan, un journal de Calgary,
debrayerent lorsque la direction imposa une reduction des salaires de 10 pour cent en depit de
la convention collective en vigueur. La greve dura plus d'un an et devint Ie plus long et le plus
dur conflit de travail qu'ait jusqu'alors connu la ville. Neanmoins, Ie cours des evenements
allait montrer que le fosse entre typographes calgariens etait plus profond que celui opposant
patronat et travailleurs. La section locale 449 de l'Union typographique internationale fut
bientot forcee de concentrer son attention et ses attaques sur Ie defi represente par les briseurs
de greve et les syndiques secessionnistes plutot que sur Ie geste precipite pose par Ia direction.

La greve de 1935 mit fin atrois decennies de relations harmonieuses entre les typographes et
le patronat, en meme temps qu'elle se solda par un clivage en deux syndicats, l'un canadien et
l'autre international. Au cours de cette decennie OU sevissait Ie chomage et regnait une certaine
tranquillite syndicale, les typographes qui avaient jusqu'alors forme l'avant-garde dumouve
ment syndical ouvrier aCalgary se virent forces de livrer une bataille d'arriere-garde pour
defendre les principes memes du syndicalisme. Ce n' est pourtant pas l'energie du capitalisme
qui sapa leur efforts, mais plutot leur impuissance amaintenir la cohesion dans leurs rangs.

Occurring midway through a decade in which union activism and strike
action all but disappeared in Calgary, a lengthy and bitter strike in 1935by
Local 449 of the International Typographical Union (lTD) merits close
study. Unlike many of the industrial disputes waged across southern
Alberta in the 1930s, it had nothing to do with the issues of unemployment
or unemployment relief, nor did it involve any participation by the Com
munist Party. Instead, a small portion of Calgary's labour aristocracy struck
to defend a traditional craft union interest - the sanctity of collective
bargaining. At a time when hundreds of thousands of workers throughout
Canada had been reduced to muted dependency upon the state or public
charity, the printers' action appears, at first glance, almost anachronistic,
and hence it is perhaps no surprise that this event has all but escaped the
attention of labour and Alberta historians alike. In his survey history of
Alberta labour, Warren Caragata does offer a brief outline of the course of
events; in his SOD-word account, however, Caragata misdates the strike's
commencement by a year and wrongly attributes Ernest Manning, provin
cial secretary in the Aberhart Social Credit administration, with bringing
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the dispute to a close.' In part this article serves to set the factual record
straight;but in providing more details of the strike's origins, context, course
and aftermath, its greater purpose is to underline the fragile nature of
labour or class solidarity in Calgary at a time when workers could ill afford
such internal divisions.

The strike began at 6:00P.M. on Thursday, 10January 1935.At that time,
more than three decades of relatively amicable relations between Calgary's
printing employers and Local449came to an abrupt end. Fred White, union
representative and long-standing Labour MLA, ordered twenty printers
working in the Albertan'scomposing room off the job as the deadline in an
ongoing wage dispute passed. George M. Bell, the paper's manager, had
proposed a 10percent cut in wages in return for which he would implement
a profit-sharing scheme. The printers rejected this offer, claiming that it was
in fact an attempt to circumvent the established collective bargaining
procedure, since negotiations were not due to re-open until that May. As
the dispute stretched on through the spring and summer, before ending late
in October, it became clear that the roots of the conflict were far more
complex than a simple disagreement over wages and bargaining proce
dure. Before all sides reached an accord Calgary witnessed unprecedented
internecine strife amongst its printers, the formation of a pioneering break
away union, and the entry of the city council into the fray.

Printing had been an integral part of Calgary's economy ever since the
establishment of the Calgary Herald in August 1883, just months after the
arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the frontier settlement.' Demand
for this paper, which featured mainly local news and information, was
great from its inception and secondhand copies often exchanged hands for
ten times the nominal price of ten cents. This lively demand encouraged
other entrepreneurs to establish rival newspapers, such as the short-lived
Tribune and Nor'Wester, but it was not until the ''boom'' years of 1903-12,
when Calgary'S population increased tenfold to 40,000, that printing and
publishing works really established themselves. In 1902,William Davidson
founded the Morning Albertan, the Herald's first real competitor in both
commercial and political terms. In subsequent years a welter of smaller
papers came and went, including the quasi-Marxist Bond ofBrotherhood, the
idiosyncratic EyeOpener, and several trade journals, in addition to the city
directory and innumerable promotional publications.'

Published census returns reflect this growth of the printing industry. In
1901there were only six identifiable printing or publishing establishments
throughout the entire North-West Territories, employing a total of twenty
nine men, one woman and two children. Ten years later, in 1911,there were
268men and women employed as printers and engravers in Calgary alone."
This is probably the pre-World War II peak as far as sheer numbers are
concerned. By 1921 the aggregate employed in the various printing trades
was 232, while fifteen years later in 1936the total had fallen to under 200.5

In late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Canada, printers were
among those workers at the forefront of the organized labour movement
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and, in local terms, Calgary printers were no exception," As early as 1887
compositors, presumably working for the Herald, formed Local 171 of the
International Typographical Union - the first such organization estab
lished between Winnipeg and Victoria? Unable either to enforce union
discipline among its members or to secure recognition from employers, this
initial effort proved to be premature and folded within a year. But fifteen
years later, in 1902,eight charter members formed Local 449of the lTV and
in doing so marked the true beginning of unionized printing in Calgary.'

As Gregory S.Kealey has noted, printworkers in Canada represented "the
ultimate res~ctable Victorian craftsmen," and Calgary printers conformed
to the norm. For some, time served in the printing room was but a stepping
stone out of the ranks of the wage-earning class. J.D. MeAra, printer at the
Herald and lTV president in 1903, went on to found his own printing and
bookbinding firm. M.C.Costello, another Herald worker and union secretary,
quit to study medicine at Queen's University and later returned to Calgary to
open his own practice." As for those lTV members who did not make such
cross-class transitions, many preferred to regard their organization as a trade
guild rather than a labour union, emphasizing its six-year apprenticeshipand
the "stiff examination [necessary] to admit an applicant." They also placed a
premium 011 cordiality and honour in the conduct of industrial relations, and
expected their employers to act accordingly:

The membership has less of the "red" or pugnacious in its makeup than any
order we know, but it is amply able and willing to take a stand in its own defence
where an obvious wrong has been done.... [W]e have had many keen and even
bitter differences of opinion, all of which have been concluded with honor to
both sides. ll .

The early years of Calgary Local 449's existence were characterized by
the typical dual functions of economic bargaining unit and fraternal asso
ciation. Within months of receiving its charter the union struck a wage-scale
committee to negotiate wages and hours of work with the employers. The
latter now readily acknowledged the principle and practice of collective
bargaining, and indeed union-management relations were remarkably
congenial from the start." In 1902, for example, Herald editor J.J. Young
made available the use of an office in the paper's building for union
meetings, an offer the Albertan matched in 1905.13 In this period of rapid
population and industrial growth, the public's desire for informative read
ing material and businessmen's seemingly insatiable demand for advertis-

e ing space fostered an atmosphere of mutual interest in which both printers
and their employers cooperated to keep the presses rolling.

Union recognition on the employers' part extended beyond this sort of
accommodative gesture into the realm of collective bargaining. Frank
Kettleson, director of the Albertan, tacitly acknowledged the closed shop
principle in 1904 when he agreed to privilege union men in considering
applications for a vacant position in his office. Such amity faltered briefly a
year later when proprietors at both the Albertan and the Herald threatened
to withdraw the union label from their publications and form a protective
employers' association, but neither threat was realized. Instead, relatively
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amicable negotiations over wages, conditions and hours of work continued
to characterize the years before 1920.As far as hours were concerned, this
approach soon paid dividends. At the turn of the century a fully employed
printer could expect to work fifty-seven hours per week - from 8:00A.M.
to 6:00P.M. on weekdays and from 8:00A.M. to 3:00 P.M. on Saturdays. But
not long after its formation in 1902,Local 449 strenuously argued the case
for an eight-hour day and was rewarded in 1905 when the publishers
offered a three-year contract incorporating this demand."

How successful was Local 449 in securing improved wages for its
members? The notorious unreliability of wage data for this period presents
problems in making any definitive statement, but it remains possible to
sketch an outline of the improvement in wages." In 1901,a year before the
formation of the Calgary local, the average weekly wage for a printer in the
North-West Territories was approximately $10.50.Two years later, in 1903,
Calgary printers and compositors each reported a wage rate of $14.00,an
increase of some 33.3 percent. In the course of the ensuing decade, wages
increased by 57 percent to reach $22by 1914.The war years were especially
profitable, with an increase by 1919of over 60 percent resulting in a weekly
reported figure of $36 for pressmen and $35 for compositors. In short, then,
the union's efforts had helped more than triple wages in the space of
eighteen years, keeping them among the better paid workers in Calgary."

Even when set against the rapid increase in prices that occurred in this
period, this advance in wages represented a real improvement for many
print workers. In the years before World War I, both pressmen and com
positors saw their wages increase in real terms; by 1919/ the pressmen's
were 10 percent ahead of their 1903 level, while compositors' were 10
percent less. A qualified achievement, maybe, but few other craft workers
in Calgary had fared so well.

The union's concerns were not, however, limited to the negotiating of pay
rates. It attempted, through the enforcement of regulations regarding the
hiring of apprentices, to exert some control over the size of the work forceand
over the labour process," At a time when migrant workers with varying
degrees of skill were moving into western Canada in vast numbers, this was
an important protective function. Indeed, one historian of the typographical
workers has gone so far as to assert that, "Controls over jobs seem to have
been more important in the history of the union than the matter of the hourly
wage rate." IS The Calgary union devised, and through contracts enforced,
strict ratios of apprentices to journeymen. At the same time, qualified printers
made efforts to ensure that those apprentices hired received a full and proper
training, rather than be used as cheap labour to run and maintain the
increasing volume of machinery found at each works."

As Sally Zerker has suggested in her study of the Toronto Typographical
Union, although printers formed an elite within the labour movement
because of their high degree of literacy and their possession of technical
skills, they were rarely elitist in attitude or practice. As a result, among other
workers they remained respected and admired figures?O Although the
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boundaries of their own craft were tightly defined, printers actively partici
pated in events and offered material and moral assistance far beyond these
limits. Calgary printers were conscious of and sensitive to concerns wider
than those dictated by theirown craft interests, a fact evident in many ways.
They were early and active supporters of Labour Day; they offered assis
tance to improve the working conditions in other trades; they gave moral
and financial backing to striking workers, both in Calgary and elsewhere in
Canada; they helped unorganized workers to form their own unions; and
finally, they participated in various local social reform endeavours, such as
the movement to obtain hospital space for injured workers."

Where an attitude of elitism, or at least discrimination, did exist among
printers was possibly with regard to female co-workers. Christina Burr has
recently argued that, in the 1890s, "the male-dominated typographical
union succeeded in establishing jurisdiction over the operation of the
typesetting machines for its membership to the virtual exclusion of women
from the trade."22 While the evidence does not exist to test this conclusion
in the case of Calgary during the 1900s, the fact that female workers were
exempted from being fined for non-attendance at union meetings - held
in the evenings- suggests both that their input was not particularly valued
and that many men at least believed the home and family to be their
primary concern/" Such attitudes maybe contrasted with the active encour
agement male printers gave their wives and mothers to join and support the
Women's Auxiliary, a social organization designed to complement the
union's economic role.24

Printers could better claim to represent working-class interests as a
whole in the field of local politics. M.C. Costello, who was the city's mayor
during World War I, and Andy Davison, who held that office for a record
length of tenure from 1930 to 1945, had each been active members of Local
449. The union also backed several members for aldermanic and school
board positions within the city council, and in the 1920s was a keen
supporter of the Dominion Labor Party and its successor, the Canadian
Labor Party. And in Fred White, the organizer of the Albertan printers'
strike in 1935and MLAfrom 1921to 1935,the printers' union produced one
of the few labour MLAsto hold office in Alberta.

The immediate concern of printers - indeed, of all workers - in the
postwar years was an unprecedented uncertainty of employment and the
accompanying downward pressure on wages." The economic stagnation
of the 1920s marked the end of the good life for manx industries in Calgary
and foreshadowed the depression that was to come. 6 Building permits had
slumped during the war from $20.4 million in 1912 to $150,550in 1915,and
even after a modest recovery they averaged less than $2 million per annum
in the years 1918-24.Clearinghouse returns - reflecting the health of the
city's retail sector - reached a peak of $438 million in 1920 and declined
thereafter, not recovering until the end of the decade. Even in its function as
the entrepc5t for the surrounding cattle-ranch economy Calgary suffered
significantly. The value of livestock passing through its stockyards fell by
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half from $20.9 million in 1920 to $10.5 million a year and again the slump
lasted for the best part of the 1920s?7 In their attempt to cope with this
sudden and dramatic turn of the economic tide, Calgary employers
adopted a new, harder line in their negotiations with workers and sought
to enforce reductions in hourly wage rates. In so doing, they reversed the
general trend of rising wages that had lasted for more than two decades.
Printers were not immune to this new development."

As already mentioned, printers emerged from the war with wage rates
significantly higher than in 1914. In 1917 employers increased printers'
weekly wages from $22 to $25, and again to $30 in 1918, despite the
existence of a 1915 agreement that the union would not seek a review of
wages or conditions until six months after any formal peace declaration had
been signed." In the immediate postwar years, hourly wage rates contin
ued to climb until 1920 when they reached an even dollar for a forty-five
hour week." As the local recession deepened in the early 1920s, however,
the union was forced to adopt a more defensive position as publishers
attempted to cut wage rates by as much as 15 percent." Despite this, by the
end of the decade printers and compositors had managed to retain their
relativegosition among Calgary's workers, even after the economic crash
of 1929. In 1931, for example, a compositor could expect to experience an
average of six weeks of enforced idleness, compared with four in 1921. At
the same time, however, the weekly wage of a compositor had risen from
$32.50 to $38.50 which more than compensated for any earnings lost
through unemployment.f Yet, even while Local 449 continued to secure
improvements for its members through the practice of collective bargain
ing, changes were taking place which would eventually culminate in the
bitter dispute of 1935.

Foremost among these changes was the arrival of George M. Bell at the
Albertan in the mid...1920s. Bell replaced the pro-union, radical Liberal
William Davidson at the head of the paper and, as many printers later came
to lament, this chan§e in management marked the beginnings of a new era
of labour relations. ~ Born in Brandon, Manitoba, in 1884, Bell exhibited
entrepreneurial ambition and potential, first in his rapid rise to become
.Regina's assistant postmaster and subsequently in his own insurance com
pany. By the time he was 40, he was president of several Saskatchewan
publishing companies and in 1926 he extended his interests when he
became publisher and managing director of the Albertan Publishing Com
pany. Although nominally Liberal, like his predecessor Davidson, Bell's
individualistic philosophy did not encompass the latter's support for la
bour organizations, as became clear in the years after 1929?5

Events at the Albertan during Bell's regime should beset within the more
general context of Calgary labour in the 1930s.Limitations of space restrict
this to a consideration of union growth and strike activity. Rather than
marking a turning point in the fortunes of the city's organized work force, the
depression years simply compounded the troubles of the 1920s.36 Calgary's
rapid industrial growth between 1900and 1913 had been accompanied by a
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commensurate expansion of trade unions from three to forty-four. At the
peak of the economic boom in 1912, the average membership of locals was
137.Although the absolute numberofunionists increased in the 1920s- from
2,936in 1919to over 4,000by 1927- they were now spread among a larger
number of unions than before and the average size of a local therefore fell,
from seventy-nine to fifty-nine. A brief economic recovery towards the end of
the 1920s assisted a slight reversal of this trend, so that by 1932 the corre
sponding figure had risen to eighty-four, and even as late as 1934 was still
seventy-one. Nevertheless, unions remained on average much smaller than
their prewar countcrparts.f

The declining level of strike activity reflected the shrinkage of local
unions. Between 1901 and 1914 Calgary workers staged an average of 3.3
strikes per year. During the war this figure rose to 5.0 but then dropped in
the 1920sto 1.7.This level of work stoppages remained virtually unchanged
in the period 1930-35, averaging 1.8 per year. By contrast, the average
number of strikes per year in the province of Alberta rose from just six for
the period 1902-14through nine in the 1920sto eleven for the years 1930-35.
Consequently, whereas Calgary strikes accounted for 60 percent of the
provincial total between 1901and 1914,the corresponding figure had fallen
to just 16 percent by the early 1930s.38 The printers' strike of 1935 thus
occurred at a time when craft unions were no longer the physical force they
had once been, and when strikes had all but vanished from the industrial

. C I 39scene In a gary.

To return to events at the Albertan, the first signs of a change in worker
employer relations came in January 1929when the two sides failed to reach
an agreement in the course of their normal wage negotiations. Conse
quently, they submitted a joint application to the Provincial Board of
Conciliation and Investigation. At issue were differences regarding a mini
mum wage scale for journeymen printers, the wages and employment of
apprentices, and the employment of non-union workers should the union
be unable to provide union workers promptly. While compromise was
eventually reached thanks to the Board's mediation, the last issue remained
pregnant with possibility for future conflict. Although both sides agreed
that any non-union workers employed must apply for union membership,
the union retained the right to refuse membership to any individual if it so
chose. In this event, that individual would receive one week's notice as long
as the union notified the employer of its ability to provide sufficient union
workers. This, ofcourse, was precisely the issue at stake in the first place. In
other words, the flexible compromise may have solved one impasse in 1929,
but it fudged on the question of the closed shop and blurred the issue of
work force control." Both issues would later return to sour relations
between the two sides.

In the winter of 1929 two further events occurred which also shaped
subsequent actions. First, long-time union member and experienced munici
pal politician Andy Davison was elected mayor, ensuring that printers would
have a potentially sympathetic ear at City Hall.41 Second, in November Local
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449decided against submitting a wage increase request in recognition of the
new economic climate since the Wall Street crash of October. The extent of the
impending depression was not yet apgarent, but already the printers were
preparing to batten down the hatches.

In the early 1930s print workers became increasingly concerned about
the continuing impact of mechanization upon the nature of the industry
and about their employers' purported abuse of the apprenticeship system.
At the same time they also faced a number of new problems. The "Dirty
Thirties" were a tough time for employers and manufacturers as well as for
labour, and the Albertan was increasingly under pressure to reduce costs
and restructure its organization. In February 1932,a joint commi ttee of four
Alberta newspapers proposed a 10 percent wage CUt.43 A partner to these
negotiations, the Albertan had pressed for a larger wage reduction of 15
percent, claiming that "the printing industry faces adverse conditions due
to general depression and to the special economic conditions of the indus
try itself." More specifically, the Albertan was losing both readers, as a result
of its ongoing price-cutting war with the Herald, and advertisers, thanks to
direct "successful canvassing from extra-provincial points.v" As in 1929,
the whole issue went to conciliation, as a result of which the proposed cut
was reduced to 8 percent. More importantly, this settlement set no termina
tion date but instead was left open-ended, with either side allowed to
re-open negotiations on thirty days' notice. "As an evidence of mutual
goodwill," a joint standing committee consisting of three representatives
from each side was recommended and later established. In itself, this might
have eased labour-capital relations at the Albertan, which by then were
becoming increasingly strained.f But in view of the worsening economic
climate, the wisdom of resting future collective bargaining upon some
anticipated mutual goodwill was, at best, questionable.

At the same time, the union encountered financial troubles of its own.
Possessing a heritage of considerable independence, and fuelled by a fierce
pride in its ability to look after its own, the lTV across North America
attempted to weather the 1930swithout forcing its members onto the public
relief rosters. In Calgary, the local had first established an emergency fund
in 1922 during the depths of the postwar recession. This fund assessed a
levy on employed members in order to help those in need of assistance.
After its demise in the late 1920s, the fund was revived in 1931 with the
express purpose of supporting those members who found themselves
temporarily unemployed. In August 1931, a levy was set at 2 percent of
working members' earnings in order that single men might receive $35and
married men $70 each month. By the end of that year, however, such was
the demand for assistance that the levy was increased to 3 percent and the
married level was reduced to $55.Four months later, in April 1933,the levy
was increased once again to 4 percent.46

At the same time, Local 449 initiated a system of job sharing by which a
member might, in return for a partial exemption of the levy, voluntarily lay
off work one or more days each month, thereby opening up a position for
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another printer otherwise unemployed. In 1931, regulars at the Herald and
Albertan in this way laid off a total of 853working days, giving unemployed
members a total of $6,825 worth of work. A year later, corresponding
figures of 1,240 days and $9,300 indicated both the deepening of the
depression and the extent of the union's commitment to retaining a degree
of autonomy. In the meantime, Local449 had made tentative investigations
into the possibility and feasibility of moving to a standardized five-day
week across the trade."

When relief monies handed out and work provided in this fashion are
combined, unemployed members of Local 449 received relief in excess of
$22,000 in the two years 1931-32.48 This was no easy task, requiring the
union's treasurer to raid the union's sickness fund in order to continue
relief payments." Partly as a result of this, and with no end in sight to the
depression, in November 1933auditors warned the union's executive that
at its present rate of depletion the sickness fund would be empty within
fifteen months." Stuck between the rock of bankruptcy and the hard place
of seeing its members reduced to dependency upon municipal relief, Local
449 approached the mid-1930s in less than good spirits.

As the decade continued, wages continued to be cut and workers
continued to be laid off from the daily newspapers and other printing
shops, with the period of unemployment for individuals expanding from
months into years. The Albertan'sown troubles did not abate and in 1933it
called for the end to the traditional wage differential - then standing at
$2.40 per week per worker - between night and day shifts, a demand
which the union reluctantly conceded." The paper's management also
became critical of the workers' informal practice of laying off work as
described above, which by this stage had evolved into a de facto five-day
rotational system, and in May 1934 referred the whole matter to the joint
standing committee established in 1929.On 26 May, delegate Fred White
reported back from interviews with both the Albertan and the Herald and
confirmed that at this time "it was not the intention of the officers to
interfere with the men's privilege of putting on substitutes when they so
desired and that switches would be made when necessary.,,52 A fragile
peace held - for the time being.

Seven months later the peace broke. On 21 December George Bell
announced to his mechanical staff that the paper could no longer be
produced on the basis of the existing agreement, which was not due to
expire until 15 May 1935. After wishing the employees present a "Merry
Christmas" he explained that he could no longer afford to act as "Santa
Claus" - a strange allusion given his prior record of implementing wage
cuts - and then unveiled a profit-sharing scheme which would, he added,
compensate for the proposed wage reduction. The workers responded with
silence." Later, when Calgary ITO president S.A. Gill asked Chairman
Bradford of the Albertan chapel to give a full account of this meeting,
Bradford reported that Bell's proposal involved a further ten-cent cut
taking the hourly rate down to seventy-five cents - on a "take it or leave it
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basis," as "it was imperative that something be done to make the paper
self-sustaining." As for Bell's offer of a fifty-fifty share in future profits,
Bradford noted that this apparent generosity had been quickly undercut by
the publisher's warning that should business continue to decline the print
ers could expect a further wage cut of five cents at the end of january."
Furthermore, any profits that were made would be divided onll after
insurance, taxes and 5 percent depreciation had been deducted.' Brad
ford's report sparked considerable discussion within the union, focussing
on the deterioration of relations with the Albertan over the past three years,
with the outcome that Fred White was instructed to call lTV headquarters
in Indianapolis and seek their advice. Upon receiving White's phone call,
ITU Vice-President Baker responded with the following recommendation:
"Notify the Albertan that we are not prepared to alter the present agreement
and then sit tight and await action of Albertan managcment.v"

White dutifully contacted the Albertan and reported back to the union a
week later that, "although we had not a signed contract we had a verbal
agreement. The situation was a serious one and he hoped that the members
effected [sic] would remember their obligation when they joined theorgani-
zation when the showdown came.?" It was a prophetic warning. The
showdown was just around the corner.

On the evening of Thursday 10 January, as the day shift came to an end
and with no advance in negotiations in sight, White brought matters to a
head by pulling the Albertan's compositors off the job. White took this
decision only after twice giving management twenty-four hours' notice
during the previous week.58 Workers observed the walkout notice 100
percent, although one thirty-year member, Superintendent L.S. Walker,
returned the next day to take charge of the replacement staff. The union's
unprecedented response of imposing a $500 fine and expelling himre
fleeted the membership's temper and the union's readiness to enter the
battle without reservation. Immediatel~, the union established a strike
fund, levying each member $1 per week. 9

The walkout did not stop the Albertan from rolling off the presses,
although the issues produced in the immediate aftermath were riddled
with typographical errors. A hastily assembled crew of compositors as
sisted stereotype and press department union employees still working at
the Albertan to produce the paper each day.60 Front page stories and
editorials quickly established management's version of events, a version
that was impressively embellished over the course of the next few weeks
and repeated on the local radio station CFCN.61Fred White and the other
union leaders, so this interpretation went, were lackeys of the American
based international union, an accusation that led the paper to conclude,
"[s]o is brought about the severance of harmonious relations between the
Albertan and its employees by the intervention of an outside and alien
agency, with a reactionary viewpoint.,,62Furthermore, the paper claimed
that the interests and votes of the strikers themselves had been "swamped
by the votes of those members of the Calgary Typographical Union who
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had no direct personal interest in [the dispute] at all.,,63 In this manner the
Albertan, which under the long editorship of radical Liberal William David
son had established a reputation as a friend of organized labour, distin
guished between those union leaders who had engineered the strike and
the rank and file which, it believed, had been misled. In keeping with this
line of thought, the paper promised that no discrimination would be
exercised in the re-employment of strikers." The battle for the hearts of the
workers which White had predicted had begun.

The dispute soon escalated when three scabs, Charlie Shaw, Eddie
Kadwell and Roy Milligan, broke ranks and returned to work with a
promise from the Albertan's management that they would receive any
necessary protection in the event of union intimidation. The hiring of
imported strikebreakers, at wages considerably greater than those claimed
by union workers at the time of the walkout, in itself became a source of
resentment among staff in the paRer's other departments who had reluc
tantly accepted the January cut. On 17 February, police arrested ITO
member Andrew Johnson for sabotaging the Albertan'spresses by cutting
the drive belt on seven linotype machines and by removing several switch
buttons. The paper did its best to play up the case and so win over the
public, but Magistrate H.G. Scott remained less than impressed by any
attempts to whip up hysteria. Prosecution's request to raise bail from $200
to $1,000, on the grounds that as a nonresident Johnson would attempt to
skip town, was rejected and White put up the compromise bond of $500.As
testimonies later revealed, the value of the damage in fact amounted only
to $37.16, a sum which Johnson was ordered to pay together with a fine of
$50.Scott noted the extenuating circumstances involved in the case, namely
that Johnson's state of intoxication at the time had clouded his judgement
and that he had probably"got the idea the paper was a malignant oppressor
of his profession." No other cases of sabotage were reported for the dura
tion of the conflict."

The dispute's fire had been further fuelled when the printers' union
founded its own newspaper to counter the Albertan's version of events.
Typo News was an impressive, professional-looking paper which soon
became far more than a simple propaganda vehicle. Carrying labour news
from across Canada, North America and Britain, it soon claimed a regular
circulation of 10,000 copies, three times that of the Albertan. Such claims
aside, the appearance of Typo News raises a number of questions, not least
of which was what was its source of finance? The paper, priced at three
cents, was distributed free of charge, and the only visible sign of income
were the many advertisements it carried, mostly from some of Calgary's
smaller businesses.f No editor was ever named, nor were the paper's
financial sources. Appearing at a time when the lTV was short of funds and
when even an established paper such as the Albertan had trod the tightrope
of bankruptcy, the financing of the Typo News remains something of a
mystery.

Whatever its origins, the Typo News brought to Calgary labour a vitriol
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that had been absent since the days of the Bond ofBrotherhood in 1903-04.68 It
named the above mentioned scabs and even gave their addresses, an act of
clear intimidation. On at least one occasion, the union mounted a picket
outside these workers' houses to dissuade them from leaving for work, a
tactic which succeeded until the police were called in to escort them." The
TypoNews accused all three men of previously receiving money from Local
449 in the form of relief and advances; their "ratting" was thus not only
unprincipled but also an act of ingratitude. Roy Milligan, for example, had
received $700 in relief from the union since October 1931, of which more
than $200 had been in cash and the remainder in work donations." Omi
nously, of Eddie Kadwell the ;paper remarked that "certain people would
like to see him on pay day." As the Albertan sought to circumvent the
strike's effects by bringing in nonunion workers from ou tside of Calgary, so
the TypoNewswould identify and list these men. Countering claims that the
printers were subservient to American interests, the paper argued that the
ITO had been truly loyal to Calgary. Of the twenty-five strikers, almost 50
percent had been resident in Calgary for more than twenty years and the
average length of residency was eighteen years. 72 Moreover, the financial
support that the union had supplied its own unemployed over the years
had spared the city the burden of providing up to $50,000 in municipal
relief, while the Albertan's importation of scabs, the Typo News argued
further, would result in Calgary money leaving the ciry to support those
workers' families in Saskatoon, Regina and elsewhere."

The printers' paper also delved a little deeper into the origins of the
dispute, arguing that it was not simply a disagreementover wage levels but
also involved control of the work process and the righ t to collective bargain
ing. The December offer of a wage cut, argued the Typo News, had been an
attempt to preclude negotiations from taking place the next May, at which
time the existing agreement was due to expire. Accordingly, the offer of
profit sharing was "a nice little trap had the men fallen for it." In effectitwas
"a proposal that had for its object the disruption of the men's organization
so that they could be placed under the unscrupulous management to be
crushed whenever the opportunity offered." The Typo News elaborated
upon this last point when it criticized the incompetency of the Albertan's
management, claiming that "unless there was a clean-up in these depart
ments and competent men placed in charge there was no hope of the
Albertan ever being in a position whereby the cOffiRosing room staff could
expect at the end of the year a profit to be shown." 4

The union's lockout committee continued negotiations with the Alber
tan's management against this backdrop of criticism, but to little effect. On
25 February, committee secretary D.D.Smith and three other members met
with George Bell at the Palliser Hotel and discussed, among other issues,
the question of the company's use of strikebreakers. Smith later recalled
that "Mr. Bell was insistant [sic] that he was in honor bound to protect the
rats and while we pointed out to him that they had broken their obligation
to the Union and could be dealt with by us we felt that the question of the
rats was one of the stumbling blocks before anything was settled.,,75 By the

-------------~----
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time the two sides next met, four days later, they had become further
entrenched in their respective positions. Smith complained that the em
ployers were "more solicitous for the welfare of the rats who had so nobly
stood by them in their hour of trial" and that "[i]t seemed as if we were all
big bad wolves and the Albertan the good fairy (not Santa Claus) to Calgary
printers.,,76 After an hour's heated discussion, Gordon Leighton, the pa
per's general manager, suggested that he would be willing to take back
strikers as and when positions became available, but frankly doubted that
there would be work for more than four men. "I do not know the average
life of a rat," Smith subsequently remarked, "but it seems to me that the
process of assimilation of the old employes [sic] would take such a long time
that Mr. Leighton [sic] suggestion is not worth a moment's discussion." In
conclusion, Smith told the union that he saw little point in pursuing
discussions further."

As the dispute dragged on into March the printers called for support
from other Calgary workers, claiming that "this struggle against unfair
wage-cutting is not that of the locked-out printers alone, but is a fight on
behalf of every worker in Calgary, whether organized or unorganized/CIt
was a call that met with response not only from other trade unions but also
from the Alberta Federation of Labour, Calgary's United Workers' Council,
the local Unemployed Married Men's Association and the Central Council
of the Unemployed, the latter organization being linked to the small but
vociferous communist faction in Calgary. The printers' union itself staged
musical concerts to which all unionists and their families were invited, the
object being not so much to raise strike funds - admission was free - but
rather to broaden awareness of the issues at hand." Individuals also wrote
letters of support for the strikers, including one Joe B. whose correspon
dence to the Typo News expressed in colloquial fashion views close to the
paper's own:

This is just to let you know why I stopped Albertan sending it to my house,
because I have got a young son, which I asked myself - Some day he is going to
grow up and I want him to have a decent job. By the union he help himself to get
a square deal and don't have to live like a coolie, just like you said last week, and
don't have it taken out on him when business owner make a hash of it.

I never belong by the union, but you bet my boy going to do it.80

Implicit support also appeared at City Hall when Commissioner
Thomas Riley, himself a former member of the machinists' union, refused
the Albertan a city contract on the grounds that it had earlier broken a
fair-wage agreement," This move opened up a new can of worms, with
aldermen on either side of the labour-business battle lines clashing in
council, and with Mayor Andy Davison accused of being in conflict of
interest in his sUPRortfor Riley, owing to the fact tha t he still carried a Herald
union shop card.82 The final twist in this subplot of the printers' tale
occurred when the Western Printing and Lithographic Company - itself
the participant in a dispute with its own work force in 1933- entered the
debate stating that the city was a "notorious chiseller" guilty of giving
cheap contracts to nonunion printing shops."
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With the exception of attacks on scab workers, the dispute to this point
had followed the traditional dividing line between labour and capital. In
April, however, a new development appeared when sixteen members of
the Herald's composing room, "desirous of honoring the agreement" in
force between the paper and Local 449 "rather than obey the International
Typographical Union in the five-day law or forty-hour week," met in the
paper's board room to discuss the situation." The so-called five-day law,
now enforced by the lTV across North America, had been the source of
friction with Herald workers for some time. They resented the lost wages it
represented for the individual and in addition felt honour-bound to con
form to the letter of their contract with the paper.85 At this meeting members
challenged the ultimatum laid down by lTV president S.A. Gill, and a
motion was passed rejecting compliance with the law and a committee was
struck to meet with general manager O.L. Spencer in order to seek his
protection from the union's retribution. This meeting took place on 22
April, at which time Spencer "promised he would give all protection to
members who should become involved in any difficulty arising with the
union.v'" White's words notwithstanding, clearly some members of the lTV
were suffering under the burden of divided loyalties, and the stage was set
for the final act of the printers' conflict.

Having taken this step, the sixteen Herald compositors next resolved
formally to secede from the lTV and form a new union, the Calgary
Newspaper Typographical Association." A deal was struck between this
organization and the Herald to maintain wages at eighty-five cents Eer hour
for a forty-five-hour week, this agreement to last for three years. 8 Mean
while, over at the Albertan, management had attempted without success to
coax members back to work individually. By now the strike was four
months old, and with neither side making headway for its cause the
services of Dominion Fair Wages Officer Fred E. Harrison were engaged,
with the lTV displaying a willingness to talk but not to budge on the
question of a forty-hour week. 89

As is often the way with protracted labour disputes, developments were
both slow and sporadic. The Herald printers' new organization received its
charter under the auspices of the All-Canadian Congress of Labour (ACCL),
an organization formed in 1927 by the Canadian Brotherhood of Railwa~
Employees, itself a union expelled from the Trades Labour Congress in 1921.0

Described by one labour historian as "[ajn unlikely alliance of nationalists,
radicals, and conservatives," the ACCL'sattraction lay in a combinationof low
initiation fees and per capita dues and a symbolic ~atriotism which opposed
the American domination of international unions. 1

ByJuly 1935, the original employee-employer dispute had in large part
become overshadowed by an internecine conflict between the two factions
of print workers. The secessionists, who by now bore the somewhat un
wieldy appellation Calgary Printing Trades Union Local 1 of the Canadian
National Printing Trades Union (CNPTV), had taken control of the Herald
composing room and formed a closed shop there, with a total membership
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of thirty-five. Herald superintendent George Betts played an important part
in this move when, on 8 July, he posted a notice drawn up by Percy Stead,
president of the secessionist organization, to the effect that compositors
must sign with this new union if they wished to continue working at the
Herald. The wording of this notice made it clear that the gauntlet had been
thrown down in challenge to those who stood by the lTV:

Feeling that the conduct of business of Calgary Typographical Union No. 449 is
unsatisfactory to a large proportion of its newspaper membership, and not
desiring to be further bound by International Laws formulated in the United
States and made arbitrarily applicable to Canadian membership, the majority of
members of the Herald Chapel have formed the Calgary Printers' Association
which will come into being as a properly constituted organization on July61935.

The Chapel proposes to be a closed shop under strictly Union conditions,
affiliation with the All-Canadian Congress of Labor, and proposes to initiate
negotiations leading to an agreement with the CalgaryHerald.92

In the face of this ultimatum, twenty printers refused to abandon their
allegiance to the international union and as a result were duly locked out
the next day. The schism within the printing trade had reached civil war
proportions.

Having established this new union, secretary Robert Thornton sought to
encourage other members of lTV across Canada to consider breaking away:

The usual line of rat shop, company union and so forth has been pedalled here.
We are now classed with you.... We believe that there must be strong feeling
across the Dominion that it is time Canadian printers grew up and assumed the
responsibilities of manhood and stood on their own feet.93

In support of this call Thornton emphasized the fact that the breakaway
union consisted not of disgruntled apprentices and short-time servers but
of the composing room's senior employees, many of whom had employ
ment records of thirty years or more. However, his plea for the formation of
a new pan-Canadian printers' organization met with little response; only in
Winnipeg where workers had been involved in a similar dispute was
another secessionist union formed."

Thornton's efforts met with more fortune in Calgary. By August the
CNPTV had contacted management at both the Albertan and the Social
Credit party's newspaper, with a view to forming an alliance with their
composing-room employees. In support of its advances, the new union
could point to the fact that all but six of the Herald's staff had left the lTV and
that its monthly dues of 1.5 percent of earnings were significantly less than
those of the international union." For the lTV, the writing was on the wall
when several prominent unionists, including Andy Davison, former secre
tary O.W. Harris, vice-president Simpson and ex-president Bill Laing,
defected to the CNPTU.96

Bylate October, with the printers' loyalty divided between two antagonis
tic unions, the original dispute that had begun back in January at the Albertan
fizzled to an end in favour of management. As F.E. Harrison, western
representative of the federal Department of Labour, informed Deputy
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Minister W.M. Dickson with unconscious irony, "While the union may claim
that the plant is still on strike, so far as I am aware conditions are now back to
normal [sic]as most of the men have been replaced and a few have returned
to work.,,97 Supporting Harrison's analysis, an employee roster for 26 No
vember indicates that mostof the strikebreakers the paper had imported were
bein§ kept on full-time, largely displacing those who had originally walked
out. The conflict at the Herald ended in similar fashion. For the new union
this was a testing and often tense period, as it attempted to achieve some sort
of reconciliation among the city's printers. Secretary Thornton contacted
other unions in order to state its case and to gain formal recognition, while at
the same time continuing moves to win over the Albertan staff. The latter effort
was hindered by the fact that the CNPTU's rank and file still harboured
resentment against some of those who had labelled themselves as "rats" and
"scabs" for most of the year, and in December they voted against accepting
the Albertan men into the new organization."

January 1936 marked not only the winding down of the printers' strike but
also a change in ownership at the Albertan. Almost alone among Alberta
newspaper editors in supporting the election of Social Credit in August 1935,
George Bell welcomed the approaches of one of William Aberhart's advisors
to purchase the troubled publication.l'"On 15January 1936,Bellsold the plant
for $250,000 to the firm of G.C.Arnott, acting on behalfof the government; the
Albertan absorbed the amateurish Social Credit Chronicle to become the party's
official voice. Although the honeymoon between paper and party did not last
for long, in the short run the switch in ownership revived the Albertan's
flagging circulation to a respectable 27,000copies daily.101

With Bell now out of the picture, by February 1936 tempers had cooled
sufficiently to bring some sort of closure to the conflict. Fred White's threat to
deliver a series of radio talks stating the strikers' case was the last shot in a
battle that was all but over.102 Between the Albertan and the CNPTU an
agreement was struck along the same lines as that reached with the Herald
compositors in July of the previous year. It was a staggered agreement, with
wage levels set at 75 cents per hour to 1 August 1936and then 85 cents to 7July
1938. The question of what should constitute a working week, which had
stood at the heart of the conflict, was resolved in favour of the old figure of
forty-five hours.103 The lTU's fight for the retention of its five-day law was
over. This agreement represented a comprehensive victory for the Albertan's
management: the original ten-eent wage cut announced in January 1935 was
upheld, to be restored only after eighteen months. Unfortunately, figures for
the cost of the strike to Local 449are not available, but there can be little doubt
that the expense of supporting approximately thirty strikers for more than
nine months and of running the Typo News for the duration must have taken
a heavy toll of the union's finances. Ending with a whimper and not a bang,
the strike left Calgary's printers defeated and divided.l'"

Although the strike was over by 1936, some of the issues it had raised
resurfaced two years later and served to underline both the extent to which it
had ended an era of harmonious labour relations within the printing industry

-- ------~--~-------~------~----------~---~- -- ~
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and the bitterness with which it left printers themselves divided. When
CNPTU contracts fell due for renewal after three years in July 1938,the union
negotiated separate deals with the Herald and the Albertan. The Herald, for
whom the majority of CNPTU members worked, offered more favourable
terms than the Albertan - still struggling financially - claimed it could
afford. As a result, for the first time in the Calgary craft's history differential
payments for workersbelonging to the same union and performing the same
work were established. In February 1941,negotiations began again with two
union representatives each from the Herald and the Albertan. By June the
Herald had agreed to a further wage increase, taking the hourly scale up to
ninety-two cents while the Albertan again refused to advance beyond eigh~

fivecents - in force since 1935- and sent the whole question to arbitration. 05

The pace of events then escalated once more. At a union meeting on 5
July 1941, two days before the existing contract expired, the members of
CNPTU voted 35-14 to accept the Albertan'soffer of 85 cents. Immediately
after the vote was recorded President Cummer adjourned the meeting, at
which point "there was such a hubbub of men getting off their chairs and
rushing for the cloakroom, ~etting their coats to go, that it was not possible
for anyone to be heard."lo Those who were trying to make themselves
heard, or so they later claimed, were the Albertan printers who found
themselves in the minority of fourteen and clearly outvoted by the Herald
employees. The latter, understandably, were happy with their own settle
ment and, less understandably, took no special concern in advancing the
interests of their counterparts at the Albertan. Disgusted with their own
union's behaviour, thirteen of the Albertan men wrote to the paper's man
ager on 7 July informing him that they had quit the CNPTV and would not
consider themselves bound by any agreement he signed with that body.lo7
Undeterred by this warning, the Albertan signed its new contract with the
CNPTV the following day.

For good measure and to avoid any further confusion, the CNPTU
formally expelled nine of the dissenters and advised management at the
Albertan that they would be replaced by CNPTU members as soon as these
became available. The first of these was Fred Cheeseman, a printer from
Kingston, Ontario, who replaced N. J. Halpin and who in fact became a
member of the CNPTU only after his arrival in September 1941.At the same
time, Calgary was witness to the extraordinary spectacle of two Herald
employees - CNPTU president Fred Cummer and secretary Robert Thorn
ton - marching into the composing room of the Albertan to remove the
names of the expelled members from the slip-board on which was kept a list
of all union men who, in order of seniority, served as regular and substitute
staff for the paper. This unprecedented action, taken without any authori
zation from the paper's management and over the protestations of Albertan
foreman Arthur Halpen, clearly jeopardized the ability of the expelled
members to secure future employment.l'"

Incensed by the effrontery of such actions, the lTV appealed to the federal
Minister of Labour and to the provincial Board of Industrial Relations to
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intervene, but with no success. The Minister of Labour replied that the matter
was not within Ottawa's jurisdiction, and although the Alberta Board did
interview management at the Albertan it declined to take a~y action over the
affair.109 Eventually, in May 1942,the union managed to convince Mr. Justice
Shepherd of the Alberta SupremeCourt (Judicial District ofCalgary) to award
an injunction restraining CNPTU officials "from interfering directly or indi
rectly with [their] contractual rights with Albertan Publishing Co. Ltd., and
from making any representations with a view to causing the dismissal of any
of the plaintiffs from its employment.Y'" A year later in June 1943,however,
the CNPTU succeeded in getting this decision overturned when an appeal
hearing under Chief Justice Harvey revoked the injunction by a majority of
three to two. In his summation, the Chief Justice upheld the CNPTV'sargu
ment tha t it had merely sought to defend its rights as a union.": For all intents
and purposes, this decision ended the conflict that had begun eight years
earlier, when twenty Albertan printers had struck work in support of their
demand for an increase in wages. Ironically, perhaps, they never did secure
that increase over the decade which followed, but they did spark a train of
events that would leave Calgary printers bitterly divided and in large part at
the mercy of their employers.

Economic considerations lay behind the union's original decision to
strike, but they do not in themselves explain the nature, duration or
intensity of the 1935 conflict. Despite the Depression's impact on wages in
general, printers' earnings continued to be comparable with, and in many
cases better than, those of other craft workers, but no other local union
engaged in such a bitter struggle in the 1930s. What irked members of the
ITUmost in January 1935 was not so much the fact that Bell had proposed
yet another wage cut, but the fact that he did so without any regard for the
cherished principle of collective bargaining. The lTVhad a long history of
mutually cordial relations with employers in Calgary, and for this male
dominated union (and profession) the preservation of "man-to-man" nego
tiations carried an intangible importance.l'f

For Bell, a relative newcomer to Calgary and a man sustained by an
unswerving belief in individualism, such traditions and concerns carried
little weight. As he saw matters, his pre-emptive proposals in December 1934
- five months before the existing contract was due to expire - were an
economic imperative and essential to the continued survival of the Albertan.
His year-long struggle with the striking printers became a battle over princi
ples rather than economics, but the irony was that he achieved victory over
the union in 1936 only at the expense of the very same paper he had sought
to preserve. His sale of the Albertan to the SocialCredit governmentamounted
to a tacit admission that his proposed plans and style of management had
been unable to keep the paper a viable proposition.

The key to the strike's outcome, however, lay not with the actions of
George Bell but in the fact that in 1935 he encountered a group of craft
workers divided among themselves. Three decades of amiable labour
relations and relative prosperity had masked the fact that a growing
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number of local printers were dissatisfied with their international union.
Indeed, the very fact that they had never had cause to request financial
assistance from headquarters in the United States led many of them to
question the principle of sending monthly dues south of the border.
Repeated wage cuts in the 1930ssharpened such sentiments. Thus by 1935,
Calgary printers were divided into two groups. On the one hand were those
who remained loyal to the ITU and who rejected any challenge to its
traditional authority, whether from management or from within; on the
other hand were those who believed that the future of unionism lay in local
autonomy - even if dressed up in nationalist garb - and who were
prepared to compromise with management to achieve this.

The Calgary printers' strike of 1935thus offers a window - albeit a small
one - on the nature of labour relations in this turbulent decade for
Canadian workers. Against a backdrop of labour quiescence, men who had
long been part of the vanguard of Calgary unionism found themselves
fighting a rearguard action to defend tradi tional union principles. Yet itwas
not the overweening arguments or the overwhelming power of capitalism
that undermined the I'I'U's battle against management at the Albertan, but
its own failure to retain the active support of local printing workers as a
whole. Strikebreakers from out of town were vilified for their part in events,
but as the Typo News caustically remarked, "The rats cannotbe blamed very
much. . .. After all they are only vermin and cannot be expected to know
much better." Instead, striking printers saved their harshest words and
bitterest condemnation for those "members of the crew who, copying the
tactics of the rats, plunge overboard and leave their comrades to face the
peril./113 In 1935,a clear lack of fraternal mutualism - of brotherly love
scuppered the ship of craft unionism.
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No Help for the Farm Help:
The Farm Employment Plans of the 19308 in Prairie Canada

Cecilia Danysk

ABSTRACT.During the Great Depression, some 200,000homeless unemployed persons were
placed on prairie farms for the winter months, under a relief measure known as the farm
employment plans. This joint federal-provincial ventuie was intended to solve many problems
- to ease relief expenditures of the overburdened municipalities, to undermine the radical
threat posed by rootless single men, to alleviate unemployment among the single and
homeless, and to assist farmers who could not afford hired help. But the plans served their
constituencies very unevenly. Cost-cutting measures, changes in administration and tight
ened regulation during the decade resulted in benefits to urban centres at the expense of rural
communities. Increasingly, it was men from the cities who were sent to farms, saddling
farmers with incompetent help and casting rural farm workers adrift.

SOMMAIRE. Durantla Crise economique, 200000 sans-emploietsans-logis passerent les mois
d'hiver dans des fermes des Prairies en vertu de mesures de secours connues sous le nom de
programmes d'emploi agricole. Cette initiative conjointe federale-provindale visait aalleger
Ie fardeau ecrasant des municipalites chargees d'offrir Ie secours direct, areduire l'attrait de
I'action radicale pour les hommes sans feu ni lieu, asoulager le chomage parmi les celibataires
sans-legis et a permettre aux fermiers appauvris d'embaucher des « hommes a gages».
Toutefois, les beneficiaires ne furent pas tous egalement servis. Des coupures budgetaires, des
methodes de gestion inegales et des reglements progressivement plus severes au cours de cette
decennie favoriserent les centres urbains au detriment des cornrnunautes rurales. Ce furent les
citadins qui, de plus en plus souvent, trouvaient une place ala ferme, obligeant le fermier a
accepter des ouvriers incompetents et supplantant du meme coup les travailleurs ruraux ainsi
abandonnes sans aucun soutien.

When city streets and soup kitchens became crowded with the unem
ployed during the 1930s, the countryside took on almost mythic qualities.'
Urban centres found the financial costs of relief more than they could bear,
and they faced the growing possibility of violence from angry men unable
to find work. Rural Canada became, in the eyes of governments and citizens
alike, the place that could provide economic and psychological shelter from
the devastating and demoralizing effects of the Great Depression. In 1931,
municipal, provincial and federal governments collaborated to work out a
rural solution to the urban problem: send the costly unemployed, potential
troublemakers out of the cities and onto the farms.

During the course of the decade, probably close to 200,000 jobless
Canadians were placed on prairie farms during the winter months.' In
exchange for their labour, they received room and board and five dollars
per month under a series of what were euphemistically called farm employ
mentplans.

Cities and governments saw immediate benefit from what was a politi
cally, economically and ideologically sound method of dealing with the
financial costs and the social hazards of chronic unemployment. According
to officials, farms offered the unemployed "no better surroundings under
the existing conditions of unrest/" Unemployed urban or transient work
ers placed on farms under the plan could become "rural minded" and
"desirable citizen]s]." They could be "kept in good physical and 'mental'
shape," and would not be "so apt to get the impression tha t the government
owes them a living.,,3
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For the rural communities where the plans were implemented, the
benefits were uneven. Just how well the plans would work depended
greatly on the extent to which rural and urban interests did, or could be
made to, coincide. The plans were designed to solve two problems at once:
relieve the cities of some of their burden and offer the suffering farmer
low-cost labour. In the beginning the plans worked to the advantage of
farmers and their employees. More often than not it was out-of-work farm
hands who were brought under the plans. But as economic conditions and
political relations changed during the decade, rural communities came to
benefit less and less from this solution to city problems. Farm workers were
excluded from the plans in favour of unemployed city men and transients,
and farmers were saddled with inexperienced and often unwilling help. As
the depression deepened, the farm employment plans came primarily to
benefit the cities.

Prairie cities, to a greater degree than those in eastern and central
Canada, looked to the federal government to ease the problems of growing
unemployment and an increasing relief load. They saw excessive immigra
tion as the main culprit in the growing numbers of transients swelling their
overburdened relief rolls, and since immigration was a federal responsibil
ity, they called for federal assistance." The provinces, too, agreed that the
problem of transients was beyond their financial capabilities and insisted
that the federal government deal with the unemployed men who travelled
from province to province in search of work.

Saskatchewan had already had some success in tackling this problem.
The Department of Agriculture had recruited single men congregating in
the towns and cities and encouraged them to take farm work during the
winter. The next step was to approach Ottawa. By the spring of 1931,both
Saskatchewan and Manitoba were meeting with federal officials to work
out a systematic plan. In April the Agricultural Bureau of the Manitoba
Department of Labour put together a committee from a wide range of
government and private agencies. It met in Winnipeg to form a "central
organization to which all interested agencies can co-operate in the question
of placing unemployed on farrns/" Sitting on the committee were members
of the federal Department of Immigration, the Employment Service of
Canada, the provincial Department of Public Works, the Special Commis
sion of Unemployment of the Winnipeg City Council, the Winnipeg Board
of Trade, the Citizens' Committee on Unemployment, the Canadian Bank
ers Association, the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Canadian National
Railway and the United Farmers of Canada.

Adopting a farm labour program was urged as the least expensive
method of dealing with single unemployed men. Although it was designed
primarily to relieve the problem of unemployment, the farm placement
plan was also seen as an aid to the faltering agricultural industry, since it
would provide a material advantage to farmers who could not afford the
hired help they needed. As for the jobless men, it would confer the benefits
of both a home and a job. In the fall of 1931,both Manitoba and Saskatche
wan instituted farm placement plans.
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The structure was fairly uniform in both provinces. The plans called for
the placement of single unemployed men with farmers who would other
wise be unable to hire help.6 They were strictly winter projects, in effect
from November to the end of March, but it was hoped that men so placed
would then be hired by the farmers for the summer months. Transportation
was provided to the job, and men who stayed for ninety days were entitled
to a reduced fare when they left.

In the winter of 1931-32, the federal and provincial governments fi
nanced the plans jointly. Under the Unemployment and Farm Relief Act of
1931 and the Continuance Act of 1932, each government agreed to pay 50
percent of the costs. Saskatchewan paid the full 50 percent, but Manitoba
passed on 25 percent of its share to municipalities, and charged transporta
tion costs to the town or village where the placement took place."

Although this was a joint federal-provincial venture, the federal govern
ment strongly opposed moving into the field of responsibility for unem
ployment or relief, arguing that these were first of all municipal, and
secondly provincial, concerns. Federal involvement was limited simply to
providing the funds. Administration, including its cost, was left to the
provinces. In turn, selection of the men destined for the plan was usually
handed over to municipalities.

This created disparities. The one uniform provision was the $5 per month
allowance to the man. Farmers also received an allowance to help pay for the
costs of board. Manitoba paid its farmers $5 per month, with the suggestion
that "because extra work necessitated through keeping the hired man on the
farm falls on the farmer's wife, it might bemutually agreed that the monthly
cheque should go to the farmer's wife."B Saskatchewan also paid most of its
participating farmers the $5 petmonth, but raised it to as much as $10 in areas
of three successive crop failures." Manitoba extended its plan to the end of
April, and Saskatchewan extended it for the summer months for men in the
dried-out areas, but did not pay the farmers. During the first year of opera
tion, 1,602 men were placed in Manitoba. The winter and summer total in
Saskatchewan was 8,299 (see Table 1).

By late October of the following year, the federal government had
reluctantly responded to nationwide provincial, municipal, and popular
demands that it assume responsibility for the homeless, single unem
ployed, and so for the winter of 1932-33, under the Relief Act of 1932, it
undertook the full cost of payments under the plans and 50 percent of
transportation costs. It still left administrative costs to the provinces. Prime
Minister R.B. Bennett was adamant that the federal government should
limit its responsibility for relief for transients to providing funds. "We have
not endeavoured to destroy the constitution nor to substitute a federal for a
provincial administration," he declared, but simply to "cooperate and
assist, and in some cases to suggest what should be done."lo

Full federal funding lured Alberta into the scheme. John Brownlee, UFA
Premier of Alberta, had been opposed at the beginning, in keeping with the
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TABLEl
Number on Farms During Peak Months

Manitoba Saskatchewan Alberta Total

1931-32 1,602 7,937 - 9,539

summer 1932 - 362 - 362

1932-33 2,600 6,678 1,173 10,451

1933-34 4,681 10,033 1,350 16,064

1934-35 5,510 5,400 1,286 12,196

1935-36 5,298 6,371 2,417 14,086

1936-37 9,509 26,426 3,250 39,185

1937-38 9,350 26,925 3,411 39,686

1938-39 7,800 17,038 3.063 27,901

1939-40 2,148 - 1,300 3,448

NA, RG 27, vol. 213, file 617, Canada, Department of Labour, "Dominion Unemployment
Relief: Relief Since 1930," January 1940, pp. 37-39; Canada, Department of Labour, The
Unemployment and AgriculturalAssistance Act 1939 Report of the Dominion Commissioner of
Unemployment Relief, 1940 (Ottawa: King's Printer 1940), 34-35. These are the statistics
officially released by the federal Department of Labour from reports submitted by the
provinces, showing the numbers of persons on the plan during the month of greatest use
(usually March), except for the 1931-32and summer 1932 figures which are of cumulative
placements, and for the 1939-40 figures which are of "numbers afforded employment."
However, their accuracy is dubious. Statistics are inconsistent, with different figures turning
up for different reporting agencies, or ~ven from different offices of the same agencies. Some
of the figures in this table have been reported in provincial tabulations as placements.
Inaccuracies, especially under-reporting, appear as figures are sent to different agencies. In
general, local figures are higher than provincial figures which are higher than federal figures.
There are also problems with determining the numbers of persons actually using the plans.
Some agencies reported the numbers of placements made each month, which could be
considerably higher (by as much as 20 percent) than the numbers actually on farms at any
time. Disparities resulted because not all those placed actually reached their destinations,
some left before the tally at the end of the month, and some were placed more than once over
the course of a winter. Those placed under the plan and later eliminated without payment
appear not to have been counted. A breakdown by sex was not usually included in statistical
compilations.

UFA policies of encouraging self-help among its constituents and of restrict
ing government involvement in relief." However, when Harry Hereford,
Dominion Commissioner of Unemployment Relief, wrote to Brownlee in
October 1932 outlining the agreements with the other western provinces,
and promising to foot most of the bill, Brownlee was persuaded. Alberta
joined that win ter .12 The numbers making use of the plans grew. At its peak
month that year, 2,600went to farms under the plan in Manitoba, 6,678 in
Saskatchewan and 1,173in Alberta."

Like other relief measures during the Depression, this was an ad hoc
program, expiring every year on 31 March, and requiring a new federal
provincial agreement every fall. The Relief Acts of 1933,1934,and 1935all
contained similar provisions regarding the farm placement plans. But with
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administration in the hands of the provinces, there were bound to be
variations. Women were included in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, but not
in Alberta which argued that its plan did not apply to women since "very
few are anxious to undertake domestic work in the country .,,14 The question
of including women was controversial, as women usually were not consid
ered transients. Throughout the Depression, there were few provisions for
the care of single women, and in at least one instance, the federal govern
ment demanded repayment of the $5 per month allowance from Saskatch
ewan for women placed under the scheme. In the records for the farm
placement plans, even where women were included, the correspondence,
statistics and other documentation usually refers only to men. Within a few
years after the plans were underway, the allowance to farmers was quietly
dropped by all the provinces, and the costs of transportation and clothing,
where it was occasionally included, were subject to much negotiation
among the various levels of government, each apparently trying to avoid
the responsibility.

Funding remained in the hands of the federal government. Under the
agreement of 1932, and through 1933, the provinces had a relatively free
fiscal hand, since funding for transients was now clearly a federal responsi
bility. Provinces could concentrate on placing as many as possible on farms,
a cheaper alternative than work camps, and a much cheaper alternative
than municipal relief, of which the federal government was willing to pay
only half, leaving provinces with a bill of about $6 per month for every
unemployed man who stayed in the city. On the other hand, the federal
government was apparently willing to pay almost the entire cost for as
many men as could be sent to either a farm or a relief camp.

But this did not last long. Relief costs soared, charges of inefficiency and
overspending abounded, and in July 1934, the federal government an
nounced it would change its method of financing from unlimited funding
to grants-in-aid. This was to be a fixed sum based on "proven need." The
provinces at first approved of this change, since it would give them the
ability to limit municipal relief spending, which inflated their own. But the
provinces were shocked when the amount of the fixed sum was determined
by Ottawa without consultation with the provinces. Calculations appear to
have been arbitrary. Alberta and Manitoba faced cutbacks that amounted
to only 3 percent, butSaskatchewan, with a larger relief budget and a newly
elected Liberal Premier James Gardiner, long-time foe of the federal Con
servatives,lost 11 percent, or $25,000per month."

More cutbacks followed. In October 1935, the government in Ottawa
changed hands. After five years of criticizing Conservative wastefulness,
Liberal William Lyon Mackenzie King was once again Prime Minister. For
the winter of 1935-36,King was tied to the Relief Act of 1935, negotiated
under Bennett's administration. Even with the funding switch the previous
year to grants-in-aid, King felt relief costs were far too high. He quickly
moved to establish the National Employment Commission with a mandate
to examine ways to cut relief costs further. A key to this endeavour was the
reinvention of the farm placement plan.
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One of King's campaign promises had been to abolish the immensely
unpopular work camps. He charged Norman Rogers, his new Minister of
Labour, with making plans for the men from the camps. Arrangements
were made to employ numbers of them on railway construction over the
summer, but the problem of winter employment remained. King's rather
grandiose vision for the expanded farm placement plan was that it should
absorb all the unemployed men who had been inmates of the relief camps.
In February, Rogers calculated that even if the farm employmentallowance
were to be doubled to $10 per month, it would be much cheaper than the
work camps had been. He declared that the money spent on maintaining
men in camps during 1935, for example, could provide for 73,000 on
farms," more than double the 31,322 counted in the camps at the end of
March 1935.17 On 30 April 1936,two months before the camps were to close,
Rogers announced in the House of Commons that "it is possible that we
should be obliged to make greater use of this Farm Placement Scheme."IB

The National Employment Commission made the scheme a priority. King
appointed Harry Hereford as Chairman of the Farm Placement Committee,
and Humphrey Mitchell as Director of Labour Transfer, responsible for
ensuring that the men made the transition from camps to farms. The makeup
of the committee was heavily weighted in favour of Ottawa. In addition to
three members of the National Employment Commission, there were repre
sentatives from the Employment Service of Canada, the departments of
Agriculture and of Colonization and Immigration, the officeof Soldier Settle
ment, and the Veterans Aid Commission. Each province had one delegate,
representing offices ranging from departments of Agriculture to provincial
branches of the Employment Service of Canada to Unemployment Relief
Commissions." In September the National Employment Commission an
nounced the establishment of a farm placement plan, naming it the Farm
Improvement and Employment Plan.

The new version of the plan had a larger scope than that of its predeces
sors. Although it was similar to the plans under the Bennett administration,
King went to great pains to point out the differences: in order to ensure that
men would stay on farms and not drift back into the cities before the winter
was over, they were to receive a bonus of $2.50per month if they remained
until the plan ended in March. In order to encourage farmers to provide
positions, they were offered $5 per month to defray the costs of room and
board. The plan started a month earlier, in October instead of November, it
was extended to all provinces that wished to take advantage of it, and
eligibility was extended to all persons, including women, over the age of 16
years." It was also intended to be the major program to take care of the
single, homeless, unemployed. The largest number of placements on the
plans under Bennett's administration had been 16,064, but the new plan
was expected to accommodate up to 100,000men and women.i'

And there were important changes in regulations. Although the agree
ments were still signed between individual provinces and the federal
government, the contract in each case was now identical. Regulations,
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allowances, restrictions and stipulations were made uniform among all
provinces that joined the program.

More significant, though, were changes in funding. King's first line of
attack was the grants-in-aid. In November 1935, to ensure provincial
cooperation with the new National Employment Commission, King in
creased the grants-in-aid for December 1935 to March 1936, as an interim
measure.f This was followed by a downward revision. The new fiscal year
saw cuts of 15 percent in the first three months, and another ten percent to
the end of December." Further reductions came in May of 1937 and again
in the fall.

But the reductions were only part of King's solution; the other was a
complete revision of the financial agreement. Under Bennett, the federal
government had provided 100percent of the allowances for men under the
farm help schemes, as well as their transportation costs and clothing
allowances. The provinces had only to cover administration costs, which
amounted to about 20percent of the total costs of the plans/" Under the new
arrangements, beginning in the winter of 1936-37, Ottawa agreed to pay
only half the costs the previous government had paid. This saddled the
provinces with more than half the costs of the program, since they still had
to pay all the costs of administration. At the same time, with the work
camps closed, thousands more men were being sent to farms, with a
consequent increase of provincial expenditures. During the winter of 1936
37, numbers using the plan in the prairie provinces jumped to more than
39,000.Although a far cry from the anticipated 100,000,this was an increase
over. the previous year of 178 percent. Saskatchewan received the largest
burden, with a 315 percent increase."

On the federal balance sheet, the farm placement plan was still the
cheapest way of caring for the single unemployed. From the provincial
point of view, however, the costs per individual, as well as the total costs of
the program, skyrocketed. The prairie provinces simply could not provide
this kind. of financing. Their own economies were not only failing to share
the recovery of the rest of the country, they were continuing to deteriorate.
The provinces were sinking deeper and deeper into debt, and faced with
bankruptcy, were forced to borrow ever more heavily from the federal
government to finance their relief measures.

This enabled Ottawa to exert considerable pressure upon the provinces to
make use of the farm placementplan to remove men from urban centres. With
the plan as the only significant measure to take care of the homeless unem
ployed, who were becoming more organized and making greater demands,
Ottawa felt it was a necessity. The revised funding and new regulations of the
farm placement plan gave clear warning that it was henceforth to be used
unequivocally for transients congregating in cities. The homeless unem
ployed were to be cleared off the streets and sent to farms.

The emphasis on curing the problems of the city by shipping the
unemployed out to the country may have been most starkly illustrated with
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the change in government in Ottawa, but that change was only a more
dramatic representation of the shift that had been taking place over the
course of the Depression.

Just how well the plans served the rural community depended on a
complex and shifting mix of imperatives: the responsiveness of provincial
governments to their rural constituencies, the relationships among differ
ent levels of governments, the involvement of officials in partisan politics,
the deepening financial crisis on the Prairies, and the relationship between
urban centres and rural communities.

In the early years of the Depression, when the farm placement plans
were being introduced and modified, their administration was controlled
directly by the prairie provinces, all of which were primarily rural. Prairie
farmers had a long tradition of organization and political action, so provin
cial governments tended to respond sympathetically to their problems.
And because Ottawa wanted to avoid responsibility, the provinces were
able to exercise considerable latitude. So for the first few years of the plans'
operations, there were wide variations in the regulations and even wider
variations in the interpretation of the regulations. How closely each prov
ince adhered to the regulations of the plans seemed to depend on its
responsiveness to its rural constituency.

Saskatchewan is an interesting study. That province made the greatest
use of the plan, both in sheer numbers, and in proportions. In 1936, for
example, there was one placement from the farm placement plan for every
seven farms in Saskatchewan, while in Manitoba there was one for every
nine farms, and in Alberta only one for every twenty-five farms. In almost
every year it had more placements than any other province.

The most agricultural of the three prairie provinces and the hardest hit
during the Depression was Saskatchewan. At the same time, with agricul
ture far and away the major industry, most of its unemployed work force
were agricultural labourers. Plans to place men on farms would work to the
best advantage of both men and farmers if the men were experienced farm
workers.

Leniency was an important feature of Saskatchewan's regulations. From
the very inception of the plan, Saskatchewan had a high proportion of local
placements, and always allowed it to be open to men in rural districts.
According to its own regulations in 1931-32, Saskatchewan interpreted the
plan as U A farm labour relief scheme ... for the two-fold purpose of
supplying needy farmers in the dried out area with necessary help and
obtaining employment for qualified farm labourers unemployed in the
urban centres of the province.,,26

The "dried-out area," the southern section of the province which had
suffered from two or more successive crop failures, needed and received
special consideration. Hired men, for example, were allowed to collect the
allowance by staying on farms on which they had regular jobs. Farmers in
areas of three successive crop failures were also granted an allowance of up to
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$10 per month toward the cost of boarding the men. Although regulations
specified that men were to be taken from urban centres, the emphasis was
upon the needs of farmers, who wanted qualified help, and those of farm
workers who wanted to remain in farm employment. In this case, the aims of
the farmers, the farm workers and the provincial government overlapped.

Provincial relief commissions could be responsive to rural conditions. In
Manitoba, for example, application forms dated 4 November 1932 stated
emphatically that "This plan shall apply to men now on relief in Urban
Centres ONLy.,,27 However, within three weeks, the relief commission in
Winnipeg recognized "the problem of the [single homeless] man ... who
may now be in Towns and Villages," and issued a directive that "subject to
very definite restrictions," the plan would be made available to "the man of
this class.,,28

Manitoba was well aware that farmers needed competent and willing
help. In response to suggestions that it cut men off relief who refused
placements under the plan, it argued that "men compelled to go to farms
would be worse than useless as farm labourers.?" By 1934, Manitoba's
regulations reflected this policy. "The plan is primarily intended for per
sons now on relief in urban centres," ran the new instructions to relief
officers, ''However, homeless persons located elsewhere ma~ be given the
privileges of the plan," although there were still restrictions. 0

But not all provincial governments were responsive to their rural con
stituents. Alberta, despite having a farmers' government, was more con
cerned about the urban than the rural constituency. The UFA tended to be
less sympathetic toward individuals in economic crisis, and more oriented
toward encouraging self-help. In Alberta, too, the large cities were magnets
for transients, and according to some mayors and the provincial govern
ment, for radical agitators. When the Social Credit government took over in
1935, there were few changes.

As a result, Alberta was more skeptical about the farm placement plan.
The province joined only after the federal government agreed to cover all
except administrative costs, and was always opposed to paying an allow
ance to farmers. It made fewest placements among the three prairie prov
inces, preferring to send men to the federal work camps and to the work
camps it operated itself after the federal ones closed. It limited the plan to
men, and was especially diligent to restrict it to men from urban centres,
particularly transients.

Local placements, the ones most likely to be unemployed farm workers,
were carefully restricted. Regulations specified that the "plan shall only
apply to men now on relief in the cities," and stipulated that those men
would be "selected by the Commission and sent out in response to ap
proved application.T" Unemployed men were recruited from among relief
applicants, and were told that to refuse the placement was to be refused
relief. Such reluctant workers were often no help to farmers, who, after
1936,were denied the board allowance unless they took men from the cities.
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Not surprisingly, this thwarted at least one aim of the plans - that men on
the winter farm scheme would be able to negotiate a job for the summer. Of
the three prairie provinces, Alberta had the lowest rate of men remaining
on farms, and the lowest rate of men persisting for the entire winter.

But even rural-minded provincial governments were not immune to the
effects of the rancorous federal-provincial relations of the decade. An
incident in Saskatchewan in 1934 illustrates the fallout from one such
confrontation. In 1934,Bennett switched from unlimited funding to grants
in-aid, with a consequent severe cut in relief funds to Saskatchewan.
Ottawa was hoping to force the provinces to reduce their own costs by a
more stringent policing of their relief distribution systems, which Ottawa
believed were riddled with abuses.

The federal government had always insisted that the farm placement
plans were to be used to relieve the cities of single unemployed men, and
this stipulation was spelled out in the annual agreements. Saskatchewan
had generally ignored it. But in the winter following the funding cuts, the
new Liberal government in Saskatchewan decided to tackle the federal
government head-on.

In the fall of 1934, as the plan was reinstated, men began to sign up as
usual. There was a brief rush in early November when the plan came into
effect, then a slowdown to the end of the year. By1January 1935,there were
5,300 persons on the plan. If this year were to follow the trend of the
previous winters, numbers on the plan would peak in February or March.

But on 25January 1935, Thomas Molloy, the Saskatchewan Minister of
Labour and Welfare, announced that the farm placement plan was to be
discontinued at the end of the month. He blamed Ottawa for the necessity
of reneging on the scheme, stating that the federal government was de
manding a very narrow interpretation of eligibility for the plan.

According to Molloy, the federal government would allow the $5 per
month allowance to be paid only to "single homeless and destitute persons
from the urban centres of the province." This, according to Molloy, would
eliminate "any person who had been residing in a rural municipality, and
particularly those who are continuing in the employ of farmers with whom
they have been previously engaged." This apparently amounted to 90
percent of those working under the plan. Since it was the federal govern
ment that provided the money to pay the allowance, and since Saskatche
wan had no funds to do so, the only solution was to terminate the scheme
on 31 january."

Ottawa retaliated by taking administration of the $5 allowance out of the
hands of the provincial government and placing it directly with a repre
sentative of the federal treasury. It denied that It had any intention of cutting
off payment to those eligible, and accused Saskatchewan of political partisan
ship. ''I cannot recall a more flagrant case where the facts have been so subtly
distorted as in the present instance," wrote W.A.Gordon, the federal Minister
of Labour, to James Gardiner, hoping that "matters political could at least be
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for the time forgotten." Gardiner countercharged, accusing the federal gov
ernmentof making "political capital outof the incident.T" The battle raged for
several weeks.

The plan was eventually reinstated, but administrative machinery
moved slowly. There were continuous warnings that the ineligible would
not be paid. Those who were already on farms waited an anxious two
months to find if they would receive their payments, and those who had not
yet signed up before the end ofJanuary were reluctant to do so as they could
not be sure of receiving any money. Farmers were equally reluctant to
apply for help under the plan, since they did not want to accept the
responsibility of paying wages if the government refused to do so. By the
end of the plan year, only 5,400 persons had been placed." and many were
still trying to collect their allowance. From Dollard, Saskatchewan, farm
worker Fred Ward wrote to Gardiner, speaking for farm placement work
ers who were still waiting for their $5 allowance. They were "just about fed
up" with the run-around they were given, he declared, "We write to you,
and are referred to Ottawa, they refer us back to Regina, and so it goes on."
Ward expressed the frustration of both farmers and workers: "You don't
seem to understand what us [sic] men are up against, no clothes boots, etc.
to go to work with and the farmers no money or credit.,,35 Rural people were
caught in the middle of battles such as this one over relief jurisdiction,
administration and funding.

The one area in which all levels of government could agree was the fear
of social agitation and disorder. From their inception, the farm placement
plans were seen as the ideal solution to the problem of unrest among the
urban unemployed. In his recommendation that the rest of the country
adopt the plan that his province had so successfully followed in 1931-32, the
member of Parliament for Weyburn, E.J. Young, echoed a common senti
ment when he declared that work on a farm would prevent the susceptible
unemployed from being "herded in the cities in an atmosphere of discon
tent where unsound doctrines might be preached in their ears./I36

From the outset of the Depression, the unemployed were remarkably
successful in organizing themselves to protest relief rates and regulations.
When the communists began to harness their discontent, governments saw
an even greater danger. By the middle of the decade, the dire prophecies
that the chronically unemployed and the never-employed youth of the
nation would begin to expect government handouts as their right seemed
to come true. The farm placement plan was seen as a corrective, able to
counteract "the increasing susceptibility of youth to the influence of the
hard-shell hobo and the communist." The only problem, according to J.
Neish of the Employment Service of Canada's office in Manitoba, was to
find "a supply of suitable homes and farmers who would be willing to take
and teach inexperienced boys.,,37

After the closing of the work camps, with their own lesson in the
contagion of radical thought and action, governments were even more on
their guard. Hard work on an isolated farm was prescribed as a corrective.
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Not surprisingly, associations of the unemployed decried the plans as "part
of a scheme of the Cov't clear across Canada to split up any movement of
single unemployed.r'" They mounted vigorous protests against what they
called the "slave labour" of the plans, and especially the arrests of men who
refused to go out under the scheme. "DO YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE ANY
RIGHTS AS A CANADIAN SUBJECT?" .asked a broadsheet announcing a
meeting of the Single Unemployed Persons Association in Edmonton.

. "This $5.00 per month forced labour scheme is one which would almost
make Hitler or Mussolini blush." The association called for direct action,
warning that the plans "will be used as a weapon to cut thousands of single
unemployed off relief unles [sic] we take immediate steps to protect our
own interests.?"

The radicalized unemployed could be a focus for the tensions between
farmers and officials and between federal and provincial governments. A
series of anxious letters from R.A.Rigg of the Alberta office of the Employ
mentService of Canada to W.M.Dickson, federal Deputy Minister of Labour,
illustrates the clash. In October 1936,the first winter following the closure of
the federal work camps, and in the aftermath of the SocialCredit victory the
year before and its promise of a social dividend to Alberta citizens, Rigg noted
"how attractive this Province has become to the unemployed." He warned
that the Single Unemployed Protective Association "is well organized [in
Calgary] and will bring the weight of its influence to bear in Alberta." His
particular concern was that the unemployed were demanding trade union
wages, and "are bent upon defeating the purpose of the farm placement
scheme." Reaction was strong. RCMP reinforcements were sent to Calgary,
and radio station CJCH broadcast warnings of the "communistic minded and
'won't work' character of many of the relief-eared-for unemployed."

Not surprisingly, the reaction from farmers was to distance themselves
from the fray. Rigg reported that applications were down, noting "some
fear among farmers that if they applJ' for help under the plan, they may be
saddled with lazy troublemakers/" III order to ensure that farmers com
plied with the aim to remove the unemployed from cities, the Alberta
government refused to pay farmers the board allowance unless they took
men from the urban centres. And in order to ensure that the unemployed
complied, they were informed that those applying for relief in the cities
who turned down placements under the plan "must either take those jobs
or be struck off relief."?'

The pressure to make farm placements from the urban centres increased
as the Depression deepened. Even though 1933 was the peak year for
unemployment, relief rolls in the cities continued to lengthen as more and
more individuals and families moved to urban centres in search of work.
The long years of depression took their toll upon the meagre resources of
prairie people and their municipal and provincial governments. Funding
cutbacks from the federal government forced a closer adherence to federal
imperatives. As a result, the provinces took steps to increase the number of
farm placements from urban centres and to limit those from rural areas.

------------~ - - - _.-
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In Manitoba at the end of November 1934, of the 2,102 placements, only
720 or a little more than one-third were sent from Winnipeg; the remaining
1,382, or two-thirds, were "country placements." But by the same date the
following year, the proportion of placements had changed. A.W. Mac
Namara, Assistant Deputy Minister of Public Works for Manitoba, wrote to
Minister W.R. Clubb: "I think we are doing all right on this plan, and you
will note that we have kept the country placementsdown to about half what
they were last year.,,42 By February 1937, MacNamara was able to report to
Humphrey Mitchell that "We are objecting to about 75% of the local Farm
Placements being sent in.,,43

The increasing emphasis on farm placements for the urban unemployed
came also from the new farm placement plan of the King administration.
The National Employment Commission had recommended a broad inter
pretation of eligibility for the plan, arguing that since it was "imperative to
have full co-operation of farmer employers ... the scheme should include
unemployed in smaller towns, villages and hamlets.T" But King insisted
that its prime objective was to clear the cities of transients. When the new
farm placement plan was unveiled in 1936, with its uniform regulations, the
most prominent specification was that it was only to apply to the unem
ployed from urban areas, in particular, single transients.

It was immediately apparent that this tightening of regulations would
disadvantage rural farm workers and farmers alike. 'We have a consider
able number of experienced farm hands," wrote a local observer in the
Portage district, as well as "good farmers who are willing to take these men
as per the farm placement plan." The regulations would create a mockery
of the system: "I fear that if the present rigid rules are adhered to, these
experienced farm hands will remain unemployed during the winter
monthsl.] pitiful objects of reliefl.] while there will be a constant parade
from farm to city of those who are not fitted to engage in farm work."?"

Regulations governing local or rural applications became more strin
gent. City applicants were faced with an investigation by a relief official, but
local applicants were required to undergo a rigid check by three "responsi
ble persons not related to the Applicant." Recommendations were only
accepted from "Government representatives, Justices of Peace, Railway
Agents, Clergymen, or R.C.M.Police Constables.?" Farmers were informed
that if they were "willing to take a man from the City of Winnipeg or other
urban centres, the application might not be reviewed so rigidl.& as in the
case of the farmer wishing to take a man already in the district." 7

The time during which local placements could be accepted was restricted.
Manitoba's W.R. Clubb explained that the new regulations for the plan
underscored the relief commission's intention to deal with unemployment in
the cities. "The Plan will commence on October 1st, 1938, but only men or
women from the Urban Centers will be sent out at the start." It was with
reluctance that local residents were to be allowed to make use of the plan. "It
may be necessary, after November 1st, 1938, to consider unemgloyed
necessitous single persons who are already residing in the Country." After
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15 January 1939, applications from local areas were no longer accepted,
although farmers could still apply for men from the cities."

When provincial officials,.such as Saskatchewan's Torn Molloy, objected
that "reasons for rejection are based on the narrowest possible interpreta
tion of the agreement without any regard for the Eractical problems or
conditions surrounding the placementof these men," 0 they were reminded
that strict regulation was necessary in order to ensure that the plan worked
to take city men from relief rolls. Even Saskatchewan knuckled under. In
1937, of 80,000 applicants, 24,000 were rejected," most from rural areas
where residents were in desperate straits. Many of the rejected applications
were from farmers seeking help for their sons and daughters, but more
often they were from local hired hands who were seeking work for which
they were well qualified, or from farmers looking for qualified help.

Farmers who sought help under the terms of the plan found themselves
in a difficult position. Men who were sent to them from the cities were often
not only unqualified, but, especially after the work camps closed, unwill
ing. A canvass of farmers' opinions on the placement plan in August 1936
in Manitoba revealed serious reservations. Most farmers wanted "careful
selection" of the men sent to farms, and many wanted a "probationary or
testing period.,,52 They were not happy at the prospect of taking on "green
farm hands from the city,,,s3 who were often more trouble than they were
worth, and who might not be willing to do the hard work of farming. As one
disgruntIed farmer said about the urban man who stayed only long enough
to collect his clothing allowance and a meal: "The manure fork did not.suit
h· ,,~ .

im,

But farmers who complained that they were being saddled with incom
petent help were reminded that the farm placement plan was designed to
provide places for "Homeless men on relief in Urban Centres," and farmers
were getting free help and thus had no basis for complaint." By 1938,
farmers were being informed that the plan "is not intended asa subsidy to
farmers; it is simply a plan for placingmen and women in employment who
would otherwise have to have relief."s6 Local officials were instructed not
to be "too particular about the type of man you send out," nor to "worry
abouthis qualifications."s7 .

Farmers knew the kind of workers they needed. Pickardville farmer John
James Breadon took a man from the city relief rolls, but very soon sent a plea
to officials to "send me up a rough looking man about 30or 45 years of age a
farner [sic] not a city man."S8 In Breadon's eyes, the placement plan worker
was simply not willing to do normal farm work: "[Walter] was no good
whatevery [sic] would not help me in the barn to feed my horses and cows
only when I told him he could not see that horses and cows had to be feed [sic]
I had to tell him everything." But the urban man had a different perspective,
"0 hell [he said,] I am not getting Ten Dallors [sic]a day to hurry."59

Although many urban men were glad to take advantage of the plan,
petitions and demonstrations against the "forced labour scheme designed
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to force the victims of unemployment into a twentieth century adaptation
of serfdom" attest to the widespread opposition." While the relief camps
still operated, men much preferred them to farm work, and placement
officers had great difficulty inducing men to choose a farm over a work
camp. "The men looked on this offer as heaping insult on in jury," accordinato a Saskatchewan farmer's son, "and very few went along with the plan."
As the camps closed, the National Employmen t Commission recognized
the problem, noting that "homeless men who have enjoyed a more or less
gregarious life in the National Defence Camps or in the cities in previous
years [find] it difficult to 'stick out' life on a farm." Men unused to farm life
faced a dreary prospect in "the isolation and loneliness of the farm home,
the individualism of the farmer employer, not to mention the character of
farm tasks and the hours of labour required to perform them.,,62 It recom
mended not only a "maximum incentive" to men to remain on a farm for
the duration of the plan, but also suggested finding a new title for it,
recognizing the "psychological value [that] mightbe achieved in selling the
thought ... to those who will be given the opportunity of getting homes and
work this winter.T"

Urban men themselves had mixed reactions. Some men who signed up for
the plan took the opportunity to pick up a set of clothes and disappear. But
many were glad of the chance for "a comfortable bed and good plain food,"
and were satisfied to stay for the whole winter." Still others stayed until
spring, only for their bonus and because of the lack of other employment
opportunities. But there were many who were not able to endure. They
complained that the farm was "to [sic] lonesome," the weather was "toocold,"
the work was "a misery," the food "was fit for pigs," or that they "just don't
suit farm work."65 Still others clearly did not suit their employers:

Tim did the work before breakfast but when he came into the house the farmer
asked him to wash his face, and that started it. Tim said he would wash his face
when the Boss did, and it wen t from bad to worse, so the final was he told Tim to
go. Now this farmer did not bring Tim to the village, but Tim walked the
seventeen miles, and now he has no money and is in the Village.66

Urban men who were sent to do farm work under the plan had their
protests ignored or discounted. The official purpose of the plan was not to
satisfy the farmers or the unemployed, but to clear the city streets and relief
rolls of "agitators and trouble-makers.t''" Under these conditions, relations
between farmers and the men could be tense.

Farm workers, too, found themselves at an increasing disadvantage.
Regulations were designed specifically to eliminate local residents, the ones
most likely to be agricultural labourers. When farm worker Alfred McIntyre
of Birnie, Manitoba, applied for a placement under the plan, he was rejected.
His letterof appeal indicates the difficulties faced by local farm workers:

I only received ten dollars ($10)a month for summer wages which you think is
enough to cloth [sic] myself on I don't think it is hardly enough for both summer
and winter clothing.

In regards to my parents[,] my father was on relief this summer.... The last I
heard from them he was not working, so Icould not very well go home expecting
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them to keep me. I can stay with Mr. Birch for the winter to do chores. Buthedoes
not want me to stay without getting some thing for working as there is [sic] too
many chores and he cannot afford to pay me.68

His appeal was rejected, too, on the grounds that "there were earnings
during the summer," that it was "not definitely stated that the applicant's
parents cannot provide a home if necessary," and finally that it seemed
likely that "a home on the farm is available even if the Dominion Relief
Allowance of $5.00 per month is not approved.t'"

The greatest handicap to farm workers was their attachment to the
agricultural community. If they remained in their home province and if
they found work over the summer, they were almost automatically dis
qualified. Relief officials were instructed that "If the applicant has been
working all summer and fall at reasonable wages, he or she should not be
approved for placement unless an explanation can be given as to why
sufficient of the earnings have not been saved to provide a Iiving during the
winter months.r'/" In a general but unspecified way, farm workers were
expected to fend for themselves.

While the cities were full of men who objected to farm work under the
placement plans, there were many among the farming community who
would have been only too happy to take farm work over the winter. On 15
November 1937, James Anderson began working for Harry Mason near
Melita, Manitoba, under the farm placement plan. Anderson was a farm
worker by trade, and as he had parents in the province, he was categorized
as a local placement. He had long since moved away from home, proudly
declaring that he had ''been looking out for myself for 3 years now and until
this winter have allways [sic] earned my way." Before signing up for the
placement plan, he had managed to work at farms for either a small wage
or for his board. But his status as a local placement, coupled with his
season's earnings of $50, while "it wasn't enough to buy the clothes and
nesassary [sic] things I needed for the winter," was enough to disqualify
him for the plan. On 18 February, his placement was cancelled. Both
Anderson and Mason wrote to the relief commissioner requesting rein
statement, and payment for the period Anderson had worked. This was
refused. "I havent [sic] any other place to go if I am shut off on the Farm
Plan," he wrote, "so I will be forced to go to the city and apply for relief.,,71
By the time he made his way to the city, the farm placement plan had ended
for another year. Anderson's dilemma was repeated countless times in
rural communities across the Prairies.

In the eyes of farm placement officials, local farm workers such as James
Anderson had the resources to be self-sufficient: "It is the opinion of the
officials that the vast majority of such persons could look after them
selves.,,72 Under the restrictions of the farm placement plans, farm workers
and farmers did indeed "look after themselves." Throughout the decade,
rural people - farmers, sons and daughters, hired men and women - used
the farm placement plans in ways that governments never intended, in
ways that officials termed "abuse."
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Abuse was a major concern of all levels of government, and changes in
funding and regulations aimed to eliminate it. Administration was the area
of greatest contention. In each province it was handled differently, but in
each the greatest concern was to keep costs down. This sometimes resulted
in a laxity over the regulations, particularly in the interpretation of the
qualification requirements. As relief costs soared, the federal government
attempted to control the plans by sporadic attempts to eliminate abuses. In
1934, an audit of provincial relief distribution caused Gordon to admit to
the House of Commons that "it appeared there may have been a laxity in
connection with certain municipalitics.v'" King was scathing: "These re
ports show that much of the money was wasted, or worse than wasted; it
has been distributed in ways for which even the municipalities and prov
inces cannot account.r "

In the eyes of governments and placement officials,abuse included farm
ers hiring their own relatives, or taking a man under the plan when they could
afford to pay a wage themselves; farm hands travelling to the city to register
for relief and then for the farm placement plan in order to go back to the same
farmer by whom they were regularly employed; or farm hands applying for
the plan when they had a pocketful of harvest wages. From the rural perspec
tive, however, misusing and manipulating the plans was often the only way
they could be made to actually serve those in rural areas.

Ivan Schultz was in a position to judge. Schultz was a Manitoba barrister,
and later the provincial Attorney General, who was one of the qualified
references for men and farmers. For farmers, he was asked to vouch that
they would indeed be creating new positions by taking men under the plan,
and that they were unable to pay for help on their own. For the men, he was
required to vouch that they were destitute and had no friends or relatives
to take care of them. In 1935,the Manitoba Departmentof Public Works sent
a circular letter to such referees, asking for comments on the effectiveness
of the scheme and the extent of irregularities.

Schultz found that there was misuse of the plan, and although he
sympathized with government watchdogs, his greater sympathies were
with farmers and men. "I do not doubt there is a tendency to take advantage
of it," he remarked, "because it is not always an equitable arrangement."

The problem, as he saw it, was in the leverage given to men by the
availability of relief, whether direct relief in the cities or by the farm
placement plans. Men who worked on a farm over the summer might
normally be willing to work only for board during the winter months.
However, direct relief in the cities and the farm placement plan made it
"next to impossible to get any man to say he will work for his Board." The
men's position was logical: "In a nutshell their argument is: Why should we
work for our Board when we can get it for nothing in the City?" As a result,
in order to obtain winter help, "the farmers of Necessity [sic] take advan
tage of this scheme." They felt justified in doing so "because a comparison
of relief schedules as between cities and rural municipalities, and a com
parison of their own conditions with those of the unemployed on relief in
the cities convinces them they are entitled to help under this scheme."
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Schultz sympathized with the farmers: "it is certainly not their fault if a
man who would ordinarily [stay] for his board tells them flatly he will not
stay unless the gratuity is secured." And he sympathized with hired men
who took advantage of the plan. Local men were, after all, the best qualified
to do farm work, and the least likely to be able to receive local municipal
relief. They felt they were entitled to enrolment under the plan; otherwise,
they would be forced to accept winter work for only room and board, while
men from the cities were able to draw $5 a month. "To say the least,"
observed Schultz, "this situation is galling to these men."

It should come as no surprise to the authorities that there were abuses of
the plan. Schultz declared: "If it grows to be a racket in the country, it will
be through exploitation of the relief scheme for the benefit of local men." He
continued, "it is certainly not an easy matter to reconcile an arrangement
that gives $5.00a month to an incapable and 'inefficient city cingle [sic] man
employed on a farm and denies it to the trained farm hand whose misfor
tune is that he was born in a locality that is rural rather than urban.,,75

The farm placement plans of the 1930s, part of the larger government
strategy of seeking a rural solution to an urban problem, served the rural
community poorly. But rural people retaliated by using the plans in ways
that government policy makers and watchdogs had never intended. To the
dismay of officials, it became "practically impossible to convince either the
farmer or the man that they [were] doing anything wrong.,,76 From the rural
perspective, however, the farm help plans best helped those who helped
themselves.
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LiteratureasPulpit: TheChristian Social ActivismofNellie L.McClungby Randi
R. Warne. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1993.Pp. 236.

FiringtheHeather: TheLifeandTimes afNellieMcClungby Mary Hallett and
Marilyn Davis. Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1993.Pp. 336.

For me Nellie McClung, "Our Nell," has always been elusive, a woman of
import in Canadian women's history about whom I obviously should know
more. I could, however, muster little interest, and found something too
stereotypically ''Prairie West" about her. Athough enjoying In Times Like
These with its witty, even scathing, humour, I considered her once popular
novels dreadful - and never did manage to read them in their entirety.
Candace Savage's book of 1979, Our Nell: A Scrapbook Biography of Nellie L.
McClung, though interesting and informative, failed to arouse my enthusi
asm for her subject. Then, in 1986,carne Carol L.Hancock's short interpretive
biography, No Small Legacy. For the first time I experienced some sense of a
whole person - an integrated personality, a multi-dimensional woman 
perhaps because Hancock treated explicitly and with empathy Nellie
McClung's dynamic core: her Christian activism.

Now available are two major studies of this once internationally known
figure, remembered today most often as suffragist and temperance worker
in early twentieth-century prairie Canada. Whether a McClung fan or not,
the reader will come away with a better understanding of "Our Nell" 
popular author, recitalist, lecturer and reformer, who used her "way with
words" and considerable wit to entertain, inform and promote.

Since it was Randi Warne's Literature as Pulpit: The Christian Social
Activism of Nellie L. McClung which made McClung "come alive" for this
reviewer, I shall discuss it first. It is at once an informative and accessible,
and a revisionist, and sometimes provocative, analysis of McClung's four
novels and her collection of addresses/essays, In Times Like These, that
focusses upon the author's intent. Like Hancock, she stresses the impor
tance of not only feminism but also Christianity in McClung's life, and
agrees, as a critic first noted, that her fiction writings were "sermons in
disguise." As Warne demonstrates, "McClung's religion, feminism and
social activism were inextricably intertwined in a common language articu
lating social change in the service of God's intended justice" (p. 191).

McClung's Christianity was rooted in the "Methodist tradition of 'lov
ing service freely given'" (p. 166).What was crucial was God's compassion
ate love, manifested in Christ, and expressed in "active care" (p. 185), in
loving and practical service to others. This entailed not self-abnegation but
development of one's talents - self-expression and service were interre
lated, and all benefited - self, other and community. Her religion also was
one of hope. Always present was the possibility of improvement, of trans
formation, if only one acted, and, Warne argues, McClung used her "way
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with words," written and spoken, in order to empower others to act. As a
feminist, McClung was especially concerned about women, and saw Chris
tianity, rightly understood, as supportive of women's autonomy and em
powerment.

Much of LiteratureasPulpitis an exploration of the Pearlie Watson trilogy
(Sowing Seeds in Danny, 1908;TheSecond Chance, 1910;Purple Springs, 1921)
and Painted Fires (1925). These "major narratives provide an essential
resource for understanding the entirety of her vision" (p. 2), Warne con
tends. Embedded in them is a worldview which "inextricably intertwined
... religion, feminism and social activism," and central is Pearl/Pearlie
Watson through whom "the religious bases of McClung's feminism and
political and social activism are made flesh" (p. 23).

Warne's discussion is far more interesting than McClung's novels, and
provides a heightened awareness of what she was all about. (Largely) gone
are the stereotypical analyses of McClung. Warne also shows how
McClung's convictions matured, and delineates the growing complexity of
her position - the shift from belief in the possibility of relatively facile
change, individual and political, expressed initially, to awareness of the
difficulty of fundamental change and genuine transformation, which cul
minated in Painted Fires. McClung, however, never gave in to hopelessness
despite difficult moments. (In fact, one gets glimpses into a usually hidden
Nellie McClullg, a woman who sometimes clung desperately to hope
despite apparent odds.)

This conviction, the ultimate reality of hope, rooted for her in the Christian
faith, always informed her understanding of the wri ter' sobligation- and led
to sometimes unwarranted criticism. Her position, expressed in her writer's

. creed, abjured the utterly hopeless or despairing, and called upon writers to
hold forth "a vision of a better world" and affirmed belief - in "God ...
country ... each other ... ourselves" (p. 14). Warne treats her stance with
respect, and disagrees with critics who dismiss her as sentimentalist or
romantic. McClung, in fact, is "realistic" in her depiction of harsh conditions,
injustices, thwarted lives, and disagreeable personalities (female and male),
in that rural and small town prairie Canada she knew so well.

She does not, however, consider McClung to be a literary "great," and
writes that in the novel considered her best, Painted Fires, "she resorts to
fictional overkill in an effort to reestablish the moral order" (p. 76).Neverthe
less, Warne regards it and the Pearlie Watson trilogy as valuable, and
deserving of re-examination without reference to the male-derived Canadian
literary canon which, because of its upholding of an androcentric sort of
"realism," has neglected McClung. Her novels belong to the genre of melo
drama, and are best understood as "sermons in disguise," the author a
prophet or evangelical revivalist preacher, upholding hope in the face of
hopelessness. At the same time, because "she exercised the fullest control
over the means and mode of her expression" (p. 187),her novels provide a
more accurate picture of her world view than her polemical literature, where
"she was always willing to sacrificeconsistency for expediency" (p. 186).
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Warne also examines and "revisions" McClung's major polemic, In
Times Like These (1915), the work most likely to be familiar to readers now.
She devotes two chapters to extensive analysis of text and context, and also
considers critiques of McClung's style of feminism.

The book, she writes, is "a collection of impassioned, revivalistic sermons,
geared to the common person with the conscious intent to convert" (p. 88).A
major concern is explaining why and how McClung constructed her argu
ments as she did, and Warne emphasizes how important it is to take note of
the historical context. Failure to do so, she asserts, can lead to misapprehen
sion and distorted interpretation. In order to devise as effective an appeal to
her audienceas possible, Warne argues, McClung had to respond trenchantly
to the major arguments associated with the then rampant antifeminism.
Warne singles out three then well known and outspoken antifeministCana
dian males - Sir Almroth Wright, medical researcher; Stephen Leacock,
political economist, writer, lecturer; and Sir Rodmond Roblin, Manitoba
Premier - and "deconstructs" their arguments.

McClung, she contends, considered essential two responses. One
"sought to emphasize women's 'common humanity' with men in the
matters of human excellences, social and religious obligations, and spiritual
worth." But, she continues, McClung "also wished to preserve for women
a unique perspective and understanding which issued out of the concrete
realities of women's lives" (p. 123).

Here Warne enters the well-trampled ground of debate over "maternal
feminism." She shows that McClung used arguments of both "maternal"
and "equal rights" feminism, and takes issue with analyses of McClung like
those of Carol Bacchi and Veronica Strong-Boag, critical of McClung's
failure to break from the pervasive essen tialist notion of woman-as-mother.
Warne's quotations, however, do not fully support her contentions.
McClung seemingly relinquished neither the conviction that motherhood
was woman's highest calling nor the notion that there existed distinctive
"womanly" (read "motherly") traits (pp. 50, 139-40,168).

Although she sometimes overstates her case, Warne's study contributes
to a deeper understanding of McClung, and from her discussion emerges a
more complex figure than some past treatments have suggested. Literature
as Pulpit is recommended reading, an informative analysis of McClung's
worldview which makes both the woman and her novels "come alive" for
today's readers.

Complementing Warne's accessible study is the recently published
biography, Firing the Heather: The Life and Times of Nellie McClung, co
authored by the late Mary Hallett (historian), and Marilyn Davis (English
professor). Before examining the volume as a whole, I want to turn to a
chapter that parallels and complements Warne's study, Davis's "Antiro
mantic Fiction of a Feminist." In it she analyzes not only McClung's novels
but also the short stories that first established her literary reputation, and
takes issue with the dismissive treatment of McClung by male critics who
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refuse to acknowledge a distinctive women's literary tradition or examine
carefully her work. She is especially critical of Dick Harrison whose
Unnamed Country: TheStruggle for aCanadian Prairie Fiction places McClung
in the tradition of literary romanticism (pp. 238-43). In fact, asserts Davis,
she is the opposite, an "antiromantic." Nor would she likely agree with
Warne's characterization of her as melodramatist. "McClung was essen
tiallya satirist," she argues; "irony and satire weave their way through her
fiction from beginning to end" (p. 236). Like Warne, she considers her a
feminist who tackled serious social issues, and writes: "Using essentially
antiromantic fiction in which she commonly presented the negative social
conditioning of women, McClung articulated numerous social problems
that women have in the past, and still do, experience" (p. 269). Davis,
however, largely disregards the religious strand explored by Warne with
one striking exception. She singles out a recurring theme absent from
Warne's analysis: "Every Eden in Nellie McClung's work has its evil
serpent. In fact, the image of the serpent as betrayer is a continuous image
throughout her writing" (p. 244).

The Hallett/Davis biography as a whole is an informative study based
upon extensive research and utilization of McClung's two published auto
biographies. From it emerges a Nellie (as she is called throughout the book)
who was a headstrong, sometimes rebellious, little girl, often at odds with
the Victorian conventionality of her dour Presbyterian mother. Talkative,
forward, questioning, she early determined to be independent, to be her
own woman. This young "self" is essentially Nellie's own construction,
drawn largely from her autobiography, Clearing in the West, and the co
authors make some telling comparisions between published and manu
script versions. Nellie, it seems, was a born drama tist, and sough t in old age,
as always, for precisely the right self to put forward to make her case the
most effectively.

Perhaps most distinctive and compelling about the biography is the
story of how this rebellious, outspoken, young girl transformed potential
liabilities into assets, and became a warm, outgoing, well-liked woman who
combined an active family life with a public career in which her flair for
dramatization and self-dramatization was transmuted into the ability to
stir multitudes.

The life of this extraordinary woman is followed from her rural Ontario
birth in 1873 through the Mooney family's migration to prairie farm, to her
adult life in small town Manitoba, and, thence, to the city life of Winnipeg,
Edmonton, and Calgary, and, finally, to retirement on an acreage outside
Victoria.

What is presented is a "fleshed out" account of a story already sketchily
known, its very detail making the biography a valuable contribution, and the
"life-and-times" approach giving readers valuable historical context. Nellie's
teacher training, her experiences as a young teacher in rural/small town
Manitoba, the development of her literary career, the formation of her public
persona, first author/recitalist, then controversial crusader for prohibition

------------------
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and women's rights, of international reputation, her Alberta legislative ca
reer, her religious involvements, are all included. Also discussed is the Nellie
who was wife and mother. Few women, then or later, had either the organiza
tional ability, or the talent, or the energy to accomplish all she did.

Nellie, as subject, dominates. Nevertheless, one would like to know
more about husband Wes, about the five children, about family dynamics
in a household where the wife/ mother enjoyed autonomy. The McClung
marriage, as the coauthors portray it, was unusual in any era, a true
partnership, and even more unique because it was based not upon the
sharing of common interests but upon the interfacing of a husband and wife
whose interests often differed. Wes remains perhaps too shadowy a figure
in the biography - we are given only tantilizing glimpses of his work, his
habits, his concerns. It is clear he was a rarity, a man whose upbringing in a
Methodist parsonage where women's autonomy was respected, and duties
shared, made him one of the few "available" matches for Nellie in the
Victorian "marriage market": a man able to understand and accept her
need for autonomy-at least, one suspects, so long as the meals were on
time and the shirts laundered.

The coauthors do discuss the household arrangements that allowed her
to exercise the autonomy her husband acknowledged and to devote her
family time to what she considered important - children, husband, and
cultivation of intrafamily relationships. For her domestic servants were no
mere convenience but crucial, the means by which she exercised her
expected responsibility for the domestic welfare of the family while pursu
ing a career. And, seemingly, her "girls" were always excellent workers
who were treated as family and encouraged (as Warne would say) to
empower themselves. No "servant problem" for Nellie.

She was definitely an extraordinary woman. But, in the end, she seems
almost too good to be true, and the biography is curiously uncritical. This
air of unreality extends to treatment of Nellie's relationships with other
women. Her capacity for friendship seems boundless, while her disagree
ments with other feminists, though sometimes noted, are perhaps too
soft-pedalled. Hints largely substitute for discussion about her relation
ships with her Methodist/United Church "sisters" who would often have
been more conservative than she. (I suspect, in fact, that her mother-in-law
was one of the few active churchwomen she admired.)

Nevertheless, the Hallett/Davis biography is an informative general
biography about this woman and her public activities. It is well titled. Nellie
sought, indeed, to "fire the heather," to get rid of the old so the new could
grow. She was determined to open to women wha twas righ tfully theirs: the
public sphere. She fought, quite in advance of her time, to legitimize careers
for women who were also wives and mothers; and, she also challenged
women themselves to take greater responsibility, change their attitudes,
develop their talents, and work for a better world.

Firing the Heather and Warne's Literature as Pulpit together provide a
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more detailed and vivid portrayal of McClung than heretofore available.
Not only do we know more about her activities, we now have a deeper
understanding of her worldview, which was, admittedly, largely unorig
inal. McClung's mindset was essentially that of middle-class Protestant
Victorian Canada. In fact, that was her strength. She was able to capitalize
upon her way with words and her familiarity with the "ordinary" to give
"voice to the voiceless," to create vivid, entertaining stories that lightened
the burdens of ordinary North Americans, and to encourage individual and
social transformation. What set her apart was a questioning mind and
ambitious spirit combined with commitment to actualizing the ideals of her
"ordinary" mindset in light of the demands, opportunities and perspec
tives of a new and changing land. Hence, she was Christian and feminist
and social activist. This combination is often seen as alien in our late
twentieth-century world. These two books should make it understandable
how McClung- and many others - saw no essen tial contradictions in this
triad. These authors have treated McClung on her own terms, and allow
their readers to evaluate her in light of her own time. Their books are
sometimes too uncritical, and leave some issues unexplored. Both should
hopefully stimulate further research on not only McClung but also her
many "sisters" who, like her wanted to "fire the heather."

Ann Leger-Anderson
Department of History
University of Regina

Lawfor theElephant, Law for theBeaver: Essays in theLegal History oftheNorth
American West, edited by John McLaren, Hamar Foster, Chet Orloff. Regina:
Canadian Plains Research Center/Ninth Judicial Circuit Historical Society,
1992. Pp. 336.

The essays in this book are selected from papers delivered at U A
Transboundary Conference on the Legal History of the West and North
west of North America," held at the University of Victoria in 1991. The
editors have added a further essay which describes their objectives in
publishing the collection. The editors have selected essays which approach
a theme from a Canadian or an American context or those which attempt a
comparative approach in one study. The essays can be grouped around
common themes - historiography, law and order, Native rights, criminal
law and jurisdiction, discrimination against Chinese. Two further essays,
not easily grouped, round out the collection: one describing the provenance
of water law in western Canada, the other describing the development of
constitutional law in the western American states of the late nineteenth
century. The result is a collection of scholarly work as diverse in approach
as in subject matter.

Paul Tennant's essay IiAboriginal Rights and the Canadian Legal System:
The West Coast Anomaly" is a brief survey of Indian policy within British
Columbia. His theme is that a negative Indian policy began in the colonial
period and matured in the twentieth century, to be finally shaken by the
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interaction of judicial decisions and political process. The writing is clear and
the analysis insightful, especially so in relation to the leading Canadian cases
of our day - Calder, Guerin, Sparrow and Delgamuukui. Stephen Haycox
approaches a similar matter in Alaska but in a different way. His essay
"Tee-Hit-Tonand Alaska Native Rights" is a discussion of the role of the Paul
family, particularly William Lewis Paul, Sr., in the legal disputes which
culminated in a leading case in American jurisprudence - the 1955 decision
of the Supreme Court in Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States. Haycox makes
good use of archival materials to trace the influential role of this family in the
litigation and the associated internal struggles within the Alaska Native
Brotherhood.

The killing of John McLoughlin, Jr. at Fort Stikine in April of 1842 forms
the central focus for Hamar Foster's essay "Killing Mr. John: Law and
Jurisdiction at Fort Stikine 1842-1846." Foster makes good use of Hudson's
Bay Company (HBC) records to describe the investigation of the murder of
this troubled young man in the context of a larger struggle between senior
HBC officers. Foster suggests that the murder could have fallen within the
jurisdiction of three legal systems - Russian, Tlingit and British. The
Russians did not pursue the case and the Tlingi t did not assert jurisdiction.
By default, then, Fosters essay is most deeply rooted in HBC scholarship.
Foster makes a valuable contribution, and his identification of the case as
one which threatened to expose internal problems within the HBC is a most
interesting element of explanation of why the efforts to prosecute the case
in England or in Canada came to naught. The essay by Kenneth Coates and
William Morrison also pursues the. theme of criminal law and jurisdiction.
In "Controlling the Army of Occupation: Law Enforcement and the North
west Defense Projects, 1942-1946" the authors discuss the right to
extraterritoriality enjoyed by Americans working in Canada on the Alaska
Highway and Canol Pipeline projects during World War II. The essay is an
engaging study of the topic and deals in a readable manner with the
practical problems created for Canadian law enforcement agencies. A
discussion of the aggressive presence of the American military police is
hindered by the fact that none of their records survive today, a fact which
inevitably limits the depth of analysis on this important point.

Incidents of violence against Chinese are surveyed in John R. Wunder's
essay "Anti-Chinese Violence in the American West, 1850-1910." Wunder
analyzes incidents of violence according to location, timing and frequency.
The essay, though, is more than a catalogue. It effectively demonstrates the
extent of the violence and the impact on the victims. A different approach
to the same topic is adopted by John McLaren in his essay "The Early British
Columbia Judges, the Rule of Law and the 'Chinese Question': The Califor
nia and Oregon Connection." McLaren studies five judicial decisions in
British Columbia rendered between 1878 and 1886. His thesis is that the
British Columbia judges drew inspiration from American jurisprudence in
extending legal protection to Chinese interests, despite the prevailing
political and popular culture. He concludes that this reliance on republican
precedent arose from shared judicial perspectives of the day - fear of
populist democratic trends coupled with an "elitist" judicial ideology.
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In "Law and Order on the Western-Canadian Frontier" R.C. Macleod
explores violence in western Canada during the fur-trade era and the early
decades of Dominion jurisdiction. Citing primarily secondary sources, the
author has prepared a valuable addition to the literature. Analysis is
conducted by region with the Red River area and the Pacific region dis
cussed separately from the vast continental interior. Macleod analyzes
incidents of violence through the perspective of relations between Cauca
sian and Native cultures and through a consideration of the vigour with
which the Europeans and Canadians asserted their legal jurisdiction
against Native or Metis jurisdictions and interests. The essay concludes
with a discussion of the creation of the North West Mounted Police as a
reflection of Dominion resolve to assert jurisdiction vigorously. Richard
Maxwell Brown's essay "Law and Order on the American Frontier: The
Western Civil War of Incorporation" is an enjoyable exploitation of the
American fascination with gunfighters of the wild west. Brown suggests
that outlaw activity can be seen as resistance to the advance of the forces of
incorporation into the western frontier. Characters in this "civil war" are
described by their place in the author's analytical model - "glorified
gunfighters," "grassroots gunfighters," "incorporation g\lnfighters" and
"resister gunfighters."

In "Water Law of the Canadian West: Influences from the Western
States" David Percy identifies the legislative initiatives which supplanted
the common law doctrine of riparian rights in western Canada. Percy uses
secondary literature primarily, augmented by reference to the William
Pearce papers held at the Archives of the University of Alberta. Using well
accepted techniques of statutory interpretation, he concludes that British
Columbia legislation was derived from American law which applied in the
gold fields of California while the Irrigation Act (which applied in the
prairies) was modelled on contemporary Australian law.

Christian Fritz discusses the process by which western state constitu
tions were developed in the nineteenth century. His essay "Constitution
Making in the Nineteenth-Century American West" draws heavily from
transcripts of debates at constitutional conventions. The author identifies
how the delegates relied on compilations of earlier constitutions, on secon
dary literature and on their own experiences and understanding of
constitution making in other states. In this way the fundamental principles
of constitutional law were identified, and were occasionally alloyed with
ideas which more properly belonged in ordinary legislation, to reflect the
progress of the age. Fritz opposes the notion that western state constitutions
were formed without regard to earlier constitutional principles or to con
temporary constitutional experiences.

The diverse approaches to the study of western legal history contained
within these essays are anticipated by John Philip Reid's essay "The Layers of
Western Legal History." In this scholarly work, Reid ou tlines the perspectives
which have been brought to the study of this "neglected" area of law. The
essay is as much a discussion of perspectives which may be brought to the
subject matter as it is a study of those which have been explored.

~------------------- - --
~ - ~
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A book is of course more than the sum of its essays. The editors readily
concede weaknesses in the collection, including gaps in the topics covered
and an absence of female contributors. Yeta selection of essays cannotbe an
encyclopedic history. The editors and the publishers should be credited
with a solid contribution to the literature on western legal history, where
truly (as Reid observes) "there may be no area more neglected" (p. 23).
Perhaps the single most significant contribution made by the book is a
forceful demonstration that the international boundary, while marking the
boundary between two distinct legal systems, does not also mark the
boundary between two solitudes.

Kirk N. Lambrecht
Justice Canada
Edmonton, Alberta

Swords and Ploughshares: War and Agriculture in Western Canada, edited by
R.C. Macleod. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1993.Pp. 277.

Readers who expect this collection of articles to examine the relationship
between war and agriculture in western Canada will be disappointed. In
his introduction, editor Rod Macleod does an admirable job of expressing
the theme and attempting to pull the eleven papers together. But the book
does not deliver.

The papers were originally presented at two Western Canadian Studies
conferences, one in 1985 at Edmonton to mark the centenary of the North
West Rebellion, the other in 1987 at Saskatoon to explore the theme of
agriculture in the prairie west. Most bear only a cursory relationship to the
avowed theme of the collection, hardly surprising since it was not on the
agenda at either conference. And much of the material is now dated.
Although the papers were presented as original works for the conferences,
at least two have already appeared in print elsewhere, and analysis in
several of the others has since been presented in other published works of
the authors.

The collection is eclectic. Most of the papers are historical, but there are
also representations from geography, archaeology and literary criticism.
The interdisciplinary approach provides balance to some of the topics, but
not to the overall theme. The quality is uneven, some papers are innovative
and insightful, while others contain interesting historical stories but do not
provide significant new analysis.

Among the most provocative is Gerhart Ens' study of Metis agriculture
at Red River from 1835 to 1870.Ens sees the Metis not as torn between the
primitive hunt and progressive agriculture, but as making choices based on
their perceptions of economic opportunities. Their attraction to the hunt,
and away from their farms, had much to do with expanding markets for
furs and buffalo robes and with limited and uncertain farm production and
markets. He makes the point that the much-noticed Metis movement away
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from the Red River after the resistance of 1870 was grounded in their
economic experiences during earlier decades.

Indirect support for Ens' findings comes in the short report by Maurice
Doll on-preliminary archeological research at the Buffalo Lake (Alberta)
Metis settlement. The report is an odd inclusion in this collection, as it
reaches no significant historical conclusions and readers will be left won
dering about its meaning. But, as Doll and others have suggested else
where, the significance of the Buffalo Lake community lies in its large size
and its short life, from about 1872 to 1878.

Agricultural settlement was more permanent and produced some of the
tensions that led to rebellion in the North-West. But for most westerners,
disputes with Ottawa resulted in acrimony and protest, not violence. In the
1880s, British Columbia portrayed itself as a haven of law and order, not
part of the "wild west." Patricia Roy's survey of the decade shows that
while crime and fears of crime were features of British Columbia life, and
the structures for the administration of justice were fairly rudimentary, the
reality was not too far from the advertised image. Threats to law and order
were minor and often isolated, and the provincial government appeared to
spend as much energy on wrangling with the federal government over
law-enforcement jurisdiction as it did on enforcing breaches of the law.

John Gilpin's study of the Edmonton and district settlers' rights movement
of 1880 to 1885 found a similar reluctance on the part of the federal govern
ment to intervene in local land disputes. Left to their own devices, settlers at
Edmonton devised their own solutions, contributing to a legacy of peaceful
protest that contrasted sharply with the outbreak of the rebellion in 1885.

The North-West Rebellion has been the subject of considerable literary
output. Rota Herzberg Lister's examination of 1885 in Canadian drama
contrasts the genre as it appeared in the immediate aftermath of the
rebellion and as it developed sixty-five years later. Earlier dramatizations
reflected the political sympathies of their authors, presenting the rebellion
as an epic struggle of "triumph over adversity." With time came detach
ment, and later playwrights developed plot and character to much greater
dramatic effect and within a broader range of historical veracity. Perhaps
the most enduring legacy for the individuals who fought and died on the
battlefields of the North-West lies in the work of fictionalists.

Indeed, except for the lionization of the actual rebellion and its heroes,
one is left wondering whether the causes and effects of the events of 1885
have very deeply entered the Canadian historical consciousness. Eight of
the eleven papers in this collection come from the North-West Rebellion
centenary conference, yet few make more than passing reference to the
rebellion itself, and fewer still to its wider effects. Judith Wiesinger's
geographical study of the urbanization of Manitoba in the 1870s and 1880s,
while interesting and informative, neglects obvious opportunities to put
historical data into historical context. She men tions only in passing the huge
bust in land prices in the West in this period, does not remark that in 1884

~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----~
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and 1885the railway was desperate for cash, and does not mention the 1885
Rebellion at all. .

Four papers in the collection deal primarily with the influence of indi
viduals on history. Donald B. Smith makes some interesting observations
about people and potential biases involved in the St. Catherine's Milling
case, which had much to do with aboriginal title. He argues that Chancellor
John Boyd, with both an academic background and personal interest in
aboriginal matters, was probably the best qualified judge in Canada to deal
with the case. Yet some of Smith's assumptions about Boyd's knowledge
and sympathies are tenuous and unsubstantiated.

David E. Smith examines Jimmy Gardiner's leadership role as federal
minister of agriculture from 1935 to 1957. He explains that Gardiner's
success as a farmers' champion was determined partly by his hard work
and dedication, and partly fortuitously by the indifference of his cabinet
colleagues and the relatively free hand he had in shaping federal agricul
tural policy during the turbulent years of drought and depression and war
and reconstruction. J.E.Rea sets himself a much narrower task: to examine
three major events in 1921and 1922in the career of T.A.Crerar, Progressive
leader, revising what he sees as a previous central Canadian bias in inter
pretation. Rea's work portrays a party that was hampered less by ideologi
cal splits than by practical political realities. It gives increased credit to the
western Canadian Progressives for action in the tumultuous political arena
of the day.

Brian Titley examines the career of Indian Affairs administrator Hayter
Reed during the late nineteenth century. Titley draws a rounded portrait of
Reed, correcting the usual caricature of a one-dimensional ogre, yet not
glossing over the intense dislike for Reed among many of his contemporar
ies, especially the Indians in his charge. He shows that Reed himself could
demonstrate some success and derive considerable satisfaction from his
harshly assimilationist attitudes and policies. Yet, although Reed was very
influential, he was not the cornerstone of government policy that Titley
makes out. Reed succeeded in his career because he was a talented, hard
working individual whose views of the "Indian problem" coincided with
those of his political masters. Titley's biography is thorough and satisfying,
and is also the only paper in the collection to address directly the avowed
theme. He makes it clear that the policies of a distant government, com
bined with Reed's own attitude to those in his charge, created a situation in
which the failure of agriculture helped fuel the fire of war.

There is much in this collection that is worthwhile examining, but the
range is too broad, both in quality and topic, to provide the coherence
suggested in the title. Readers will learn a little about war and a little more
about agriculture, but very little about the connection between the two.

Cecilia Danysk
Department of History
Dalhousie University
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LostHarvests: Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers andGovernment Policy, by Sarah
Carter. Montreal, Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993. Pp.
323.

Sarah Carter's LostHarvests raises and addresses a cruel paradox. The
purchase of Rupert's Land by the Dominion Government in 1869, and the
negotiation of a series of treaties with Plains Indians, beginning in 1871,
make it abundantly clear that the Government and indeed the Parliament
of the day had no confidence in the Native and Metis peoples holding an
expansionist America at bay and securing the prairie territories for British
North America.

That objective, they were satisfied, could be achieved only by supplant
ing the dwindling fur trade with agriculture and replacing the indigenous
population with strangers to the region: settlers from eastern Canada, the
United States and Europe.

The Plains Indians were dutifully cleared off the land, reassembled on
reserves, to be assimilated into "white" society. How? By teaching them
how to farm.

The plan failed and Carter carefully mines conventional histories for an
explanation. She is not disappointed. Put simply, nomadic hunters and
traders do not farmers make. A plausible explanation which, Carter discov
ered, does not stand up against careful investigation.

Carter does not dispute that the customs and habits of hunting and
trading, indeed the religious attitudes of Plains Indians towards the land,
did not dispose the aboriginal peoples to converting to agriculture. What
she discovered were numerous instances where Plains Indians converted
nonetheless, during drought years, in the face of questionable assistance
from farm instructors with no dryland farming experience.

And what became of this remarkable breakthrough? It is Carter's con
tention that the Department of Indian Affairs effectively sabotaged its own
policy. The evidence she adduces is persuasive and bound to shatter the
self-serving and popular view that Canadians, unlike Americans, were
benevolent towards and tolerant of aboriginal peoples.

The success of reserve agriculture was viewed as threatening in two
respects. First, it placed Indians in competition with "white" settlers; that is,
individuals who were assumed to be politically reliable for national pur
poses. Second, reserve agriculture tended to be a collective enterprise,
offending the proposition that private property alone was the basis for
productivity and prosperity.

Indian Affairs set about to ensure that the prophecy was fulfilled. A
policy of "severalty" - of breaking up reserve land into individual allot
ments - was vigorously pursued.

There was more. The senior officers in Indian Affairs were convinced
that people of Indian ancestry had to evolve into the occupation of farming;
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that the transition from nomadic hunter and trader to modern farmer
required passage through a stage known as peasant farming, that is, small
operations with rudimentary, hand technology. This in the face of success
ful, collective farming; this in the face of Indian demands for modem
technology. The result? A promising initiative is snuffed out. The Depart
ment of Indian Affairs succeeds in creating a dependent clientele. A genera
tion of historians will conceal the treachery.

A first read of the evidence that Carter has meticulously gathered defies
belief. One finds oneself racing to the endnotes to check and consider
sources. And then it sinks in. The methodical madness of it all. The
systematic destruction of an aboriginal attempt to adjust and adapt to new
and trying circumstances in their own way, through their own ingenuity.

Lost Harvests is more than essential reading for students interested in and
concerned about the Canadian Prairies. It is, in addition, a major contribution
to a modest literature concerning the usurpation of the commons by private
property: in America, in Europe, in Africa. It cuts a wide swath.

James N. McCrorie
Canadian Plains Research Center
University of Regina

Co-operatives andCommunity Development: Economics in Social Perspective, by
Brett Fairbairn, June Bold, Murray Fulton, Lou Hammond Ketilson and
Daniel Ish. Saskatoon: Centre for the Study of Co-operatives, University of
Saskatchewan, 1991.Pp. 120.

At the simplest level, this book is a plea for co-operatives to playa more
committed role ill small community development. It is a kind of moral
injunction to administrators, board members and ordinary co-op members
to revitalize their organizations and thereby save their communities from
extinction. As such it should be adopted in western Canadian university
faculties of administration as a textbook on better co-op management. It is
geocentric and ethnocentric in its appeal.

The argument is couched in the language and thought of economic
modelling, contemporary scientific management and even pop ecology
(finding a productive "niche"). Charts are used to illustrate such proposi
tions as the superiority of co-operatives over "outside firms" in creating
and retaining earnings within communities, ownership and control charac
teristics of outside firms versus co-operatives, market linkages in local
communities comparing export-oriented firms with locally oriented firms,
and the "rusty bucket" model of community economic development.

The audience addressed is presumably comfortable with the assump
tions and terminology of mainstream academic economics, yet the message
of co-operative superiority over competitive and acquisitive individualism
promises a different kind of social organization. The explicit assumption of
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the moral superiority of co-operatives over both governmental and other
capitalist ventures expresses the kind of sanctimony found among some
religious folk and political parties. Still, the authors must be respected for
their effort to provide a strategy to sustain rural communities through
voluntary and spontaneous co-operative effort. But their argument is so
embedded in the assumptions of populism and positivism that it fails to
address the more general problems for Canadian democracy of bureaucra
tism, parliamentarism, patriarchy and elitism that are now being addressed
by such publications as A Different Kind of State, edited by Gregory Albo,
David Langille and Leo Panitch (1993).

The authors attempt to deal with an eternal contradiction which inheres
in North American co-operatives: the imperatives of capitalist accumula
tion versus the yearnings for humane communal relations. They are con
vinced that there need not be a contradiction in practice if co-operators will
recognize that both the business side of co-ops and their educational and
community mindedness are successfully balanced.

While this suggests a naively pious blindness, the authors are perfectly
aware of the deficiencies of co-operatives. For example, their methods
included a questionnaire administered to a number of Saskatchewan co
operators on their perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of co-ops in
leading community development. They conclude that "[in] general... the
co-operatives and credit unions we surveyed have not taken any significant
leadership role in economic development" (p, 42). And throughout they
acknowledge the phenomenon of "frozen co-ops" which have abandoned
their educational and developmental roles in favour of simple capital
accumulation.

Thus, the more profound issue motivating this text is the authors'
conviction that co-operatives are a vital instrument of democracy. This
argument is developed most carefully in chapter four entitled "Square
Pegs, Round Holes: Collective Enterprise under a Regime of Elite Power
and Individual Rights." The Rochdale Principles, dating from the formali
zation of the British co-operative movement in the nineteenth century, are
the fundament of co-op democracy. These principles are: open and volun
tary membership, democratic control, limited interest on share capital,
return of surplus to members, co-operative education and co-operation
between co-operatives.

But the authors demonstrate that, despite these principles, the achieve
ment of democracy in co-operatives has been less than complete. Once again,
relying on models, they discuss paradoxes arising from "the principal-agent
problem" or the problem of representation. They describe succinctly the
limitations legislation and judicial interpretation have put upon co-op de
mocracy, forcing decision making into the pinched hierarchical forms and
elitist practices of wider Canadian democracy. "Canadian courtshave consis
tently thwarted the participatory democratic model espoused by co-opera
tives" (p.73). Internally this means "that appointed managers in a
co-operative are likely to have the greatest say in guiding the organization"
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(p. 77). The authors explain this curtailment of democracy, in part, by lithe
presumption of individual rights, which [leads] the law and the courts to
interfere, ostensibly to protect individuals, to prevent collective actions that
benefit individuals" (p.81).

The other aspect of democracy more implicit than explicit in their
discussion is the idea that small, decentralized communities are inherently
more democratic than large, centralized communities. The focus of the
book is on small community development in Saskatchewan, the home base
of the greatest number of co-operatives. The democracy of decision making
in such co-operatives varies greatly and cannot be assumed as a normative
mode. More to the point, even if co-ops are workshops of democracy for
their members, as the authors argue, they exclude the vast majority of
society. Even Saskatchewan has become an urban society and co-ops have
failed to integrate their wage workers, presumably included in the authors'
catagoryof "stakeholders," in democratic decision making. Workers have
turned to trade unions and in the past thirty years co-ops have been the site
of some of the most bitter and protracted industrial disputes in the prov
ince's history. The book is silent on this fact.

In the last century opponents of the utopian socialists and co-operative
enthusiasts argued effectively that capitalist society could not be trans
formed by the passive example of ideal communities. Small rural commu
nities are not the way late-twentieth-century capitalism is organized.
However useful co-operatives may have been in the lives of such commu
nities, they have not saved those communities from the processes of mor
bidity. Co-op democracy has not become a model for Canadian society.

Even with the co-operative movement the tendency is toward concen
tration and centralization, a necessary characteristic of capitalism identified
by Marx. Empirically, but not theoretically, this reality is recognized by the
authors:

Five generations of co-ops in fifty years are evidence of a remarkable
degree of community organizing. As todays's co-operators look back,
we tend to see the institutions and not the processes that gave rise to
them. The education and organization, the field agents and town hall
meetings, the co-op newspapers and institutes and women's co-opera
tive guilds, all died away. The institutions themselves appear at times
almost to have ridden upon or even fought the tide of community
organizing rather than always to have helped it. (p.llS)

Today, the most successful co-operatives are the large centrals: the wheat
pools, the provincial credit unions and caisses populaire, and the Federated
Co-operative.

At the grass-roots level a continuous process of regional amalgamation
is at work. Now the Saskatchewan Wheat Pool is riven over a management
plan to introduce stock ownership which can be traded on the market,
moving it a step closer to United Grain Growers and Cargill.

The primary role of North American co-operatives has been to protect
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small capitalist property owners from the harsh consequences of a market
system controlled by large and distant capitalists. Only for a few and only for
a short time was it a method for changing society. It is not surprising that the
democratic, educational community development aspects of co-operatives
were too weak to withstand the endless attacks from the dominant capitalist
social system. In fact, governments, political parties and co-operative leaders
have aggressively discouraged the kinds of co-operative ventures that might
threaten the system of private capital ownership. And in that regard,
advocates such as these authors might address the question of why such a
miniscule number of farmers voluntarily entered into production co
operatives where property and labour was pooled.

Strangely missing in this publication is recognition of the continuous
reproduction of co-operatives among the weak and ill-served. The book's
focus is on the mainstream co-operatives supplying goods and services to
small producers and their communities. But the co-operatives that continue
to mobilize volunteers and educate them in self-help are the marginal
initiatives of day-care providers, community health services, battered
women and pregnancy counselling, immigrant aid and solidarity organiza
tions and the like. Co-operative ventures of this sort are directed against the
deficiencies of private and public capitalism and will likely always repro
duce themselves as long as the system of commodity production and
exchange value dominate.

Joe Roberts
Department of Political Science
University of Regina

Three Hundred Prairie Years: Henry Kelsey's "InlandCountryof Good Report,"
edited by Henry Epp. Canadian Plains Research Center, 1993.Pp. 238.

Henry Kelsey's reconnaissance of the Canadian Prairies some 300 years
ago was a harbinger of European expansion. A few decades later, networks
of wooden fur-trade posts anchored at depots on the St. Lawrence and on
the shores of Hudson Bay began to reach the western parklands and
prairies. This encroachment had profound effects on native economies,
material culture, politics and demography, yet in many respects life contin
ued as it had for the previous 10,000years. Moreover, the physical land
scape, except for a decline in buffalo herds, remained nearly unchanged.

The next phase of prairie history was launched in 1869by the transfer of
Rupert's Land from the Hudson's Bay Company to the Dominion of
Canada. Almost immediately the government began a process of occupa
tion and exploitation, moving aboriginal populations onto reserves and
filling the empty spaces with trainloads of agricultural immigrants, These
immigrants, fifty times more numerous than the old aboriginal and fur
trade populations combined, with axe and plough transformed the
parklands and grasslands into an immense gridwork of cultivated farms
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speckled with towns. The changes from bison hunting and fur trading to
farming took only about forty years. Within that time the newcomers
bonded themselves to the land, and their descendants are now also native
to the Prairies.

Three Hundred Prairie Years is both a commemoration of the Kelsey
anniversary and a many-sided examination of the prairie landscape, par
ticularly that of Saskatchewan. We learn that the past hundred years have
wrought more massive change to the Prairies than to any other large
portion of the earth. The long-term effects are difficult to determine or even
guess; yet, the influence of the prairie landscape on prairie people remains
important. Bythe end of the book it is clear that bonds between humans and
homelands are as integral to identity, indeed, to well-being, as are the
distinctions of language, race, gender, ethnicity, religion, age and socioeco
nomic position which dominate our contemporary "globalized" politics.

The book is comprised of two parts. First is the proceedings of a 1991
"Kelsey Conference" hosted by the Saskatchewan Archaeological Society in
Saskatoon. It includes an introduction followed by twenty-one essays on the
natural and human history of the Saskatchewan prairies. Subjects range from
geologic origins (Storer), life processes (Epp), reconstructions of weather
(McConnell) and the communities of plants (Thorpe), fish (Atton), birds
(Houston), mammals (Epp) and humans (Meyer) which occupied the Prairies
prior to Kelsey's arrival, to where Kelsey travelled (Ronaghan), who he met
(Russell, Gibson), phases and dynamics of fur-trade expansion (Ray), and
Indian/European trade relations (Thistle, Dempsey). The essays continue
with descriptions of the modern landscape (Gauthier) and views of it held by
various present-day inhabitants (Widdis, Gayton, Pelly-Landrie, Fiddler).
Concluding papers cover stewardship (Jones) and predictions about the
future (Epp). Not only is the subject matter diverse, but so, too, are the
backgrounds of the authors-geography, archaeology, native studies, Indian
cultural, educational and political work, history, palaeontology, plant ecol
ogy, fisheries research, ornithlogy, range management, environmental as
sessment and one high school teacher. The editor has preserved each author's
writing style and opinions, insisting only that presentations be logical, under
standable and factually based. The result is an uneven, yet interesting series
of essays reflecting our present state of knowledge.

Most of the papers are brief, readable, and rewarding. I will mention
only two in greater detail. One is Henry Epp's "Life Processes: Prehistoric
Dynamics," an overview containing his explanation for the means by
which bison became the dominant prairie animal after the last ice age.
Apparently, they did so by adopting a migratory lifestyle. This created an
evolutionary advantage in relation to their chief predators, wolves. Since
wolves, like other predators, were (and are) territorial, they could not leave
their home ranges to follow migratory bison herds. Consequently, wolves
were forced to depend on more sedentary prey after the bison had moved
on. Thus, they never became sufficiently numerous to be a significant
limitation to bison populations. Bison herds simply keptmultiplying until
they overwhelmed their competitors.
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Epp's explanation also prompts insight into similar limitations on aborigi
nal populations. It is an idea which he has elaborated on in an unpublished
paper, ''Why Were There Not More Prehistoric Plains Hunters?" In brief, Epp
believes thatnorthern Plains bison-hunting populations remained as muchas
90 percent below the level sustainable by the number of bison in the region
because they, too, were governed by an element of territoriality. Territorial
limitations meant that Plains Indians could not match the migratory capaci
ties of most plains bison. Although aboriginal bison hunters travelled exten
sively, feasted on an abundance of bison periodically, shared food and made
use of other coping strategies, over the long haul they were only able to
sustain population levels commensurate with supplies of more sedentary
prey and other food resources within their territories.

Another interesting paper is Randy Widdis' "Present Cultural Land
scape." In it he provides a "humanistic" interpretation of the cultural
landscapes of Saskatchewan, a potent perspective which underscores the
importance of landscape to human identity. Widdis writes about the mo
saic of meanings associated with landscapes and classifies them into two
groups, "homegrown" and "imposed." Ironically, that which was once
imposed, the landscape of isolated, dispersed farmsteads created by a grid
survey system and external government policy, is now part of what he calls
homegrown. However, Saskatchewan settlement has been shifting from
rural to urban areas for some decades. This has produced what Widdis
refers to as a "relic landscape of abandonment." Meanwhile, cities, accord
ing to Widdis, fall under the imposed landscape category. They are palimp
sests, mixtures of old and new. One of the new urban phenomena is the
"landscape of simulation," a zone where one can select the time and place
one wants to see or be by the push of a button or the choice of a specialty
store or restaurant. Widdis associates landscapes of simulation with the
postmodern world. They appear to be the cultural clothing of an advanced,
globalized capitalism which fragments and polarizes the populations it
engulfs. These are sobering thoughts.

After a main course of current papers, the second part of the volume is a
reprint of the long out-of-print Doughty and Martin (1929) edition of the
Kelsey papers, specifically the five most vital parts of that edition. Included
are the Doughty and Martin introduction, and their transcripts of Kelsey's
Introduction to his Journal of 1691, his journal of 1691, his paper on Indian
belief and superstitions, and his "Memorandum of abode in hudsons bay
from 1683 to 1722." These alone are worth the $28 price of the book.

The Hudson's Bay Company paid the cost of one copy for each high
school library in Saskatchewan, a generous act which one hopes will profit
a new generation. For those with already-established interests in the na
ture, history and meaning of the Saskatchewan prairies, my advice is to get
a copy of this book while it is still in print.

Ian Dyck
Curator of Plains Archaeology
Canadian Museum of Civilization

=-._--------------~--_._~
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Wedded to the Cause: Ukrainian-Canadian Women and Ethnic Identity 1891
1991, by Frances Swyripa. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993. Pp.
342.

Canadian historical writing has long been riddled with stereotypes.
Among the most powerful to flourish has been the image of the oppressed
and largely passive Ukrainian women, who slaved in the fields and in their
homes to guarantee their community sustenance on the Canadian Prairies.
The sexism and racism of this image, which has populated so many texts,
are increasingly obvious. Sustained reexamination has not been possible,
however, until very recently, because Canada's historians failed to cultivate
appropriate language skills and privileged access to the Ukrainian commu
nity. Fortunately, a new generation of professional historians is nowturn
ing its attention to Canada's diverse ethnic groups. Frances Swyripa's
Wedded to theCause joins such important contributions as Franca Iacovetta's
SuchHardworking People: Italian Immigrants in Postwar Toronto (1992), Ruth
Frager's Sweatshop Strife: Class, Ethnicity, and Gender in the Jewish Labour
Movement of Toronto 1900-1939 (1992) and Varpu Lindstrom-Best'sDefiant
Sisters: A Social History of Finnish Immigrant Women in Canada (1988) in
bringing into much clearer focus the meaning of gender, race and class for
Canadians.

To be sure, like their subjects, authors differ in their ability and interest in
creating a balance among this powerful trinity of identities.As we all too often
know, it is finally only too tempting, whether in living our lives or writing
books, to try to create order out of what seems to be chaos and to concentrate
on one role, or one aspect of "character and circumstance." Here ethnicity
dominates class and, to a far greater degree still,gender in the hierarchy of the
author's interests. Swyripa's apparent view that feminist goals are inherently
narrow while national and class ones are somehow broad (p. 13)also colours
her entire approach. This is not a perspective I share.

Wedded to the Cause originates from a doctoral thesis in history at the
University of Alberta where Frances Swyripa now holds a joint appoint
ment with the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. In order to complete
their work, doctoral candidates are well advised to narrow their focus, to
transform what might easily become an undoable task into something that
can actually be defended within a reasonable amount of time. Quite under
standably, Swyripa chose to concentrate on the image, the icon, of the
Ukrainian woman as held by two distinct groups, a nationalist majority and
a progressive minority of Ukrainian-Canadian activists. The former in
particular, in part because of its numbers but also one suspects because of
its emphasis on cultural survival, receives greatest attention. The national
ists, preoccupied both with the fate of the Ukrainian homeland and with the
situation of its former residents in North America, were interested in
women in so much as they contributed, or did not, to community develop
ment. Progressives, like so many of their brethren in other ethnic groups,
subsumed women's cause to that of the international proletariat. While
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Ukrainians immigrated in large numbers to Ontario as well as to the
Prairies, it is the latter group which receives the bulk of attention in this
volume.

The Introduction begins with the provocative announcement, "Queen
Elizabeth the Ukrainian," which initiates the argument that ethnicity, not
gender, is the critical variable here, whether we are discussing Canada's
British sovereign or her faraway subjects in North America. In this volume,
as in the eyes of nationalists and progressives, "women and their lives" are
to be subordinated "to the collective experience and needs of the whole" (p,
11). Inspired by the images and mythologies promoted by the articulate
leaders of the immigrant community, which privileged "ethnicity and class
over gender," Swyripa frankly tells her readers that "the present study
neither places women at the centre of their past nor adopts as its framework
'female' issues and concerns related to women's position in society. Instead
it places Ukrainian Canadians at the centre, with the issues and concerns
that formed their collective consciousness and purpose as the underlying
and unifying theme" (p, 19).

Chapter One turns first to the peasant immigrant women and then, in a
much more sustained fashion, to the concerns about their shortcomings as
voiced by the immigrant intelligentsia and Anglo-Canadian nation-builders.
Both sets of critics focussed on life in the prairie bloc settlements.

As the author notes, their laments and lectures did not necessarily mirror
reality; a largely negative image of the early settlers, who so largely failed to
measure up "served the prejudices and interests of the image's creators" (p.
33). By the 19205 it was clear that women, or rather certain ideas about
women, would form a continuing theme for nationalists and progressives
anxious to impose their views on the emerging hyphenated community.

Chapter Two, titled "Jeopardizing the Future: Alienated and Rebellious
Daughters," describes the fears aroused by the prospect of a generation
freed from the bonds of the nationalist imperative and tempted by the
offerings of the increasinglycommercialized North American culture of the
interwar years. Anxiety about Ukrainian-Canadian flappers was in fact, as
the author points out, far from the reality faced by young women seeking
to survive the harsh days of early settlement or vicious discrimination in
urban labour markets. From the perspective of their would-be leaders,
however, such youngsters needed firm guidance.

Chapter Three details the construction of nationalist and progressive
strategies for confronting the "anti-heroines" of "the ignorant and apathetic
peasant immigrant woman and her rebellious rudderless daughters" (p. 103).
Like other generations before and after, community activists, including
Ukrainian-Canadian women's associations, turned to the creation of appro
priate role models or "Great Women." Selected individuals, such as the
medieval princess Olha, were singled out for nationalist sanitation and
celebration. Anglo-Celtic advocates of Canadianization countered with their
own more anonymous heroines of assimilation. Rosa Luxemburg and Klara
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Zetkin provided the progressives with alternative sources of inspiration.
However seemingly different, the role models, originating in the 1920sand
1930s,were intended "not to motivate women on their own behalf ...but to
align them with like-thinking men" (p. 141).

Chapter Four, which takes the story up to 1945,points out how Ukrain
ian-Canadian women's organizations attempted to spread their particular
gospels of womanhood. In each case the two sexes were given different
spheres of activity; women were to concentrate firstly on home and moth
ering and only later on community work. Groups such as the Ukrainian
Women's Organization of Canada spread a message, not of women's rights
but of their responsibilities.

Chapters Four and Five describe how women's groups became increas
ingly Canadianized as they strove to demonstrate good citizenship in face
of first, the Soviet-German pact and then, the Cold War. Ukrainian-Cana
dian women helped legitimize a multicultural vision of modern Canada.
Perhaps ironically, new emphasis on mainstreaming also brought greater
emphasis on the significance of gender. In the modern world, life, it seems,
has become more complicated as the contemporary generation of Ukrain
ian-Canadian feminists has to confront both the racism of much of the
Anglo-Canadian women's movement and the anti-feminism sentiment
encountered in their own ethnic community.

Chapter Six moves on to consider how the female peasant immigrant
has been taken up as a positive group symbol of cultural survival. Out of
decades of nationalist-progressive conflicts have emerged the icons of the
heroic, often young and beautiful, settler, now commemorated in monu
ments, and of the still more ubiquitous "baba" or grandmother, whose
cooking and nurture promise to bind together an en tire community. In each
case the image was central to Ukrainian-Canadians' sense of heritage and
future - the chapter as a whole serves as a wonderful example of popular
cultural history.

A brief conclusion reiterates the importance of female symbols for the
development of the Ukrainian-Canadian community as a whole. Men, as
well as women, have been affirmed in their sense of ethnic identity by
images of femininity which stress endurance, domesticity and sacrifice,
qualities which often don't seem that different from those proposed for
women from all of Canada's many ethnic communities. One would also
have liked to know how notions of masculinity were similarly constructed;
they were hardly likely to be independent.

To sum up, Wedded totheCause is, in the main, the history of ideas about
how women should behave and, far more often than community leaders
care for, they do not. While Swyripa does introduce valuable material on
the day-to-day reality of women's lives, this is never her major interest. If
readers want to find out how Ukrainian-Canadian women lived and what
they felt, they need, as she says, "an entirely different book" (p. 257).

I, for one, however, hope that Swyripa herself might write that other
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story, which so calls out to be told. Certainly no one is better prepared to
confront the stereotypes Wedded to theCause so well describes.

Veroncia Strong-Boag
Centre for Research in Women's Studies and Gender Relations
University of British Columbia

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbours, by Dale R. Russell.
Hull, Quebec: Canadian Museum of Civilization, 1991. (Archaeological
Survey of Canada, Mercury Series Paper 143.)

Reconstructions and interpretations based on historical sources - which
we call histories-have created an evolving historiography. Russell examines
historiographically the interpretations of the twentieth-century ethnogra
pher David G. Mandelbaum and early-ninteenth-century explorer Sir Alex
ander Mackenzie, and cursorily what Russell characterizes as the "post
Mandelbaum writers." All of these writers have previously contributed their
own reconstructions about the Cree and their culture history.

In this work Russell focusses particularly on the question of whether the
Cree migrated to the northern plains from the eastern woodlands or
whether Plains Cree occupations had anything to do with the westward
push of the European fur trade. The answer to these questions depends on
the degrees of accuracy attributed to written observations by which histori
cal groups of Indians can be identified and traced.

The implications of this migration question are more interesting than the
question itself because it focusses upon the nature of sources and the tests
for reliable information. The oral traditions of the Plains Cree, as inter
preted by Russell, do not substantiate the idea of a known migration; rather,
there is a suggestion of a long-term occupation of the Prairies and Plains
since time immemorial. While asserting this on behalf of Cree oral tradition,
Russell offers no detailed discussion or even minimal examination of
specific sources for this perspective. Russell indicates that his examination
of the historical sources for the Cree and their neighbours reveals a picture
quite different from that of the migrationists and quite similar to that of the
Cree oral traditions. He suggests that, as Europeans travelled west they
perceived the Cree to be moving with them. Russell's interpretative ap
proach supports a nonmigrationist view, especially when European biases
are filtered out from the extant sources for particular time periods and
regions. What is missing is his documentation of Cree sources that corrobo
rate his historical discussions.

Russell's reconstruction is just as monolithic and stiff, however, as the
ones he wishes to dismantle. In the late 1930s,for example, when ethnolo
gist David Mandelbaum did his fieldwork in Saskatchewan and consulted
a range of historical sources for his important baseline Boasian (via Clark
Wissler) ethnography (synthesized from his extensive field notes of oral
interviews), a number of historical sources were unknown or unavailable
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to him. There is little evidence that Mandelbaum did any archival research
other than consulting published sources. Russell shows how this affected
Mandelbaum's basic interpretations, and thus, his view of developing Cree
culture and society. Revisionists must be careful not to judge by standards
of comprehensiveness unless they also are willing to be judged by them.
Russell does not cite Mandelbaum's field notes housed in the Saskatchewan
Archives Board - Regina or Mandelbaum's retrospective discussion of his
own methods (1979).Russell attributes motives and interpretations, but far
from proves them.

Russell suggests that the diffusion of guns and resulting warfare were
not as powerful a factor upon migration as was the western movement of
fur tradersand explorers. He critiques in detail Alexander Mackenzie's
secondhand accounts of the prairies that he never visited, and suggests
unqualified reliance by twentieth-century scholars upon what Mackenzie
only meant to be generalizations. Russell calls this method of attribution the
"fallacy of displaced observation" (p. 47). What is particularly disturbing
about Russell's perspective is that he accepts one oral tradition over an
other, for example, the informants to Mackenzie, many of whom were
known to have been Indians or Inuit. Oral traditions must be weighed in
relationship to other sources; their power as sources is found in both
collaboration or new perspectives.

Russell's descriptions taken from historical sources for the specificgeogra
phy of the woodlands, prairies and plains continuum are truly impressive.
From this base of local knowledge, which includes locations of historical sites,
Russell critiques the limitations of other scholars, especially those of the
migrationists. He marches through the early journals and accounts, correlat
ing locations with his localized understandings. His descriptions of the lands
of the "periphery," which he knows intimately from experience, are particu
larly powerful. While this geographic accuracy makes aspects of his discus
sions appear clear-cut, the comprehensiveness of his historiographic critique
remains flawed in several ways. Nowhere does Russell acknowledge the
relativity of historically emerging geographical knowledge as it was being
invented cartographically through acceptance, rejection and modification
during the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Ruggles 1958,
1991).Rather, he discusses geographical space in absolute terms, assuming
the locations of action throughout the periods under examination had the
same conscious reality for all actors. Russell unfortunately also limits his
discussion by not using or referring to recent scholarship done on similar
issues or on interactions with the Cree for the same time periods and
important adjacent regions for the Eastern Dakota (Sioux),southwestern and
western Ojibwa, the Gros Ventre/Hidatsa, the Cheyenne and the central and
western Great Lakes region.

Particularly odd is the publishing of this volume of broad-based ethno
historical cum geographical analysis in the Mercury Series publications of
the Archaeological Survey of Canada. Nowhere in the volume does Russell
attempt to discuss his interpretations relative to the archaeological record
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in the regions he discusses. The utility of this volume is enhanced by two
folded reference maps (liThe Canadian Northwest" and "Western Interior
of Canada''), which facilitate the tracing of Russell's descriptions of specific
locations.

The successful proof of the nonmigration perspective finally is left to the
reader. The discussion of localized geography and descriptions of early fur
trade interactions make this volume a useful reference. It reasserts one
perspective in a long-standing debate, but does not resolve it.
Mandelbaum, David G. 1979. "The Plains Cree Remembered: Proceedings of the Plains Cree
Conference, Fort Qu'Appelle, (Saskatchewan), 24-26 October 1975, 1-26." Regina: Canadian
Plains Research Center, University of Regina.

Ruggles, Richard Irwin 1958. "The Historical Geography and Cartography of the Canadian
West, 1670-1795: The Discovery, Exploration, Geographic Description and Cartographic
Delineation of Western Canada to 1795." Ph.D. dissertation, University of London.

-.1991. A Country So Interesting: The Hudson's BayCompany and Two Centuries of Mapping,
1670-1870. Montreal/Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press.

David Reed Miller
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College
University of Regina

The Alberta Temple: Centre and Symbol of Faith, by V.A. Wood. Calgary:
Detselig Enterprises Ltd., 1989.Pp. 221.

Homes in Alberta: Buildings, Trends, and Design, 1870-1967/ by Donald G.
Wetherell and Irene R.A. Kmet. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press,
1991/Pp. 382.

The built environment of the Canadian Plains has been attracting in
creasing attention as our regional society matures. More communities are
beginning to recognize that their buildings are part of a legacy left to them.
The study of those structures can reveal important elements about who we
are as a people, the aspirations of those who preceded us, as well as the
influences which have shaped the world we now live in.

These two books represent the opposite approaches which can be taken
to studyingour buil t past. One takes a narrow view, focussing upon a single
structure. The other takes a broader approach, seeking to examine the
evolution of housing in one of the prairie provinces.

Perhaps it is not currently fashionable to speak of faith in a scholarly
review of a book, but it would be difficult to discuss V.A. Wood's work
without reference to it. Wood has wisely centred his history of the Alberta
Temple of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints on its role as the
centre and symbol of thatgroup's religious convictions. The building's very
existence, together with its location and construction, are not under
standable apart from the Mormon faith.

The importance of faith as this book's organizing principle is also
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revealed in the background of the author. V.A. Wood was born and raised
in Cardston, Alberta, one of the Mormon centres on the Canadian Plains.
He has been a leader of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in
southern Alberta for many years. He is a former president of the Alberta
Temple. His book is therefore not an objective history, but a labour of love
and faith.

Wood's perspective is still a useful one because of the insights it provides
into the Mormon community. The role of prophecy is particularly reveal
ing, apparently acting as a goal-setting strategy. Once a prophecy has been
made it acts as a rallying vision for the community who are able to devote
their energies to fulfilling a mutually desirable goal.

The focus and approach taken by Donald Wetherell and Irene Kmet in
their study are very different. Their study is about the evolution of housing
in Alberta from its aboriginal beginnings through to the present. This is also
a scholarly study, and is fully documented with an impressive array of
notes and a large bibliography.

Wetherell and Kmet divide their study into five sections: Settlement
(1700s-1900s); the Modern House (1883-1918); Interwar and Wartime
Housing (1919-1945); Postwar Housing (1946-1967); and a Conclusion.
Each section is subdivided into chapters which explore the important
elements of the particular topic and era. The section on the period from 1883
to 1918 is very good and underscores the shelter problems faced by both
urban and rural settlers during the pioneering era.

There are problems with this book, though, stemming from its origin as
a commissioned work. While there is no evidence that the Alberta govern
ment departments which sponsored this study influenced the research
findings or interpretation, they certainly shaped its focus. This book is
about housing in Alberta, but nothing more. Occasionally it mentions
developments in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, but these are scarce. There
is no attempt to compare and contrast housing developments across the
Canadian Plains, or to other regions of the country or continent. The
authors and publisher have ignored a tremendous opportunity to add to
our knowledge of regional trends and developments because that is not
what their sponsors wanted. This overly narrow focus underscores a
disturbing trend in studies emanating from .Alberta - to insist upon a
parochial provincial viewpoint.

The format of Homes inAlberta also reflects its commissioned foundation.
The book is handsomely bound, is slightly larger than normal size, and
there are wide margins on every page. Unfortunately, these margins ap
pear to have forced the adoption of a small typeface. This gives the text a
cramped appearance making it difficult to read. The volume has the overall
appearance of having been designed for presentation; not to be read.

R. Bruce Shepard
Rt. Hon. John G. Diefenbaker Centre
University of Saskatchewan
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Pioneer Policing in Southern Alberta: Deane oftheMounties, 1888-1914,edited
by William M. Baker. Calgary: Historical Society of Alberta, 1993. Pp. 284.

This book is an invaluable reservoir of social history relating to the
southwest sector of the Canadian Prairies during the latter part of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The bulk of the book consists of
police reports written by Superintendent Richard Burton Deane of the
North-West Mounted Police (NWMP) during his service in the force from
1888 to 1914. These reports relate to his experiences and work in the
Mounted Police and are presented in several formats. Some are excerpts
from NWMP annual reports which are printed in the Sessional Papers of the
Parliament of Canada. As can be appreciated, in this format the reports are
prepared with public consumption in mind and may have a tendency to be
self-serving in varying degrees. Some are from unpublished manuscripts
written by Superintendent Deane and others are from the massive records
of the NWMP housed at the National Archives of Canada in Ottawa.

The writings, outside of the official annual reports, were mostly for use
within the NWMP and are more frank in terms of writing style and content.
In addition to these primary sources of documentation in the book, there is
the benefit of explanatory information and analysis by the editor, Univer
sity of Lethbridge History Professor William M. Baker. These editorial
additions serve to connect and fill in gaps in the information and to
generally enhance the primary sources.

Professor Baker has taken great care in the cyclopean task of selecting
reports and manuscripts from the thousands that were available to him.
This is evident from the interesting appeal the book has from a reading
perspective. A note of importance is that this was carried out in such a
skillful manner that it did not impede the wholeness of historical reality
regarding the region during the above noted time frame. To accomplish this
task of quoting primary sources in their entirety and joining them to
portray sequential historical sense required remarkable editing skills
which are noticeable throughout the book.

Although the title of the book indicates that it is about pioneer policing
in southern Alberta, the full content of the publication leaves the reader
with a much broader perspective of the impact that the NWMP had on the
social evolution of the region. It supports a thesis that the NWMP were
much more than just a policing entity in the Canadian Northwest; they
played a very significant role in the socio-political development in this
region at that time.

In conclusion, this book is excellent reading material for anyone inter
ested in seeking insight into the social history of the Canadian Northwest
during the latter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is a
book that can be easily read for pleasure. At the same time, it has a wealth
of primary-source information for anyone with an academic want to re
search and expand their knowledge of the social history of the Canadian
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Plains and the NWMP. This book will attract readers who have interest in
the social growth and change that occurred in the Canadian Northwest
during its transition from a sparsely populated expanse to a more occupied
and sophisticated agrarian civilization.

L.M. (Mel)Schulhauser
Regina, Saskatchewan

Farewell To Earth: The Collected Writings Of Arthur K. Davis, by Arthur K.
Davis. Adamant, VT: Adamant Press, 1991.Pp. 480.

Farewell To Earth: The Selected Writings Of Arthur K. Davis. Adamant, VT:
Adamant Press, 1993.Pp. 766.

Arthur K. Davis was, for more than two decades, an important figure
among social scientists on the Prairies. Although his interests and his work
ranged widely, he never lost sight of the social and cultural significance of
the prairie region that served as his adopted home.

This two-volume collection of the writings of Arthur K. Davis is, like the
author, eclectic.Part autobiographical, it includes articles first published in
Science and Society, Monthly Review, Journal of Political Economy, American
Sociological Review, American Journal of Sociology, and Social Forces; lectures,
book reviews, letters to newspaper editors, diaries of Davis' trips to central
Europe, the former USSR, the Peoples Republic of China and Cuba, along
with a reprint of his critical essays on the metropolis-hinterland thesis, the
first in Richard Ossenberg's Canadian Society and the second in Canadian
Dimension.

Younger readers of Prairie Forum may welcome an introduction to A.K.
Davis. Born and raised in New England, he studied at Harvard University
under the distinguished. Russian sociologist, Pitrim Sorokin, and Talcott
Parsons, who supervised his Ph.D. thesis on the social theory of Thorstein
Veblen.

During the late 1940s and early 1950s, he scorned the Cold War and
McCarthy hysteria by openly associating with the MonthlyReview group in
New York and an academic rebel by the name of C. Wright Mills at
Columbia. Not surprisingly, his own academic achievements and promise,
acknowledged by C. Wright Mills in The Sociological Imagination, were not
enough to land him a tenured appointment in those established universi
ties which pretend to attract and appoint the best.

To Davis, it was a matter of little consequence. He had come to the
conclusion that America was beyond redemption. In 1958, he moved to
Saskatchewan - "the shining land" - to become the Chief Research
Officer of the Centre for Community Studies at the University of Saskatch
ewan. There, he guided and encouraged the work of a number of young
social scientists including Vernon SerI, Phil Spaulding, Helen Buckley, Leo
Kristjanson, Donald Wilmott, James McCrorie, Cliff Everson, Peter
Worseley and Richard Laskin.
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In 1963, he accepted an appointment as Professor of Sociology at the
University of Calgary, then took a similar appointment at the University of
Alberta in 1968/ where he remained until he retired. He was active in the
Social Science Research Council of Canada and served a term as president
of the Canadian Association of Sociology and Anthropology.

A first read of the two volumes of Farewell To Earth will leave many
readers puzzled. The combination of scholarly articles, letters to the editor,
diary notes, autobiographical sketches and public letters is not a familiar
one. In Davis' hands, it becomes a revealing one: offering an intriguing
portrait of a man who succeeded in integrating the role of student, teacher,
citizen and father in one person.

His development as a student was unusual, to say the least. His Ph.D.
thesis supervisor at Harvard was Talcott Parsons, then the doyen of the
American structural functionalists. Yet in his 1969 Sorokin Lecture, given at
the University of Saskatchewan and entitled "The Present as Tragedy," it is
clear that Parson's intellectual rival had a more lasting influence on his
development. Indeed, the series of articles on Veblen, reprinted in Volume
2 of this collection, argue that Veblen's debt to Marx was far greater than
most would credit and in the introduction to Volume 1 of the collection,
Davis states emphatically that his own interpretations of society involve the
"Marxian key."

They certainly contain Marx's capacity for anger and caustic analysis.
Consider the following passages from 1/American Decline and Fall" re
printed in Volume 1 from an 1960 issue of Monthly Review. Davis argues that
progress comes from oppositions and in the United States, at the time he is
writing, there were none:

This is not to say that the American scene is one of harmony. Nasty
conflict chronically flare up ... The overriding opposition between capi
tal and organized labor is one of two or three major dynamic forces in
American life. But these struggles are waged for bigger shares of the
pie. They do not call into question the righteousness of the system by
which the pie is baked. For instance, the slogan of Negro movements ...
has been "Count us in," not "Change the system." ... (Llarge sections of
the black bourgeoisie delude themselves with conspicuous consump
tion and sham achievements which for pure hokum surpass the white
bourgeois standards they ape. The new Negro middle class wants in at
the head table, nothing more. And was this not also true of the right
wing movement called McCarthyism? This motley collection of Texas
oil kings, up-and-coming but still insecure Irish and German groups,
and other frustrated social climbers used anti-communism as a club
against the upper-class Eastern aristocracy.... McCarthyism, wrote
Vireck, with more than his customary perception, "is the revenge of the
noses that for twenty years of fancy parties were pressed against the
outside window pains" .

Shades of the language and anger of the 18th Brumaire. But what of the
analysis? Again from 1/American Decline and Fall":
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Progress comes from oppositions. It is made possible, though not
necessarily certain, by the emergence of incompatible social conditions
and group aspirations. Eras of progressive social development seem to
require, at least in their critical initial phases, the confrontation and
resolution of decisive oppositions among peoples or classes. From the
clash of thesis and antithesis comes a new synthesis - if circumstances
are favourable - and this may become the basis for a new epoch of
more gradual social evolution.

This statement of the "Marxian key" will strike some as revisionist, assign
ing to other human groups the historical role Marx reserved for classes,
admitting the historical presence of evolution in place of revolution in the
process of change, hedging prediction with equivocation.

Davis would not disagree. In his words: "Marxism is a developing
intellectual and historical tradition." None can gainsay that he has made a
contribution to it.

This is particularly in evidence in his essays on the metropolis-hinter
land thesis, reprinted in Volume 1 of the collection. For Davis, the opposi
tion of the prairie hinterland to metropolitan central Canada (read
Montreal and Toronto) is a crucial historical force in the development of
Canadian society in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

As a student, he endeavours to explore, describe and analyze this relation
ship with objectivity. As a teacher, he uses a variety of media to disseminate
his views - all in evidence in this collection. But Davis was and remains a
New England Yankee, with the strong obligation of citizenship that histori
cally belongs to this particular breed of North American. His studies of the
prairies, therefore, become inseparable from his du tiesofcitizenship. His love
of and commitment to "the shining land" come through, time and again, even
in his scholarly articles. The region is not merely an object of intellectual
curiosity; it becomes a cause for celebration, when in its opposition to
metropolitan capital, it advances the human cause.

Much of Farewell To Earth is devoted to reprints of book reviews, origi
nally published in scholarly journals or the popular press. The range of
topics, disciplines and authors is considerable. The style throughout is
consistent. Davis deploys an economy of words to dissect a book and pass
judgement, in crisp, unmistakable language. The same style is to be found
in his voluminous correspondence with editors of newspapers, with the
added touch of writing to, not down to, the lay public.

For many, the most disquieting essay is "Quebec in Depth," written for
and included in Volume 1 of the collection. Davis argues that Canada
consists of two sociological nations, along with the "First Nations," differ
ing significantly from the political economies, structures and cultures of
French and English Canada. He develops the proposition that the exigen
cies of these three "national" constituencies cannot be accommodated
within the present provisions of confederation. Attempts to address and
resolve the tensions and conflicts among these three constituencies will, in
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his view, be exacerbated unless the minority constituencies - aboriginals
and French Canada - acquire that measure of sovereignty their collective
sense of nationhood requires.. At the very least, he concludes, this means
scrapping the British North America Act and starting over again - as
co-equals. It is an intriguing analysis and conclusion for it is prepared to
accord to nationality or ethnicity a greater force and legitimacy than say, to
class or region (for example metropolis-hinterland).

The final entry to Volume 2 of this collection is an Appendix, entitled
"Growing up with Randy and Autism." The essay is about Davis's son and
it's aim "is to show that autistic children can and should live and prosper,
however slowly, in their parental home - provided that at least one parent
has the political will and persistence to work at an endless quest; and
provided also that the child does not have additional major diseases and
deviations as well as autism." Here is Davis at his best- the capacity for
objectivity however painful the task might be; the power of observation and
analysis; the gift for understanding; the remarkable command of the English
language; above all, the humanity of the man.

James N. McCrorie
Canadian Plains Research Center
University of Regina
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